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TH E ALUMNI BULLETIN

Seldom has an addres s won such universal acclaim as the remarks of Dr. Ralph
C. McDanel (page 5) at the Alumni Dinner. Every alumnus felt a glow of pride in
the knowledge that teachers like Dr. Mac, men who have refused to "put a price
tag on their brains," have given strength and character to this institution through
the years. Such men have given unstintingly of their golden knowledge, have labored
in the service of the college and the communit y, and ha ve rubbed off on the students
the y have touched some of their high idealism.

Published quar terly at the University of
Richmond by th e General Society of Alu mni.
Entered as second-class matter at the Post
Office, University of Richmond, Virgi nia,
May 14, 1948. Subscript ion price: $1.00 per
year.

In a day when too man y persons attempt to be all things to all men, when double talk and double-dealing too often are the rule, Dr . Mac 's forthrightness is refreshing . There is never an y doubt how he stands on an issue. There is never any inclination to compromise with what he believes to be right.

JOSEPH
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Editor
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Editor
VtRGINIA
D . IVEY, '48 ... • Law School Editor
WM. H . WARREN , '48 . . Business School Editor
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Bttsi ·ness Mamag er

Laboring as he did through his early career in the shadow of the great Mitchell ,
his worth as a teacher went unnoticed for many years. Instead of sulking in a cor ner, he continued to work and to grow. After twent y-five years of service to his
Alma Mater he stands today in the company of the great teachers this Uni versity
has produced .
His worth has extended far beyond the classroom , and far beyond the campu s of
the Universit y he learned to love when he was a student thirty-five year s ago. In
the councils of the Baptists of Virginia whom he has served as pre sident, his voice
is authoritative. Ever y Sunday scores of Richmond men gather, as the y have for
more than a score of years , to hear Dr. McDanel conduct one of the most popular
Bible classes in the city. It was partl y in recognition of his contribution to the Baptist denomination , and partl y in recognition of his service as a teacher and lecturer
th at Georgetown College in Kentucky conf erred on him th e honorary degree of
Doctor of Laws this past commencement . It was a doubl y appreciated honor , coming as it did from a college which years ago conferred the Doctor of Di v,inity degree upon his distinguished father.
Dr . Mac will wear his honors lightly. H e'll still be accessible to every student
who seeks his counsel. Students will continue to find him pessimistic, inclined to
take a dim view of things in general, and in particular, but they will find none of
the bitterness of cynicism. They will find a man who has unlimit ed confidenc e in his
God, a reasonabl e amount of confidence in his fellow men and an under standing
of their foibles and weaknesses , and an abiding faith in the cert ain triumph of right.
Whether one agrees or disagr ees with Alumnus Keppler's (page 15) view s about
college football , he can applaud the workmanlike way Coach Ed Merrick has gone
about the task of doing th e job assigned to him. Sports Editor Laurenc e Leonard
paint s an admirably reali stic pictur e (page 7) of the man M errick and the way he
operates. Both Merrick and his lin e assistant, Boyd William s, th e old Syracuse star ,
have gone to work with vigor and enthusiasm. The results of their knowledg e and
their energ y were manifest in the successful spring practic e and the further results
of their recruiting should be evident this fall.
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Olin Richardson isn't champion any mor e. Wh en Richardson ran 100 yards in ten
seconds way back in 1909 he set a record which had been four times tied but never
bettered until Walter (Baby) Nelms turned the trick with a sparkling 9.8 at Quantico. ( See page 11.)
Jack Burcher's boys aren 't the first set of U niversit y of Richmond twins but , so
far as can be determined, the y are the only set with different birthda ys. (Page 19.)
Both twins are proud owners of Universit y of Richmond rattle s which are sent to
all alumni who send the glad tiding s to the Alumni Office.
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f!o-mmencement
AGAINST a backdrop of war and rumors

I\. of war, 30-3 University of Richmond
students received degrees at commencement
on June 4. Th e uncertainty of the times was
reflected in the weather, which threatened
rain that never materialized, but nonetheless
forced the exercises indoors . Par ents and
other friends of the graduates found the degree-conferring program well worth the three
dollars some of them had to pay for illegally
parking their automobiles outside the First
Baptist Church.
Although there was a sharp drop from
last year's 342, the total number of graduates
passed the 300-mark for th e third consecutive year. The decrease was attributed to the
fact that the veterans of World War II are
fast disappearing from the campus. (In his
annual report to the Board of Trust ees, President Modlin pointed out that veterans comprised only 26 per cent of the student body
during the year just end ed, as compared with
a high of 80 per cent for 1946-47. For th e
academic year beginning in September the
veterans will comprise probably no more than
10 per cent of the enrollment.)
There were jobs aplenty for all the graduates who wanted jobs- and were free to
take them. ( See page 11.) A number of them
faced jobs of top priority with the armed
services.
There was little of the sweetness and light
characte ristic of commencements. Dr. J. Hillis
Miller, '24, president of the University of
Florida, spoke in his commencement address
of "the brutal realism of life." H e told the
graduates that human nature is "perverse and
selfish and, in many respects, unint elligent
and thoughtless."
He defined an optimist as "a person who
in this atomic age believes that the future is
uncertain."
(The preceding evening, Dr. William 0.
Carver, '9 1, professor emeritus of comparative religion and missions in Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, said in his baccalaureate sermon "we hav e reached a situation unequalled in all history for its worldwide tragedy, un equalled in the desperateness of fear, concern, confusion which grips
mankind. Christians can no long er take refuge in pietistic exem ption from the tragedy,
the needs and the doom of mankind , without hearing or heeding th e truth as revealed
to us in Jesus Christ.")
President Modlin, in his charg e to the
graduates , pointed out that many of them
would be required to take up arms in the
Korean conflict and the global war whicl1
may follow . "All of you," h e said, "face the
probability of long years of living in a mili tary economy, demanding sacrifices that must

be borne with understanding and in good
spirit. The war between Communism and our
free way of life, " he said, "is basically a
struggle for the minds and loyalties of the
peop le of this earth . Communism can never
conquer our country if we remain faithful
to the high moral ideals of Christian democracy which are our heritage ."
In addition to th e 303 students who received degrees in course, the University conferred honorary degrees on five distinguished
Blanche S.
men and one woman-Miss
White, executive secretary of the Woman's
Missionary Union of the Baptist Genera l Association of Virginia for 25 years. She received the degree of Doctor of Letters . Do ctor of Laws degr ees went to Dr. Hillis
Miller, '24, and Justi ce Willis D. Miller, '14,
of the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals;
the degr ee of Doctor of Science to Overton
D. Dennis , '10, well-known Richmond businessman , and th e degree of Doctor of
Divinity to the Rev. William B. Denson ,
'26, pastor of the Melrose Baptist Church in
Roanoke, and the Rev. 0. W. Sawyer, pastor
of the Union Baptist Church in Chincoteague.
Although all educational institutions , particularly those on private foundation, will
find the going rough in the years immediately ahead, President Modlin told the trustees
that the future of the University of Richmond is "secure. " He saw as the chief need
more endowment to make possible adequate
salaries for members of the faculty. (The
University's endowment is now $3,232,209,
and the plant assets are valued at $3,415,300. Total assets are $9,4 87,074.)
Buildings costing an aggregate of more

·s,
than $1,000,000 are under construction or
will be under construction soon, President
Modlin said. He referred to the AlumniStudent Center building which has been
promised for the start of the 1951-52 session in September ; Th e Law School building ( see page 10) for which the contract
will be let this year, and the Boatwright
Memorial Library which will be under construction next year or in 195 3. The library which will be enlarged when more funds
become available - will cost approximately
$500,000.
From the standpoint of enrollment, President Modlin found the outlook encouraging, although there can be no doubt that
enrollment will be further redu ced next
year, both as a result of the disappearance
of the veterans and the manpower demands
of the armed services. Another adverse factor arises from the transition of Richmond
high schools to a 12-year system, which
means that very few students will graduate
this year.
The establishment of Army and Air Force
Reserve Officers Training Corps units on the
campus is expected to draw sh1dents who
otherwise might have enrolled in other colleges which do not have such units.
All in all, the Univ ersity expects a year
which will be difficult in view of the spiraling cost of operation and the decrease in the
enrollment, which will be the smallest since
the close of World War II. However , the
enrollment is larger than pessimists had
feared, the school has embarked confidently
on a building program, and faces the future
with determination and confidence.

Two ROTCUnits On Campus
Thanks to two ROTC units, University of
Richmond students can qualify for both a
bachelor 's degree and a commission in either
the Army or the Air Force. Both ROTC
units hav e sent a skeleton staff to the campus in preparation for the start of operations
this fall and as the BULLETIN goes to press,
workmen are converting two of the men's
barracks into headquarters for the military.
In addition to the Army Transportation
ROTC announced previously, the University
was successful in its application for an Air
Force ROTC. The two units will enroll several hundr ed students this fall and ultimate ly a maximum of 600.
Persons accepted for the ROTC will retain their civilian status but will be required
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to take required basic and advanced courses
in military science and tactics. During the
latter two years they will be compensated at
the rate of $27 per month.
All ROTC students who do satisfactory
work in the classroom and on the drill field
will be exempt from military duty until they
have completed their degree requirements.
Col. Robert C. Larson heads the Army
Transportation ROTC as professor of military science and tactics, and Lt. Col. Raymond G. Teborek is professor of air science
and tactics for the Air Forces unit. Although
neither would admit it, they expect to engage in spirited rivalry for the incoming students who are eligible for ROTC training.

A MONUMENT-

TO ALUMNI GIVING
MONUMENT to every alumnus whose
A
giving through the years has made it
possible , the Alumni-Student Center building will be ready for use this fall. As the
ALUMNI BULLETINgoes to press, the campus post office is preparing to move into its
handsome and spacious quarters on the first
floor and the contractor was still confident
that the building will be complete when the
1951-52 session begins on September 17.
Certainly it should be completed and furnished well before the alumni return to dedicate it at Homecoming on October 27.
Old grads who joined the "Sidewalk Superintendents' Tour" conducted by Dr. R.
E. Loving, '96, on Alumni Day were impressed with the exterior appearan ce of the
building and also with the variety of facilities offered inside the four-story structure
which nestles comfortably into the ravine
between the Administration Building and the
dormitories. It has a "Country Club" appearance when viewed from the lawn of the
Administration Building but the size of the
building does not become apparent until it
is seen from the other side of the ravine.
A large and well-equipped College Shop
will replace the old fire-razed frame structure which has been an eyesore through the
ages and in recent years has been referred
to uncomplimentaril y as the "slop shop."
This shop and the post office will occupy most
of the space on the ground floor.
On the second floor will be located the
Alumni Headquarters, a faculty lounge, and
barbershop.
On the third or main floor ( this floor is
entered at the ground level from the lawn of
the Administration Building) are a larg e
lounge for students, a recreation room, and
a multiple-use room in which student organizations will hold their meetings. The memorial lounge, in addition to day-to-day use
as a recreational spot for students , is large
enough for informal dances and can be converted into a meeting room for alumni at
Homecoming and Alumni Day.
Offices for the publications, a central mail-

ing room and a reference room for the joint
use of the publications will be found on the
fourth floor. In addition there is a large storage attic which may, with the passage of
years, provide additional space for student
purposes.
Members of the board of trustees whose
affirmative vote a year ago had made possible
the construction of the building, could find
in the '51 Fund evidence that the alumni
intend to make good their promise to pay
off in a few years the additional $50,000
needed for the structure originally planned.
The 1951 Fund - the second largest in the
five-year history of the fund from a monetary standpoint and by far the largest from
the standpoint of the number of contributors
- stood at $25,164 .83 on July 1. This figure
compared with $26, 155.67 on the corresponding date last year.
As of July 1st a total of 1,281 alumni had
contributed to the '51 Fund-as compared
with 1,053 at the corresponding date last
year and 1,077 for the entire calendar year
of 1950 .
·
With the monetary total less than $1,000
behind last year's pace it is possible that the
final total will exceed the $28,6 09.34 for
the 'SO Fund.
(This year's total is doubly creditable in
view of the fact that none of the money
contributed by alwnni to the new Law
School Building was credited to the '5 1 Fund.
Had this been done the total would have
been far in excess of last year. All contributors to the Law School Building were
listed, however , as contributors to the '5 1
Fund .)

'15 Does It Again!
With the consistency of old Joe Lewis in
his prime , the men of 1915 mopped up again
in the friendly rivalry among the classes for
first place in the 1951 Alumni Fund with a
score of 58.97--not as good as last year's
77. 77 per cent, but still good enough to beat
off the challenge of the class of 1903 which
scored 47.83.
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The men of 1903 closed with a rush to
sweep from 12th to second place in the closing weeks. The class of 1911 (8th last year)
came in third with 46.51, and 1907 was
fourth for the second consecutive year, with
a percentage of 43.48.
_;-(:,Others in the first ten: 1916 ( 42.11 % ) ;
1906 (40.00 % ); 1921 7 (39.62%);
1926
(38.61 % ) ; 1917 (36.21),
and 1909
(35.71%).
For the second consecutive year the class
of 1949 led in the number of contributors 79 this year as compared with 55 last year.
The men of 1950 were in second place with
56, and 1948 was third with 45. The class
of 1941, last year's runner-up with 41, again
scored 41 but dropped to a fourth place tie
with the Old Guard. The class of 1926 had
39 contributors , there were 38 each from
1927 and 1931, and 37 each from 1930 and
1937 .
The names of contributors to the 1951
Alumni Fund, by classes, follow:
Old Guard (up to 1900)
(24.85%)

Albert M . Austin,'87
Vi'. H . Bay lor , '88
l!,. W. Boatwrig ht, '88
J. T. Noell , J1·., '88
William H. Parker, '90
John W . Reams , '90
vV. 0. Caner, '91
1-Ienry 'l\ Louthan, '91
Garnett Ryland, '92
w·.c. James , '93
Richard H. White, '93
\V. F . Dunaway, '94
Albert P. Pox , 1 94
George \V. Layman, '94

Hill Montag u e, Sr., '94
I-I. \V. Provence, '94
Alvin i\L Smith, '94
J. vV. Gordon, '95
John Howard, '95
Jesse H. Binford, '96
Charles 1\L 0l'ave:::-, '96

P. I-1. Che lf , '97
rl'homa.s B. :McAdams , '97

Charle s G. McDaniel, '97
E. V. Riddell, '97
R. E. Loving, '98
J,tiian B. i\[artin, '98
H. G. Noffsinger, '98
A.Vv. Freeman, '99
Haskins Hobson. '99
Hu .nter M iller, '99
R. \V. Neathery, '99
R. 0. Norris, Jr ., '99
H. W. Goodw in , '00

A . C. Harlowe , '00

Carlyle Broaddns, '00
Alan D. Jones, '00
G. E. Mabry, '00
J. Coleman i\Iotley, '00
Joseph P. Scruggs , ' 00
J. B. We lsh, '00
A. P. Wilso ·n , ' 00
Adon A. Yoder , '00
1901 (33 .33 % )
~-L E. Bristow
John G. Broaddus
J. W. Cam ma ck
R. C. L. l'lfoncure
Percy Pembel'ton
Cu llen Pitt
E. W. Provence
W. M. Seay
1902 (35 .28 % )
William Hugh Carter
C. H. Dunaway
Goodwin Frazer
\V. W. Gordon
Carter A. Jenk e ns
R. A. McFarland
1903 (47.83%)
W. P. Clark
P. W. James
J. W. Kincheloe, Sr.
,T. E. Oliver
William L. Phillips
Lacy M. Ritter
T . Ryland Sanford
Isadore Shapir o

(Continued on page 13)

ALUMNI-AE DAY

T

HE OLD GRADS left Millhiser Gymnasium seeking superlatives which would
adequately describe the address of Dr. R. C.
McDanel, '16, at the annual Alumni Day
dinner. (Page 5.) Meanwhile, in Keller Hall
four distinguished alumna e were giving a
panoram ic view of "Westhampton Around
the World."
The globe-trotters were Mrs . Mary Anne
Guy Franklin, a teacher in the Richmond
School System who taught a year in the Fu lham Secondary School in London; Mrs. John
Daniel Brian, '34, who has been in Venezuela since 1948; Mrs. Henry Carter Miller,
'41, and Miss Eva Sanders, '24, who is a
missionary nurse in Nigeria, South Africa .
Earl ier in the day Miss Frances Farmer,
'3 1, law librarian and instructor in legal
bibliography at the University of Virginia,
and Miss Ruth Henderson, '21, of New York
City, director of int ernational activities for
the Girl Scouts of the United States, had
been speakers at the annual Alumnae Hour.
Members of the graduating classes were
(Continued

on page 12)

Faith Of An Alumnus*
SURE I need not say that I am greatIthislyAMoccasion.
honored by being invited to speak on
The honor appears all the
greater when I remember the able speakers
who have preceded me in years past and
when I think of the many distinguished
alumni who would have been far more eloquent and altogether more acceptable speakers than I can ever be tonight or any night.
There are many reasons for choices of
speakers-lots of them not too complimenI am going to
tary to the speakers-but
cherish the thought that tonight - for oncethe reason was not one of those uncomplimentary ones. My appearance is due, I believe, to the calendar. Thirty-five years ago
this month, by the grace of God and the
kindness of several professors, Dr. Boatwright announced to an expectant world
that I was a Bachelor of Arts of Richmond
College. For the past twenty-five years I have
been collecting monthly checks from the
University of Richmond -as a member of
the faculty. And it might be said, somewhat
parenthetically, that no matter how reluctantly and grudgingly those checks were
given (which is the standard treasurer-banker attitude) they were always distributed on
time. This is a distinction of the University
of Richmond not shared by all educational
institutions these past twenty-five years.
When , several weeks ago, I received the
invitation to speak tonight I began to wonder what I should try to speak about. It
could be, I thought, an apologia pro sua vita,
sort of an attempt at a justification of twentyfive years of a misspent life. Or I could pour
a few more vials of oil on the still smoldering embers of the MacArthur-Truman controversy. Or I might discourse at length, and
without shedding any light or giving any
answers, on the general subject of international relations, a field in which I have been
inaccurately accused of being an expert.
Whatev er temptations came from any of
these I have tried to resist, although you may
detect some evidences of the apologia.
Last December the outgoing president of
the Ameri can Historical Association used as
the title of his address to that organization ,
"Faith of a Historian. " I am going to paraphrase his title and call my remarks to you,
"Fai th of an Alumnus." Whatev er it may
do to and for you it will give me the opportunity to speak from the heart of certain
matters which have been very close to that
heart for the past thirty-nine years.
*Addr ess deli,·ered by Dr. Ralph 0. McDanel, '16,
at the annua l A lumni Dinner in :Millhiser Gymnasium
on June 2. 'l'he occasion marked the 25th anniversary
of Dr. hfcDanel's association with the University as
professor of hi stoTy and the 35t h anniversary of his
g raduation. Two days late1· he received from GeoTgetown College in Kentucky the degree of Doctor of
Laws in recognition of his serv ice to hi s fellow man
as a teacher and Christian lea der. Dr. McDanel is
past presicle n t of the Baptist General Association of
Virginia, and is past national p1·esident of Omicron
Delta Kappa. At its last annual convention ODK presented Dr. McDanel with its certificate of meritorious
service.

Back in the good old days I was told that all
good sermons had a firstly, a secondly, and a
thirdly, and if by reason of strength they had
a fourthly and a fifthly they were too long.
Accordingly, I have only three divisions
which you have probably already thought of
in your own mind. They are: Faith in the
past, faith in the present, and faith in the
future. Faith has been defined in one way
as "the substance of things hoped for, the
evidence of things not seen." In another
definition it may be a firm belief or trust.
Certainly the faith of an alumnus in the past
of the University of Richmond is more than
the evidence of things not seen. It is faith
in things that are a matter of historical record, things which may be seen and known
of all men. Comparisons are odious and
statistics are worse. We need neither in the
appraisal of the contributions of this school
during one hundred and twenty-one years.
We think first, and properly, of the contribution to the denomination that established the institution and which has supported it in varying degree through the years.
It is seldom realized that the denomination
has received more than it has given. It is
right and proper that this should be so. And
let it not be forgotten that our contribution
to Virginia Baptists has by no means been
limit ed to the education of hundred of
preachers. More hundreds, yes, thousands of
laymen who today and through the years,
give and have given leadership in our churches have received some of their training here.
And who can adequately evaluate the contribution this institution has made through
the years to the city whose name it bears ?
The religious, intellectual, cultural, and civic
life of Richmond has been affected ever
since the days when that first small group of
potential preachers gathered together in 1832
on the farm out Brook Road to work and
study that they might be better prepared to
interpret the will of God to a needy world.
On many notable occasions the City of
Richmond has rallied to the assistance of its
college and for this we are all grateful. At
times there have been evidences of the ancient town and gown attitude and some proof
of the saying that a prophet is not without
honor save in his own city and among his
own people . Th e complete end of that attitude will perhaps never come, even among
some of our own Richmond city alumni, but
two things may be said: First, good public
relations are formed on a two-way street
and it is barely possible that we have at times
been somewhat remiss, either in our service
to the city or in making that service known.
Second, it may be said with confidence that
over the period of the thirty-nine years of
my recollection there has been a constant improvement both in the service of the school
to the city and the appreciation by the city
of that service.
[ 5J

We would make no claim to the service
and reputation of some of the larger and
more ancient institutions of higher learning
to the world at large but I would remind
you that our contributions of the past have
not been limited either to the city of Richmond or the Baptist denomination . Throughout the State of Virginia, the nation, and indeed, the world, men who owe something
to Alma Mater have served and are serving
their day and generation.
I would suggest, also, that an alumnus may
take pride in the high academic standards
which hav e been consistently maintained.
We have placed the major emphasis where
it belongs in a college, on scholarship. W e
have not tried to do those things for which
we were not fitted by faculty, resources, or
equipment. We have not cheapened our
degrees. I believe we have quite well approached the golden mean which Pope had
in mind ,
"Be not the first by whom the new are tried
Nor yet the last to Jay th e old aside."

In this day we know that we must replace
that log on which the student sat with adequate buildings and equipment but no one
has yet devised any substitute for the Mark
Hopkins who occupied the other end of the
log. (And I suggest that not even the miracle of television will be able to do that.)
Surely an alumnus has faith in the past
when he recalls the great teachers who have
served this school in other years. I make no
attempt to call the entire roll but as one
whose recollections go back thirty-nine
years, I cannot refrain from making a partial listing. First on any list would be that
outstanding educational statesman, Frederic
William Boatwright , whose lif e for more
than sixty-five years has been the lif e of
Richmond College and the Uni versity of
Richmond and who for fifty-one of those
years, an unparalleled record, served the institution as its president. On e of Dr. Boatwright's greatest assets was his ability to surround himself with able teachers. Who can
ever forget or adequ ately assess the contribution of a Gaines, a Ryland, a Loving, a
Harris , a Metcalf , or a Mitchell ? In my lifetime, and in that of many of you here tonight , these men, and others whom we could
name, have been the makers of the University.
I remember some twenty years ago when
a Baptist pastor from another state passed
through Richmond and visited our campus.
He was properly impressed with the beauty
of the setting but, as he told me later, he
decided to send his two sons here because
he was impressed with the long tenure of so
many of the members of the faculty. He
thought that a school where people stayed
around so long would be a good place for
his boys to visit for awhile.
Then I remember a visit of a former stu-

dent just a few days ago. He is a professor
in another institution of higher learning. In
the course of the conversation he told me
that the assistant professors in his department were paid a beginning salary which is
larger than that received by some of the full
professors here. When I told him that, his
natural question was, "Well, how do you
keep them 1"
I replied that to many men and women
there were other things that compensated for
the smaller salaries. I might have told him
that there was a congenial atmosphere in
which to work; there was a real pleasure in
being a citizen of no mean city; there was
joy in a feeling of service rendered; there
was a real satisfaction in putting down roots.
I should have said that his question should
be directed to a Gaines, a Loving, a Mitchell
or others who did not put a price tag on
their brains. Back through the years, my
friends, you have profited by those compensations, whatever they may have been. The
application to the future I will leave to your
earnest consideration.
Perhaps this note on the faculty problem
provides a good transition from the past to
the present. I am quite conscious of the fact
that many of you find it difficult to have
the same degree of faith in the present that
you have in the past when you think of the
giants who walked the paths of this enchanted spot when you were here. I assure
you that some of us share your feeling. We
shuffle along in their shoes ( far too big for
our puny feet) and wonder whether time
and some slight degree of effort will ever
enable us to touch, as it were, the hem of
their academic robes. But do not despair.
Have faith in the present of your Alma
Mater. All is not lost. We have a good faculty! Don't be ashamed of it because many
of the members are strangers to you.
The school, like the play, must go on, and
we who constitute the present troupe of
actors are making a serious and determined
effort to play our roles with the same degree
of fidelity exemplified by the masters of days
past.
Five years ago, when Dr. Boatwright decided to retire, the Trustees of the University were faced with a problem both difficult
and unique. They were completely inexperienced in choosing presidents ! There is, I am
sure, universal agreement that they made an
"A" on their first test. Dr. Modlin, coming
into a most difficult position at a particularly difficult time, has demonstrated by his
boundless energy, his engaging personality,
his wise judgment and his complete loyalty
to his job that you may have faith in the
present of your University on the score of
its administrative leadership.
An account of the ad1ievements and problems of the present you have heard, or will
hear, from others. Let it suffice for me to say
that we are still doing business ( and good
business) at the same stand. Of course, we
are handicapped in our business by lack of
equipment. How we have got along so far
without adequate library facilities is at the
same time a source of wonder and a tribute

to improvisation. We still have the hope
that the Baptist churd1es of Virginia will
respond, and that right early, to this obvious
need of the university which they foster.
They agreed to set their hand to this plow
some years ago but there has been some turning back and the furrow has not yet been
completely run.
Many of you have seen and I am sure,
admired, a concrete example of how you
may have faith in the present. The AlumniStudent Activities Building is not only an
example of faith but an evidence of the fact
that the mills of the gods grind slowly on
this campus. To be exact, they have ground
for thirty-four years in this instance. Some
of you, like me, contributed your first money
for this building in 1917 ! We have had a
long wait, but there it is, at long last ! And
some of us are sufficiently naive to believe
the contractor when he says it will be ready
for occupancy in September! The thanks of
generations of Richmond College students
will go to all of you who have made it possible and to those trustees, who for once,
were willing to take a chance on the alumni.
One is tempted to comment on the present
state of our athletic program. Many of you
will feel that the less said about that the
better. In the matter of caliber of our teams,
in the columns of contests won and lost, let
us say that there are indications of coming
improvement. Three additional things may
be said: First, we are greatly in need of improvements to our athletic plant, to this gymnasium and to our field equipment. These
needs have little, if any, relation to a program
of intercollegiate football but are vitally
necessary for our intramural and physical education programs. Second, you may confidently believe that whatever may be done in the
conduct of intercollegiate sports, it is going
to be done honestly, both on the part of the
official representatives of the institution and
of the students involved, which is only what
you should expect.
Third, you may also confidently believe
that no money contributed for any other object will be used for the support of a policy
of athletic subsidization.
These things of the present are enough,
perhaps too much, for my comment. They
add up in my mind to a deep and abiding
faith in the present. All of us can suggest
needs, changes, and improvements but allowing for all those, and they are many, the
over-all picture is good.
If the past is commendably sure and the
present inspires faith, the future must be
reasonably bright. Reasonably is the correct
word. How bright depends on many factors,
over several of which you as alumni have
a high measure of control.
It was suggested some years ago that one
of the besetting sins of some Virginians was
to translate the letters "FFV" to mean "faith
in former virtues." As a historian, or better,
a teacher of history, I am supposed to live
largely in the past but if history teaches any
lesson at all it is that we cannot rely on the
record of the past for the accomplishments
of the present and future. If we are to have
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faith in the future of the University of Richmond, that faith must inspire works, else
it is dead.
A university needs faculty, students, buildings and equipment. The students we have
in sufficient numbers in most schools of the
University with a reasonable prospect that
such a condition will continue. It used to
be said of the late Dr. R. E. Blackwell, for
many years the distinguished president of
Randolph-Macon College, that he prayed the
Lord to give him a small college and the
Lord answered his prayer. Here and now,
and not for the first time, I would like to
be listed as one making the same prayer for
Richmond College! We will not try to define the word "small" but be content with
the generalization that we do not need in
the present, and will not need in the future,
more students, but better students. And I
use the word "better" in much more than
the academic sense. We need more students
who come to college for a serious purpose,
who come to the University of Richmond because they want to come here and are not
in this institution as a place of last resort
for either academic or financial reasons. We
need more students who come with a beginning sense of loyalty and pride, a loyalty
and pride which it is hoped may be developed while here to the end that they may become sustaining sons and daughters of the
academic mother who has nourished them.
We need, in short, the sons and daughters
of you, and of people like you, if we are to
have faith in the future of this University.
The future is largely in your hands. If it is
not so now, see that you make this school
the kind of place to which you will be willing to send your children if we have what
they want in the way of higher education.
The other needs of the University will
never grow less than they are now. How
those needs are to be met is a question to
which only you have the answer. I believe
it may be truthfully said that no churchrelated school in the United States has ever
received completely adequate support from
the denomination that fostered it. Those that
have prospered have found individuals of
means who were willing to invest their money
in that best of all investments, the education
of youth. Even the state supported colleges
have found it difficult, if not impossible, to
wring from a reluctant legislature what the
colleges regard as adequate funds.
This condition is not likely to change. Indeed, if the present tendency toward Federal
support of education continues, the privately endowed colleges are going to find their
financial problems multiplied. A pat solution would be for the private schools to shut
their doors or throw themselves into the allencompassing arms of the Federal government. I hope I will not live to see the day
when either of these things will happen. I
believe that you share my views and believe
that institutions such as ours have a necessary role to play in the scheme of American
education, that in a very particular way we
(Continued on page 12)

OUT OF
LEADSPIDERS
CANMERRICK
SS?
WILDERNE
FOOTBALL
By LAURENCE LEONARD
Sports Editor, The Richmond News Leader

A MID the stately pines of the picturesque,
fl. roll ing campus of the University of
Richmond there is at present an important
building program .
From this architectural work may come a
new road that will lead from the football
wilderness.
Carving the route of the destinies is a hardheaded, hard-working, confident 35-year-old,
willing to look a job in the eye, pick up the
loose strings and go out in an effort to lasso
a wild steer.
Rougher the job , the better Edwin J. Merrick likes it.
That being the case Ed Merri ck loves his
present position. He is the man charged with
the responsibilities of moving the Spiders
into a position of football promin ence.
Out of the mire that has been disastrous
seasons is the goal at U . of R., and no man
could face the arduous assignment with more
zeal.
What Merrick can make out of nothing or almost nothing - remains to be seen.
He has taken over the remnants of a squad
that won only two out of ten games. One
of those victories came over downtrodden
Virginia Tech and the oth er over small, outmann ed Randolph-Macon.
But M errick, fortunately, does not have
to dep end upon the varsity remnants of a
year ago alone. Frnm the freshmen of last
year, the present coaches feel they can expect worthy performances of seven or eight.
To this they will add more than a dozen
"t opflight " high and prep schoolers of a
year ago.
With all of this, the immediate conclusion
would be that the outlook is starting to glitter. But don 't be easily misled.
Rid1mond 's road is a thorny one, and if
Ed Merri ck has his way the thorns will be
more pronounced.
Why is it thorny now? Because the scholarship help given Merrick is not comparable
with that of some- rather a majority - of the
opponents.
Why is it likely to become even thorni er?
Because Ed M errick doesn't want to go along
on an idea of playing the smaller schools.
"You can make more mon ey losing to
Kentu cky or T ennessee than you can when
you get bumped off by somebody that doesn't
count ," Merrick says.
The result is that already Richmond has
been included on the 1952 schedule of the
University of Miami. That is just a beginn er.
In 195 3 the Spiders will play one of the
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powers of the Southeastern Conference and
may meet two of them. Shortly there will
be announced the scheduling of the series
with one of the Eastern purists.
Building up the schedule is just as im portant to Merrick as building up the team .
"So we might be lucky enough to get a
good team ," he explains. "What does it mat ter, if we haven 't a respectable schedule for
it to play?"
Already Merri ck has altered the 1951
schedule and added three games since he
took over in the spring. Wake Forest was returned to the schedule and George Washington will be played at Alexandria. Boston
College was added.
There is a note of optimism at Richmond
that stems from the enthusiasm of the new
coach. Truth is, the optimism might be a
little too sharp, for Merrick has been away
from the college scene for four years while
building winners at Fork Union Military
Academy. He may have a tendency to underrate some of the opponents.
The infectious enthusiasm of Merrick and
his staff hit the Spider squad in spring pra ctice. It was sharp and worked diligently.
Wh en the spring work showed flaws,
Merrick 's job was to corre ct these flaws.
When convinced that the corrective measures were not available from the talent at
hand, Merrick combed the highways and
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flushed a few likely young men who might
be the answer.
Winnin g pr ep and high school teams were
much in evidence as Merrick moved from
town to town, from campus to campus. H e
took in the coal mines and the steel mills
and when h e talks about the young men he
expects in Septemb er Merri ck smiles a smile
that mor e than indicates he expects something good.
Quarterba ck having been the point with
less sharpn ess in the spring, it was given
No . 1 priority in the talent hunt. The harvest
was full.
Three talented young men of exceptional
promise and one other with more than average ability.
Two of these, Billy Baud er and Chris Napoli, come from one of Pennsylv ania's most
productive football areas. Baud er, 5-feet-9inches, 175 pounds, played at Bethlehem
High School and was All-State. Napoli, 5feet-10-inches, 175 pounds, is from Easton.
Bob Johnson , 6-feet-2-inches , 185 pounds,
comes from West Virginia's coal mining section and passes with marked skill.
Brent Hold er, 6-feet-2-inches, 170 pounds,
stood out at Varina High School and was
one of _the more widely admired young men
in Virginia 's Group 11football.
Four other backs whose talents were widely sought have told Merrick they will wear
the Red and Blue.
Two of these, Bob Reilley, the fleet 165pounds, 5-feet-11 -inches, was the best ball
George McDaniel , 170-pound, 6-foot Hop ewell boy who has played on two unbeaten
teams in as many years, were with Merrick
at Fork Union. Another, Joe Hanlon, 170pounds, 5-feet-11-inches, was the best ball
carrier on a Kulpmont, Pa., High School
team that lost only three games in two years.
The fourth, John Zupicich, 200-pound, 5feet-10-inches from Coal Township , Pa., is
modeled along the lines of a Sherman tank .
Zupicich visited Richmond several times
in the spring. His tremendous power was
pointed up in motion pictures of his team's
games . John 's work brought the team an undefeated record as Eastern Pennsylvania high
school champions .
But backs alone cannot carry the Spiders
upward. There were insufficient blocks from
the guards in the spring. So Merrick and
Line Coach Boyd Williams looked for
strength there.
They've obtained Don Ingram , 210-pound.
(Continued on page 12)

WesthamptonAlumnaeFundSets New Record
HOWING an increase of nearly
S
over last year, the
Alumnae Fund
has surpassed that of any previous year by
$2,000

1951

a large amount. The total amount contributed
in 1950-1951 was $7,690 .50 as contrasted
with $5,848.50 in 1949-1950 (which was,
incidentally, more than had ever been given
before). In addition to the $7,690.50 reported, there was another gift from one
alumna of $2,500 to set up a special fund
for Westhampton students. This brings the
total giving for the year by Westhampton
alumn ae to $10,190.50.
The Alumnae Fund Committee, with Katherine Roberts Hesby, '32, as chairman, and
Virginia Clore Johnson, '24, Margaret Leake,
'3 1, Ruth Latimer, '45, and Cora Lynn Chaffee, '46, as members , deserves great credit
R. C. Co-Eds
$73 .00-40
%
Rachel Lovenstein Karp
I sabe ll Harris
Lily Trevvett :Matthews
Ma1·ia n Starke Merritt
Julia Peachy Harrison
Clam 1\L Gary
Amy Kratz
Mary W. Montague
Minna Thalhimer Heller
Eudora Ramsay Richardson
Julia Barnes Hudgins
Mary Harris Willis
Catherine Quarles Baskerville
Ruth Thomasson Clark
Class of 1914
$5.00-1.1%
Emily Jinkins
Class of 1915
$36.00 - 45.5 %
J\fa1·garet Monteiro
Louise Reams Hundley
Sara Thomas Hambrick
Et hel Smither
Celeste Anderson O'Flaherty
Class of 1916
$74 .00 - 85.7%
Kath leen Bland Cottle
Sa lly Wills Hollaml
Helen Monsen
Frieda Dietz
Lill ian Harding Bixby
Norma "\Voodward Throckmorton
Class of 1917
$88.50 - 61.5 %
Anne Ruth I-Iarris
Gladys IIolleman Barlow
}.,lorence E. Smit h
Katharine E. Love
Florence Bosto n Decker
Mabel Heude1·son Crabtree
E leanor Cope nh aver Ande1·son
Ruth Elliol ,t Trice

for this excellent showing. In addition, the
many class secretaries and group leaders who
wrote letters to their classmates and in other
ways assisted with the Fund, are greatly to
be thanked.
One interesting fact is the increasing num ber of large gifts. In addition to the one
contribution of $2,500 already mentioned,
there was one gift of $1,250, and one of
$1,000, several others of $200 and $1,Q0
apiece, and a great many gifts of $50 and
$25. This is most encouraging, for large gifts
are necessary if the swimming pool is to be
built at any time in the near future, the
Woodfin Memoria l Fund to be bui lt up to
the point where grants to alumnae for research in history can be made, and our other
projects carried out. It is only as we all

Class of 1920
$57.00 - 23.8 %
Frances Shipman Sutton
Jeffri es H einri ch
Caro lyn D . Broaddus
L eone Clay Skinner
Anna Lee Willis Eppright
Class of 1921
$85.50 - 44.4 %
Elizabeth Eubank Short
Frances Vaughan Faglie
Mai e Collins Robinson
Virginia Lan e
Marion Stoneri1an Oliver
Th eresa Pollak
Gladys Lum sden McCutcheon
Ruth Hoov er Lide
Ruth Di llard Atkins
:May Thompson Evans
Ruth H end er son
Catherine Littl e Dupuy
Clas s of 1922
$106 .00 - 30.6 %
Elizabeth Williams Bell
niuriel Sanders
Reba Dudley Hash
Eva Timberlake '\Vest
~ ~a.rcissa Daniel Hargroves
Jeanette H enna
Mary F ugate
L es lie Sessoms Book e1·
Elsa Wallersteiii Gei·st
Julia Roop Adams
Louise Shipman Hatz
F.lizabeth Hoov er
R ebek ah Law son 1\1:cReynolds
Valeria Arrington Bonney
Mary Rilee Wright

Class of 1918
$523.00 - 62.5 %
l\lary Porter Rankin
Mary Denmead Ruflin
Betsy Camp Sm ith
E li zabeth Brockenbrough
Deborah JllcCarthy
Mary G. Lett
Mary Clay Camp
Mary G. Decker
E lizabeth Ellyson Wiley
Emi ly Gardner
Este lle Kemper Butler
Jennie Phillips LeSueur
iliartha Chappe ll
Eleanor McCarthy
E li zabeth E. Du Val

Class of 1923
$1,433.50 - 40.3 %
Agnes Taylor Gray
Virginia Kent Loving
Katherine Essex Cla 1·ke
Et.lrney Selden Head lee
1
Ruth Powell lJ.
yree
Cam illa Wimbish Lacy
E li zabet h Hill Schenk
Ellen Douglas Oliver
E loise :McEwen VVare
l\Iary Mitchell Clifford
Dora Ransone Hartz
Lou ise Haley Forster
Eva Hanks Ha.ycox
Kathleen Prentiss Perrin
Jani e E. w ·ood
Sally Davis
Glenna LoYing Norvell
Sa ra Lee Atkins
1-Iannah L. Coker
Rennie Parks Rue
Dorothy Sad ler Corprew
Ada Aut ho r Deacon
Anonymous

Class of 1919
$292.00 - 71.4 %
j\fargaret Hutchison Rennie
E li zabeth Gaines
l\fa1·garet Laws Decker
Isabelle Feild Gatling
Janet Wyatt Fountain
Juliette Brown Carpenter
E li zabeth N. Tompkins
Lillian Robertson Livesay
Hester Tichenor Warfield
Mildred Lewis McDanel

Class of 1924
$113.50 - 50 %
Anna Hardaway 1Vhit e
Mary Peple
Mabel Allen
Mary Anna Powell
Virginia Grego1·y
Wilhelmina Wright
Carle n e Broach Wagner
Charlotte Fran ces Sloan
Norma Coleman Broaddus
Yir gini a Clor e Johnson

:uargar et Fugate

Agnes Jones
Eva Sanders
Inez D e.Tarnette
Bern ie Whitlock
Elizabeth Cosby
E liza.beth Baldy

Carlton
Hite
Bow les
Carver
\Vig gin s

Class of 1925
$135.00 - 50 %
Thurma Valentine Baxt er
Gladys Sanders
Rebecca Brockenbrough
Elma H. As h ton
Sallie Gordon Willi s Glenn
Ruth Watkin s Cloud
Idalin e McVeigh Rat cli ffe
E li zabeth Anderson Knecht
Ruby Foster Tyr ee
Gladys Wright Cocke
Virginia Holladay
Eunice V. Gill
Mildred Jones
Alpha Gordon Atwill
Gary Turn er
Martha Lipscomb Walsh
Marjori e Rhodes Ha ll
Mary Hall Drinkard Walton
Susie B lahEvelyn Boatwright Lynch

Class of 1926
$256.00 - 51.8 %
Ione Stuessy Wright
Louise :Mattern Coleman
Lila Crens haw
Louise Fry Galvin
l~lizabeth C. Salle
Marguerite Rope1· '.rugg le
~fary Virginia Daughtrey
Mary '\Voodwa1·d Pilcher
Inez Cutchin Kollock
Margaret Harlan H ilton
Virginia Ba lla1·d Syer
Emma Huntley Turnbull
Eugenia Richardson B arney
:Margar et Dor sey
Annie Rene Powell Sage
Nelda Anderson Cotton
Mary E llenor Armentrout Darden
Alice Taylor
Virginia \.Valker
Mary Ellett Herrnstein
Kathleen Stinson William s
Harriet Sharon Willingham
Eve lyn Abraham s
Betty Ballard Will ett
Ruby Sa le Bullman
l\'Iargaret Lazenby Brown
Eddie Soyars Swanson
1\Iary Li tt le Watson
Class of 1927
$49.00 - 22.2 %
Saxon Rowe Carver
Cat her ine Bell
Sara L ee Hutchings
Kathleen Privett Bahen
Dorothy H ead Thoma s
Edith DeWitt
Helen Gasser Sh eppa rd
Eve lyn Bristow Robert
Ruth Lawrence
Mollie Du Val
Doro thy Ryce Gunn
Dorothy Bagwell McDaunald
Class of 1928
$86.00 - 28.5 %
Buekner Fitzhugh Pannill
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work together and give to Westhampton to
the limit of our means , whether it be $5 or
$5,000, that we can achieve our goals.
Following are statistics on the 1950-1951
Alumnae Fund, and a complete list by classes
of contributors.

Alumnae Fund Statistics-1950-1951
THE TOP TEN CLASSES
I N AMOUNT OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

'31'23 '49 ' 18' 19"26'50'2 9 '4 1' 25 -

$2,609.00
1,433.50
1,139.00
523.00
292 .,00
256.00
223.00
163.50
146.50
135.00

Mildred Anderson William s
Annabeth Cash
Gray Robinson Fren ch
Louise Massey Cr isp
Cec ilia Hunt Wight
Virginia Pl easa nt Rob ertson
Ros e Marie Lake
Ruth Bi shop Dailey
Dorothy Seay Brumbaugh
Class of 1929
$163.50 - 28.1 %
P ea rle Pow ell Prillaman
Mary Richard son Butterworth
)Iar y Wright
Naomi Williams Thoma s
Elizabeth Ha le
Margaret T. Rudd
Violet Cerva rich Simpson
Mary Stev en s Jone s
Ruth Hav erty
Mi ldred Pope Anderson
Frances Sykes DeIIart
Miriam Figgs Rankin
Th elma Pruden Stanton
Phyllis Wicker McKenzie
Catherine A. Brauch
·
Roma Lack es Gustin
Doris Turnbull Wood
Ka thryn Reinhart Schuler
Class of 1930
$108. 75 - 45.9 %
H elen Bowman Lieb
Dorothy Abbott Wood
Frances Ca ke
Jeannette Collier With ers
Nancy Cassell King sley
Frances Willis Overton
Alice Richardson Connell
Elizabeth Crowder Van Hook
Janie E. Ruffin
Emily Schielinger Carlson
Sallie Be lote Copes
Priscilla Kirkpatrick 1\Iillea
Helen Strick land
Sarah Cohn Ettenheim
Virginia Prince Shinnick
Doroth y Epperly Goodman
Elinor B ell Camper
Class of 1931
$2,609.00 - 42 %
Margaret Leake
Lu cie Francis Samuel
Hattie Habel Moschler
Laura Thornhill
Gertrude Murre ll du Pont
Mary M . Hicks
Anne Jon es Berkho ltz
Ai lee n Nuckols Brumfi eld
Lauretta Ta ylor Sullivan
Amelia Ullman
Selma Roth schild Mann
Phy lli s Johnson Pop e
Mar y Fau lkner Jord an
Luci le Church Hite
Jo sephine Nunnally
Leone Cooper
Mild1·ed Bingham
:F1 rances Giyens
Virginia Beck Hargrav e
E lizabeth Gill Minor
Lelia Roem ele Chandler
Class of 1932
$93 .50 - 26.6%
Katherin e Roberts Hesb y
Mary Hodn ett Math ews
Helen Pollard De ck

IN PERCENTAGE OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

' 16-85 .7%
' 19-71.4%
'18 - 62 .5%
' 17 - 61.5 %
' 50 - 52.2 %
'26 - 51.8 %
'4 4-51
%
'2450 %
'2550 %
·30 - 45 .9%

l\iary Louise Tri ce :Mitch ell
Zephia Campbell Scarboi-ough
Ruth Cole ·weber
Jean P eatro ss
Elizabeth Fu g at e
Elise Re ag uer Miller
Catherine Foskett llfoCloud
Mary Ry land Fessler
Alice Sa llee Lyons
Mildred Fergu so n Smith
Ann Louise Sanford
Hel en LeGrande Butl er
Ruth Hale Bail ey
Class of 1933
$47.00 - 22.9 %
Pho ebe Drewry '1,hiermann
Cami ll a Jeffries
Kathryn Harri s Hard y
Etta Whitehead Nachman
Catharine Daw son
Ruth Langley
Edith Clark Harker
Gertrude D yso n
Ar chi e B . Fowlkes
Vi,·ian Barnett Warr
Carolyn Cutchin Pow ell
Class of 1934
$60.00 - 39.3 %
Frances Lundin van Heuveln
Erma Gay Cecil
Virginia Ellett Webst er
Virginia Watkin s Ellenburg
Ann C. Wood
Haz el Hemming Coleman
E lizabetk Claybrooke Bristow
Edith llfoDanel Shelburne
Gene New ton West
Frances Lum sden Gw:ynn
Elizabeth Goodwin H end erson
Vir ginia Sanford Brian
Kath er ine Brown Van Allen
Class of 1935
$83.00 - 28.8 %
Doroth y N alle Gerzeny
Lola William s Pierce
Nan Byrd Owen Manning
Ja cquelin e Johnston Gilmore
Alice I-Iarrington Hunt
Hel en Caulfield Ballard
Mary Mi lls ~'reeman
Gladys Smitl1 •.ratum
1\Iinni e D. S mith
Rh ea •.ralley
Kath erine Grace
Harri et Wa lton
Mary Early Love

Class of 1936
$89.50 - 40%
Martha Cosby Rucker
Lynd ele A. Pitt
Loui se Callison
Virginia Burfoot
Anna Caste lvecchi Del Papa
Ruth Park er Jones
Virginia Ingram Guest
l\larga1·et Bow ers
Mildr ed Crowder Pickel s
Flor ence Mar ston llarvey
Elizab et h Chapman Wil so n
Sarah Poo le Batkins
Alice Ryland Giles
Lou White Winfree
Helen Fa lls
Eliza beth K elley Con ley

(Continued on page 22)

Broaddus
HeadsLawAlumni
T

OW. Richard Broaddus, Jr., of Martinsville, goes the honor of heading the Law
School Association at a very momentous time
in the School's history when the dream of a
new building on the parent University of
Rid1mond campus is soon to be realized.
He was elected by the largest gathering of
alumni ever to attend the annual dinner meeting which was followed by a dance at the
Hotel John Marshall. A member of the board
of trustees of the University of Richmond,
Mr. Broaddus is a past president of the Uni versity's Society of Alumni and of the Alumni Council. He is a member of the House
of Delegates from Martinsville and Henry
County.
W. Moscoe Huntley of Richmond was
chosen vice-president; Thomas P . Bryan of
Richmond, treasurer; and Virginia Ivey, executive secretary.
David J. Mays of Richmond, Wade S.
Coates of Tazewell , and C. Lydon Harrell,
Jr., of Norfolk, were elected to the Executive Council for three-year terms.
Judge Burnett Miller, Jr., of Culpeper,
presided as toastmaster over the meeting ,
arrangements for which were made by a committee headed by Harold H. Dervishian.
President Modlin, after welcoming the
alumni, told of the progress of the campaign
to raise funds for the new law school build ing. He displayed the architect's drawing,
which, if constructed as drawn with the two
wings , would cost $400,0 00 . The central
portion without the wings, whid1 would cost
$200,000, provides for the library on the first
floor with the courtroom above it. The build ing th e University hopes to be able to construct would cost $30 0,0 00, whereas the ideal
building would cost $4 00 ,000.
The University intends to let the contract
for the building this year but, because of the
military situation, construction might not be
started by December. It will be begun as
soon as permission can be obtained from the
Government, and it is hoped that the new
building will be ready for the Law School
by September 19S2, or not later than September, 19S3 .
Dean William T. Muse gave a progress
report on the Law School, and then introduced Albert H. Cotton, a new full-time
member of the faculty, who is a graduate
of Duke University and of Yale Law School.
He was employed for a number of years in
administrative agencies in Washington , and
last year taught at Louisiana State University.
The Dean pointed out that there has been
an expected drop in enrollment during the
past year; however, the enrollment during
the coming year will not drop too drastically
because under present regulations law school
students are deferred as long as they stay in
law school.

W . RICHARDBROADDUS,JR.

For the past three years, in the wills drafting contest among all the law schools in the
State, our school has been honored by receiving third, second and first place, and in the
contest on copyright law, our winner of last
year is one of ten in the nation whose

articles are being considered for publication.
Our law school has had better than average records on passing bar exams, not only
exams in the State of Virginia , but exams in
other states, particularly West Virginia where
our record of 100 per cent is maintained .
After brief remarks by Robert J. Skahan,
president of the Student Bar, on the activities of the students and their contribution
to the building campaign, the Secretary read
her report on the progress the alumni had
made in their part of the campaign to raise
$75,0 00 for the building fund. A total
of $27,177 .50 had been raised from 26S of
the 800 law alumni, or a littl e more than
one-third of the goal. (Note: $2,560 has
been added since the annual meeting.) (The
Special Gifts Committee has reported gifts
of $30,000 from corporations and other nonalumni friends.)
Judge M. Ray Doubles , pr esident of the
Association and former Dean of the Law
School, expressed his thanks to the alumni
for their cooperation with the campaign. He
pointed out that the law is a learned profession, and the public expects more of a
lawyer than the handling of a case. The public expects him to be a leader in his community , to serve in the legislatur e, and to
have a good knowledge of the law, and be
among the political forces. The place for
such training, he said, is on the campus of
the University.

West VirginiaLikesOur LawSchool
By VIRGINIA IVEY
ORE than one-third of the out-of-state
M
students in the University of Richmond
Law School come from

the neighboring State
of West Virginia - a circumstance which can
be attributed both to the excellence of our
school and to the similarity of the laws govern ing the two states.
Back in 1862 when the nation was torn
by Civil War , the part of Virginia west of
the Alleghenies tore itself away from the
mother State and set up business as the sovereign State of West Virginia. The new State
retained, however, the great body of common law of Virginia as a foundation on
which to build its own law.
With this basic similarity in law and the
adjacent position of the two states, it is
natural that men and women in West Virgin ia should look first to Virginia when contemplating a law school outside their native
State.
Our Law School can in no sense be termed
a "local" school, although the great body
of our students come from Virginia. Num-
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bered among th e alumni are men and women
from as far west as New Mexico , Washing ton, and H awaii, as far north as Main e, and
as far south as Florida and Puerto Rico. Over
the past few years almost one-fifth of the
total enrollment has been out-of-state students, with as many as thirte en different
states represented at one time.
Of these out-of-state students more than
one-third hav e come from West Virginia .
Almost without exception, these W est Virginia graduates have established an excellent
record in their bar examinations and in their
accomplishments in their chosen fields of
endeavor. Many are successfully engaged in
the practice of law, and several of the more
recent graduates have distinguished themselves in appointments to positions of public
service.
Among these recent graduates is Charles
Berkley Lilly. After receiving his LLB. degree in 194 7, he returned to his home at
Beckley, W. Va., and entered practice in the
(Continued on page 14)

t tureBrightForJuneGraduates
PlacemenPic
By CLARENCE J.GRAY, '33
istration
Dean of Students, Richmond College and School of Business Admin

PLENTIFUL, salaries better than ever!
That is t~e job outlook for the 1951 graduates,
as revealed m reports from college placement officers all over the country. Employment demand
has reached record proportions in most fields
since the beginning of the Korean crisis. The upsurge rnntinues as employers recruit manpower
for defense production, and the military services
take their share. The placement picture is bright
for the half million June graduates of colleges
and universities. The field is wide open for men
who are not subject to draft. Most of them have
several offers from which to choose. Opportunities
for women in business , industrial and government
jobs are on the increase. Draft-eligible men and
others subj ect to military call have met with rather
strong employer resistance on occasion, but some
companies continue to make offers to the better
candidates without regard to their draft status.
One company official pointed out that no promising young man would be turned down just because he might be subject to military call. Such
interruption for military service, he emphasized,
must be expected by industry in the future.
Salaries are at a new high. Countrywide, the
average starting salary for graduates with bachelor
degree s is about $250 a month . Many begin at
$275 a month. The range is from $225 to $325 a
month , with some offers in excess of that amount ,
particularly for technically trained personnel. During the past five years, average beginning salaries
have increased from $20 to $50 a month.
A national survey of 150 well-known business
and industrial concerns, conducted by Prof. Frank
S. Endicott of Northwestern University, revealed
that increased employment of college and university graduates was expected in the fields of engineering, chemistry, physics, accounting, general
business , mark eting, and production management .
Opportunities in the fields of sales, banking, and
teaching ( especially in elementary schools) continue strong. Government positions have attracted
both men and women graduates. Many liberal arts
colleges report that their graduates are in greater
demand than ever before.
Confusion about draft legislation and Selective
Service policies , particularly in the early part of
the session , had its effect upon the interest of
seniors in placement activities. Attitudes ranged
from "What's the use ?" to "let's look the field
over and see what happens." Placement officers
have had their hands full trying to focus the attention of draft-eligible men on long-range planning beyond the period of military service.
According to a recent survey, 51% of the June
graduates in Richmond College and 12% of the
School of Business class will enter graduate or
professional schools. This represents an increase of
5% over last year in each of these divisions.
About 12% of the RC class will enter the teaching profession , a slight decrease attributable in the
main to the military situation. Business, industrial ,
and government jobs (including the armed forces)
will absorb the remaining 37 % of the RC class
and 88 % of the SBA class.
The number of employment calls has doubled
last year 's figur e. Many seniors have been able
to choose from two or more job offers. The demand for chemists and accountants exceeds the
supply of available candidates.
As usual in this first installment on placements,
the record is incomplete. The names of graduates
who have tentative offers but who have not made
final commitments will appear in a later story, if
up -to-date information is made available to us.

JOBS

GRADUATE

AND PROFESSIONAL

SCHOOLS

Actual acceptances for advanced training show
that medicine again tops the list, followed by
theological studies and business administration.
Future candidates for the M.D. degree at the Medical College of Virginia include three Phi Beta
Kappas: Bill Cassada (recipient of the first Garnett
Ryland Award in Chemistry), Wa lter Draper, and
George Reece. Others who will begin medical studies are Arthur Frazier, Stuart Nottingham, Robert
Proctor, Bill Rusher, Frank Sasser, and Raleigh
Wright, at the Medical College of Virginia; Fred
Davis at the University of Virginia; and James G .
Plackis, M .A., '51, who goes to McGill University, Toronto. Tom Harlow has been accepted by
the School of Dentistry at the Medical College of
Virginia, and Bill Rollings by the School of Pharmacy.
Walter Anderson , Phi Beta Kappa graduate and
recipient of the S. C. Mitchell Award in History,
will continue his theological studies at the College
of the Bible, Lexington, Kentucky. Horace Twine
will journey to Fort Worth, Texas, to enter the
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. The
Louisville contingent, to date, is made up of John
Edmunds, M. Kenneth Russell, and Bill Stennett,
who take up their studies at the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary there. l. Burke Crowder, another Phi Beta Kappa member, has a full-time
pastorate at Columbia, Virginia, and will postpone
his seminary work for a while.
Willie Reams , research artist extraordinary, will
carry forward his work in biology at the Johns
Hopkins University. Our third-generation Spider
and winner of a Phi Beta Kappa Key, John E.
Williams, has been accepted for the Veterans
Administration Four-Year Training Program for
clinical psychologists at the State University of
Iowa. Tom Garnett, retiring chairman of the RC
Honor Council, has chosen the School of Social

Work of the Richmond Professional Institute. Albert Murden has been awarded a scholarship for
graduate work at Harvard. He hopes his draft
board will permit him to accept.
Enrollees at the Graduate School of the University of Richmond include Howard Lum, John
Hope, and James Abernathy. Phi Beta Kappa Adwin F. Green, the first RC student to receive the
degree of B.S. in Public School Music, has started
graduate work at the UR Summer School, and
hopes to teach music in the Fall. Bill Hargis, UR
graduate laboratory instructor in comparative anatomy this past session, received his Master 's degree in June, and will go on for his doctorate at
the Florida State University.
School of Business seniors who plan to do graduate work are Bill Shahda, Phil Browning, James
Adams, Dewey Sturtridge, Ben lewis , and Bill
Prillaman .
TEACHING

POSITIONS

It is encouraging to report that the percentage
of male students who expect to enter the teaching profession immediately after graduation has
more than doubled in the past five years. This
year's figure would be higher still if it were not
for the military situation. Some candidates will
enter the military services, others will start their
graduate work sooner than they had originally
planned.
Opportunities in the elementary field are still
bright , with the prospect of even greater opportunities as enrollments rise and the supply of
teachers is reduced by the call to defense industries or to the Armed Forces. There has already
been some adjustment in the oversupply of secondary schoolteachers. It is expected that high
school enrollments will show a gradual increase
until the mid-1950's. Then a sharp rise, caused
by the World War II children who will start high

BUSINESS ALUMNI ORGANIZE
The University of Richmond School of
Business Administration Alumni Association
began as an idea in the unprotected head ( no
hair) of Dean Miller. The Dean contacted
a few alumni in regard to having a Business
School Alumni Breakfast on June 2nd. The
response was such that plans were made for
the breakfast at the Hotel Jefferson.
Forty-two alumni and nine members of
the faculty were present at the breakfast. We
were both pleased and disappointed at the
turnout-pleased that we at least made our
guarantee to the hotel and disappointed at
not seeing many of the fellows we had expected.
Dean Miller introduced our two distinguished guests, Paul Saunier, Jr., '40, and our
good friend, President Modlin. They both
had encouraging words to offer us as an
infant group. The members of the faculty
were introduced.
Walter (Bo) Nelson, 'SO, was elected president, Rudolph Hetzer, 'SO, vice-president,
and William C. Farmer, '50, secretary-treas-
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urer. The breakfast was adjourned and everyone went out to the campus to spend a very
hot day talking to old friends and watching
our Spiders get stung by the Camp Pickett
boys.
This was "D Day" for the Business
School's Alumni Association, and as yet we
aren't completely organized, but it will not be
long. We hope to contact all the alumni and
create a real interest for the newest group
associated with our school.
It is the desire of the officers to get a complete and correct mailing list in order that
we may inform you of our progress and of
coming events. So drop us your correct address and any others that you have. You don't
want to miss out on a single thing.
At present there aren't any policies or
goals, but we hope to have them ready soon,
so get those addresses in, so we can pass the
good word on to you. Send them in to Dean
Miller's office or to William C. Farmer, 1409
Pensacola Avenue, Richmond 22, Va.
C. FARMER, Secretary.
WILLIAM

school about that time, will create a greater demand for high school teachers until th e time when
enrollments level off.
A. T. Dudley has been teaching physics and
general science at Glen Allen High School since
he comp leted his degree requirements in February.
Charles C. Bellos starts in the Fall at Highland
Springs, where he will instruct in mechanical
drawing and physical education. Hal Bonney, this
year's winner of the J. Taylor Ellyson Medal in
History, will teach history and Eng lish in the
Norfo lk County Public Schools. He will be joined
there by James L. Holdaway. Other graduates who
have accepted teaching positions are Warren Anderson, in Halifax County; Jim Britton, in Northumberland and Lancaster counties; Malcolm McConnell, in Warwick County High School; and
Harry L. Holloway, Jr., M.A.'51, who will take
up his duties at the Churchland High School in
Norfo lk County.
BUSINESS,

INDUSTRY

AND THE GOVERNMENT

The effect of the defense program is most noticeable in these areas . Appointments as physicists at
the Naval Proving Grounds at Dahlgren, Virginia
have been received by Kenneth Williams and Phi
Beta Kappan James Sutherland. Ed Tyler wi ll
join the Engineering Department of the G lenn L.
Martin Company, in Baltimore, Maryland. James
P. Morgan has accepted a posit ion as a dye-plant
chemist at the Burlington Mills, Altavista, Virgini a. Ear le F. Worley will be engaged in office
administration at Fort Lee. Miami, Florida, will
be the headquarters of Lawrence Alexander as he
assumes duties as a pi lot with the Eastern Air
Lines. James Seay is a co-ordinator at Byrd Field
for the same line. Herbert Hunt wi ll move off to
Charlotte, North Carolina for a position in transportation.
Bruce Banks has returned to active duty with the
Un ited States Air Force. Johnny Thomas, RC Senior Class prexy, and Paul Garber expect to report
for duty with the Air Force. Vernon Ford bas postponed his plan to enter the teaching profession
in order to qua lif y for Army 0.C.S. Another Army
man wi!l be George Bruce. Bob Jennings w ill join
the Navy, and Bob Johnson and Bill Neal the
Marine Corps. An incomplete list of others expecting calls to military service includes J oseph
Brooks, Lowell Brosky, Henry Cobb, Bill Cox,
Ralph Graves, R. Y. S. Ha!lett, Keith Loury, Lewis
Mock, Peyton Pollard, and Bob Stevens, who is
reported to have signed recently to play professional
baseball. Bob is another examp le of Athletic Director Mac Pitt's sound advice to young athletes: "Ge t
your degree first!"
Graduates who have actua lly accepted business
positions are numerically larger again this year
in the field of sales and sales promotional work.
Ed Whitlock, Jr., is with the Arabel Manufacturing Company, in Atlanta , whi le Sam Flannagan
will enter sales work with the U. S. Rubber Company, in Charlottesville. Sales trainees in Richmond include Cary Davis, with Armour & Company; and Leo Schmidt, w ith Genera l Mill s. David
Otey is sellin g for a Richmond jewelry concern.
The Atlantic Refining Company has selected Wes
Brown, president of the School of Business Administration Class of '51, and J. D. Lilly for the
retail instructor program. Murre!l Nucko ls wi ll
enter supervisor training with the Albemarle Paper
Manufacturing Company, here in Richmond. The
Firestone Company has chosen William Davis for
its retai l training program, and Garland Long will
devote himself to retailing with D. M. Boney &
Company. Curtis Oakes will join our loyal alumnus, S. Frank Straus, '35, in the Virginia Independent Food Dealers Association.
Placements in the field of life insurance sales
include Kenneth Motto, with the Mutual Benefit
Life Insurance Company; E. Philip Crick, with
the Prudential Insurance Company; and Warren
Hawkins, with the Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance
Company. Others who have selected the field of
insurance are Quarles Bashaw, with the Virginia
Life Insurance Company; Bill Claytor, who joins
the A. B. Claytor Company, in Bedford, Virginia;
and Herb ert L. Jeffords, Jr. Claims adjusters and
insurance investigators include Boyce Wornom,

STEPHENSSIGNS PRO CONTRACT
Spiders Second In State Race
Three members of the 1951 baseball team
which took runner-up honors in the Old
Dominion last spring were voted places on
the all-State nine.
One of them, Bob Stephens, the Spiders'
hard-bitting first sacker, signed a professional
baseball contract with the Cleveland Indians
a couple weeks after he received his degree
of bachelor of science in business administration. He was sent to Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Cleveland's farm in the Class B Three-I
League.
For the third consecutive year he finished
well above the .300 mark in bitting and was
the unanimous choice of the Old Dominion's
coaches for the place at first base and the
further honor of captaining the mythical nine.
After hitting .338 as a sophomore and .375
last year, Bob had trouble finding the range
at the start of the current season and it
wasn't until the 11th game-against William
and Mary-that he bit the . 300 mark. He
fattened this to .354 by the close of the season
BOB STEPHENS
and drove in 22 runs as he led the Spiders in
their game but futile quest of the State title.
An all-State berth also went to Jerry star and a transfer from Belmont Abbey, who
Frampton, the talented left-hander from did a great job patrolling left field. He hit
Petersburg who finished with a mark of 6-2. .284 for the third highest mark on the team.
Billy Mitchell, a former all-Stater who
(Ralph Owens, right fielder, hit .289.)
worked very little at the start of the season
Mac Pitt's Spiders finished with an over-all
because of a sore arm, finished strong with a record of 11 victories and 8 defeats and were
4-0 record. The third all-Stater on the mound in the thick of the fight for the State title
corps, Ralph Graves, who pitched the Spiders and the championship of the northern half
to the State championship the preceding year, of the Southern Conference. A twin setback
was ineffective and won only one game while by the University of West Virginia Mounlosing five.
taineers dimmed Richmond's hopes for the
The third all-State man on the Richmond Conference title and Virginia nosed out the
team was Paul Loehr, the former Benedictine Spiders, 3 to 2, in the last game of the season.

TWO TRACK RECORDSFALL
A University of Richmond track record
which has stood since Hector was a small
pup was erased from the record book by
speedsters Walter (Baby) Nelms who set a
record of 9.8 seconds in the 100-yard dash.
That same afternoon, at Quantico, Tommy
Beane, a sophomore, ran the 220 in 22 seconds to erase two-tenths of a second from the
record set by H. R. W. (Speedy) Vail back
in 1932.
Until Nelms' flying feet set the new mark
in the century no one had bettered the record
of 10 seconds flat set by Olin Richardson in
1907. L. S. Liggan tied it in 1916, Virgil
H. Goode tied it in 1926 and H. F. Hamilton
ran a 10-second hundred the following' year.

It was again tied in 193 7, this time by Jack
Bristow.
Although the Spiders lost three of their
five meets with State opponents, the results
of Fred Hardy's coaching were evident as
he built the nucleus of what should be a
winning team next year. The team's workhorse was Captain Murrell Nuckols who
scored points for Richmond in the hurdles,
the high jump and the pole vault. Richmond
had a good miler in Joe Porter, a sophomore,
and a very fast relay team in Tom Harlan,
Sam White, Beane, and Bob Parsons.
In dual meets, Richmond lost to V.P.I.,
V.M.I., and Virginia, and defeated William
and Mary and Hampden-Sydney.

with the Employers Mutual Insurance Company;
Harry Hastings, with the Nationa l Surety Company; and T homas Webb, with Liberty Mutual.
Professor William W'arren, Placement Director
of the School of Business, who has kindly supplied us with information on graduates of this
n~west division of the University, points to a

noticeable increase in the demand for accountants,
particularly in private accounting. Placements in
accounting include Charles Neatrour, with the E.
R. Carpenter Company; A. D. Dodd, with · the
A. M. Pullen Company; and James S. Howell,
with the Titmus Optical Lens Company, of Petersburg. Edward L. Harris will assume duties in ac-
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counting at the new Louise Obici Memorial Hospital in Suffolk . Field auditing for the Travelers
Insurance Company will occupy the attention of
Thomas 0 . Morris.
The First and Merchants National Bank has
Giles C. Engledove, Jr., on its staff in credit work ,
and will start Bowlman Taylor in a training program. Stuart Marsland will enter investment banking with Brooke and Company , of Philadelphia ,
while Robert Mann remains in Richmond as a
banking examiner with the State Corporation Commission.
Jay Samuels has been placed with the Pictorial
Offset Company , in New York . Bill Rock returns
home to Kilmarnock, Virginia , for a position with
W. A. Cox and Company. Bill Bannister remains
in Richmond with the Southern States and Iron
Roofing Company; likewise, Richard L. Gary, whose
job is in office management with the American Oil
Company . Ed Miltz has an interesting job as a
technician in the department of visual education
of the Baptist Foreign Mission Board , here in
Richmond.
Two of the most enterprisin g ' 51 graduates are
Sam W eiman and Ralph Owen. Sam will give full time att ention now to hi s duties as a partner in
the W eiman Bros. Bakery, here in Richmond . Ralph
will return to Jarratt , Virginia to go into farming with R. H . Parson . No food problem there!
In the next issue, we 'll bring you the news on
additi onal pla cements, including the plans of August gr aduates . The story will be complete-with
your help .

Alumni-Ae Day
(Continued

f rom page 4)

guests of honor at luncheons held in Millhiser Gymnasium and in the dining room at
Westhampton College. At the men 's lunch eon, announcement was made of the establishment of the Garnett Ryland ('92) prize
to be awarded annually to the outstanding
graduate in chemistry. Clarence E. Denoon,
'34, chairman of the committee which sponsored the award, presented a scroll to Dr.
Ryland who , in turn , made the presentation
of the first award to William A . Cassada, Jr.
Medals to the three outstanding graduates
of these divisions of the University were presented to James A. Payne, Jr. , of Front Royal,
Richmond College; William R. Newhouse
of Chicago, Business School, and F. Elmore
Butler of Richmond, the Law School.
Westhampton College honored a veteran
teacher with the presentation of a silver plate
to Miss Margaret Ross, professor of English
at Westhampton College. The presentation
was made at the annual meeting of the Westhampton College Alumnae Association. The
alumnae elected Mrs. T. Preston Turner, ' 29,
as president of the Association, succeeding
Pollyanna Shepherd , ' 37, and Mrs. Louise
Thompson Chewning, '37, as vice-president.
University of Richmond men elected the
Rev. Vernon B. Richardson, ' 35, pastor of
University Baptist Church in Baltimore, as
president of the General Society. He succeeds Robert T. Marsh, Jr ., '22, president of
the First and Merchants Bank of Richmond.
Dr. Reuben E. Alley, '22, of Richmond; G.
Edmond Massie, III, '41, of Richmond, and
David Nelson Sutton, '15, of West Point,
Va., were chosen vice-presidents. The Rev.
Joseph H. Cosby, '29, recently elected headmaster of Hargrave Military Academy, was
named secretary, and J. Earle Dunford, Jr.,

'48, of Washington, and Wildman S. Kincheloe, Jr., '33, of Richmond were elected to
the executive committee.
R. W. Nuckols, '21, of Richmond was reelected to the Athletic Council.
Edward J. Fox, '17, of Washington was
elected president of the Alumni Council. E.
Claiborne Robins, '31, of Richmond, and
S. Frank Straus, '35, of Richmond were
chosen first and second vice-presidents, respectively, and Thaddeus T. Crump, '48, of
Richmond, Watkins Fugate, '32, of Roanoke, R. E. Booker, '24, of Richmond, and
Rev. Beecher L. Rhodes, '09, of Norfolk
were elected to the executive committee.

These young men will be fitted into a pattern that already includes Backs Billy Farris,
Ralph Shoemaker, and Joe Purinai, Tackle
Leo Antonucci, Guards Tony Raccioppo and
Vic Falls, and the center and captain-elect,
Johnny Mac Brown.
These are the young men who will carry
the burden of a new Richmond football team.
They are the nucleus for the new building
program, one that is being moulded for longrange production. Certainly it can hardly
be a winner in one year-but there is hope
aplenty.

Faith Of An Alumnus
Can Merrick
(Continued fr om /Jage 7)

6-feet-1-inch transfer from Potomac State
Junior College; Billy Thacker, 195-pound,
6-feet from Richmond's Glen Allen High
School; Charles Bellis, 210-pound, 6-feet-1inch from Easton, Pa., and John Stella, 210pound, 5-feet-10-inches from Kulpmont, Pa.
Mike Potakavic, 210-pound, 5-feet-11-inch
tackle from Bethlehem, Pa., and Wayne Leibeck, 195-pound, 6-feet-3-inch end from
Camden, N. J., and Jack Bud1inski, 185pound, 6-feet-2-inch end from Kulpmont,
are others to enroll in September.
Add these to three durable young men
who matriculated in February and you have
more than a faint idea of why there may be
cause for a slight touch of optimism.
Star of the spring game was a rugged, immovable young man from Scranton, Pa.
Scranton is in the high coal region and John
Gavlick is just like that hard coal.
Gavlick came in from FUMA. He is quickthinking and senses a play in its formative
stage.
When U . of R. diehards saw Gavlick backing up the line as defensive center their
thoughts faded back nearly twelve yearsto that team of 1939 when a guy called Ed
Merrick rendered similar service.
Merrick on Gavlick: "Whatever achievement a fellow named Merrick might have
had at center will be eclipsed by Gavlick."
Less sensational than Gavlick but very
formidable was Erik Christensen, 215-pound
tackle from Woodbridge, N. J., via Fork
Union, a detour that is becoming somewhat
commonplace.
Gavlick, Christensen and Glenn Krumel,
of Hopewell, a 170-pound, 6-feet-2-inch
halfback, matriculated in February. They
were not long on the campus before their
deeds had made them well known.
Krumel and Corky Johns, 18()1pounds
from Pottsville, Pa., carried the ball with
profound success in that Red and Blue game.
In fact, Johns looks like the most outstanding young man up from last year's freshman
team. Others of that group showing promise
are : Backs, Ed Elliott; Center, Al Pecuch;
Guard, Frank D'Armi; Tackles, Sherwood
Frostick and Walt Garcia; and End, Toby
Bonds.
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(C ontinu ed fr om pag e 6)

preserve and transmit the "word of life and
the light of knowledge."
Accordingly, we who have faith in the
future of the University of Richmond must
be constantly up and doing. I believe we
increasingly are and will be. I remind you
that your school enjoys today greater alumni
support than it has ever known. An increasingly large number of alumni deserve and
get great credit for the fine way in which
they have responded to Alma Mater's call
for assistance.
Fortunately, we do not have to depend
entirely on our own small means. We have
it always in our power to raise up friends
for the institution. The older I get the more
convinced I become that not a penny is contributed to the support of this school except
through the direct or indirect influence of
an alumnus. There is abundant proof of that
in many of the tangible assets of the University.
I have faith that through an increasing
alumni interest and support, we are going
to get the badly needed income and buildings.
For some reason, whenever I think along
these lines I am reminded of that conversation between Jesus and His disciples when He
asked them if they, too, would leave Him.
You will remember that Peter replied, "Lord
to whom shall we go? Thou hast the words
of eternal life." In all reverence I say to you:
We have none other to whom we may go.
You have the words of life for your Alma
Mater.
I try to refrain from casting myself in the
role of the prophet; that of the Monday
morning quarterback is much easier. I make
these two prophecies, however : One is that
the University of Richmond will never be
perfect in every detail. I know of no human
agency that is and it can hardly be the exception. The second prophecy is that the
University will never be better than you, its
alumni, make it.
Have faith in your school! Faith in all the
meanings of that fine word. A pride in its
glorious past, a belief in the performance
of its present mission, and a confidence in
its assured future.

Monument-To
(Continued
C. W. Sheriff
'\-Villiam Thalhim er

R.H.

Willi s

1904 (15.00 % )

0. B. Falls
Douglas S. Freeman
S. P. Ryland
1905 (32.14 % )

D. J. Carver
J. A. Cutc hins
C. W. Dickinson, Jr.
Marshall C. Fra>.er
J. S. Ga leski
Clifton H. Howell
Ed,va.rd W . Hudgins

J. Temple Waddill
Mclver Woody

1906 ( 40.00 % )
\V. D. Bremner
Percy Scott Flippin
Thoma s E. I-Iughes
George hfartin

C. W. Owen
i{orris Sayre
G. B. White
1907 ( 43.48 % )

F loycl B. Clark
John H. Broth ers
R. N. Daniel
J·. Laurens E lmor e
C.H. Elsom
E . M. Louthan
L. Q. Quar les
A. Willis Robertson
S. A. Slater
Dana Terry
Paul B. Watlington
J.B. Woodward , Jr.
1908 (28.57 % )

L. E. Cutc hins

'r. Justin Moore

J. Hoge Ricks
Oscar B. Ryder
Archie G. Ryland
Alexander H . Sands, Jr.
If enry C. •ray lor
Eugene P. \Vightman
1909 (35. 71 % )

Presley T. Atkins
K. J. Clark
D. N. Davidson
J.B. Hill
G. E. Massie, Jr.
W. P. McBain
B. L. Rhodes
Vv. R . L. Smith, Jr.
Harry L. Snead
R. R. Spencer
,.v. M. Thompson
1910 (33.33 % )
E. L. Ackiss
Robert Bowling
Stiles H. Ellyson
M. M. Long
l<'. G. Louthan
D. B. Moffett
W . Henry Powell
Jolrn M. G. Ryland
George vV. Sadler
T. Harris Smith
1911 (46.51 % )

Archer B. Bass
J. L. Broudy
S. A. Ca ldw ell
A. H. Camden
T. E. Cochran
R. G. Craft
J. Vv.Decker
John B. Du Val
L.T.Hall
S. E. Hening
J. L. Ingram
J.E. King
A. 0. Lynch
Irving May
W. L. O'Flaherty
Merrill E. Raab
A. L. Shumate
Elmer Williams Sydnor
Overton S. Woodward
A. W. Yowell
1912 (34.69%)

F. M . Benton
E. J. Byers, Jr.
W . B. F. Cole
F. P . Gaines
J. Vaughan Gary
Ed M. Gwathmey
Charles N. Lawson
J. Earle Lutz
C. T. O'Ne ill
Henry M. Taylor
E. P. Tyndall

Alumn i Giving
from page 3)
J. E. \Varinner

J. Elwood Welsh
Frank P. Whit e
T . A. Williams
W es ley Wright
1913 (21.05

o/o)

John W. Elliott
F. P. Hart
Ellis C. Primm
P. A . Smith, Jr.
W. F. Saunders
E. E. Sumpter
R. Vv. Vaughan
John J. "'Ni cker, Jr.
1914 (25.00 % )

A. R. Ora btree
E. N. Gardner
Odis B. Hinnant
Claude L. Leach
E. B. Loving
D. S . McCarthv
Willis D. Mille~·
R. A. Ryland
Adrian Thomal-:
1915 (58.97%)
Dudley P. Bowe
M. C. Breitstein

C. W. Buford
R . L. B UJ'l'USS
C. W. Crowder
H. W. Decker
Edward B. Dunford
J. Ear le Dunford
Frank C. Ellett
W. S. Gre en
R. Inman Johnson
Catesb,· G. Jones
James A. Newton
George ?IL Percival
E. V. Peyton
John A. Ryland
H. R. Sanders
E. J. Snead
DaYid Nelson Sutton
Hunter Sweaney
\Y. A. Walton
J. H. Wiley
E. J. Wright
1916 (42.11 o/o)
K. Brooke Anderson
"\V. H. Brannock
1Y. I-I. Cardwell
Dunton J. Fatherly
John H. Garber
S. H. Gellman
Wistar I-Iamilton
J. A. Leslie, Jr.
R. C. McDanel
John L. McKee
Jacob L. ~1orewitz
S. C. Owen
F. F. Rennie , Jr.
E dlo e B. Snead
Thoma s J. Starke
Louis C. Yancey
1917 (36.21 o/o)
'fhomas R. Aaron
Wm. Hugh Bagby
James II. Barnett
Robert L. Bausum
H. W. Char lton
Harvie A . Clopton
Lynn C. Dickerson
~lac G. Finnigan
Edward J. Fox
S.S. Hill
C. 0. Johnson
Howard C. Lane
Lewis ~1. Latane
Perry Mitchell
Robei·t M. Mustoe
J. H. Poteet
G. Willard Quick
George F . Smith , Jr.
C. C. Thomas
Herman P. Thomas
VVilliam Earle ¥lhit e
1918 (22.22%)
Titus W . Beasley
Percy R. Fox
J. Newton Gordon
Malco lm Harris
E. Carl HooYer
J.C. Kidd
R. L. Lacy
Malcolm U. Pitt
P. B. Smith, Jr.
Mead e T. Spicer, Jr .
" '· 0. Tun e
J. A. Vache
1919 (25.64 % )
H. C. Binford
Lynwood H. Cosby
B. Clifford Goode
H. M. Ratcliffe
W . H. Ryland
Harold W. 'rribble

Grover Turner
Chester R . Wags tu ff
J.C. Wicker
H. B. Winfrey
1920 (32.20 % )
Samuel T. Bowman

D. W. Charlton
Meyer E. Cooper
J. W. DeJarnette
C. M. Dozier
Clyde V. Hickerson
J. R. Hite
A. B. Honts
J. T . Knight
Bernard Mahon
William~'. Matthews
George J. Oliv er
Wilkins J. Ozlin
F. E. Paulett
W. ilL Phipps
G. Carl Steinhardt
C. T. Thoma s
1lal com D. Thomp son
W. Emory T'rainham
1921 (39.62 % )
, ,va lter B . Anderson

,v. S. Beazley

G.D. Bowles
B. A. Brann
vY. R. Broaddus. Jr.
Kenneth E. Burke
Robert F. Caverlee
A. Bruce Cook
H. Aubrey Ford
Gar land Gray
Dennis vY. Hartz
W. B. Johnson
YV. Rush Lovin g
C. E. ~ifaurice
R. W. Nuckols
VVaver lv R Pavne
'rl10ma S L. ·Ruffin
Robert L. Seward
MarYin L. Skagg s
Ch arles G. Stone
G. Keith Taylor
Ed. B. Willingham
J. N. Wright
1922 (19.48

o/o)

R . E. Alley
R . J. B eatty
J. D. Brown
0. K. Burnette
Cec il G. Carter
Boswell U . Davenport
T. S . Dunaway, Jr.
V. Carney Hargroves
Oscar L. Hite
Frank J. Manhart
R. T. Ma1·sh, Jr.
B. L. Mozingo
Chaun cey W. Newton
W. A. Pollard
A. B. Rudd, Jr.
Roy R. Shotwell
Richard C. Walden
,v. C. Woodfin
1923 (19.48 o/o)
Ed ward S. Anderson
R. Harwood Bagby
J'. Pelham Broaddus
Lou is C. Carlton
Howard H. Davis
William Ellyson
L. Dudley George , II
Abraham Homer
J. Warren Hundley
H. R. Hutchison
B. F. Johnson
Edgar M. Johnson
George S. Mitchell
C. W. Montague
James T. Tucker
1924 (33.33 % )
W.L.Bal\
Guy 0 . Bea le
Ralph V. Bethel
R. E. Booker
Alfred E. Bowers
William C. Braun
Paul A. Coh en
Thomas A. Dekle
F. E. Edmunds
Junius W. Ellett
Percy C. Grigg
E. Ralph James
Floyd S. Kay
R. C. Lyne
Marsh H. McCall
D. J. Mays
Emanuel Passamaneck
K. A. Pate
E. H . Puryear
Elliott M. Ramsey
Davis T. Ratcliffe
Raymond D. Snyder
F. E. Topping, Jr.
C. M. Tredway
Loftu s L. Walton
Harry P . White
1925 (27.59 % )
E. L. Alexander
W. Clyde Atkins

H. G. Che sley, Jr .
W. V. Conaty
G. Fred Cook, Jr.
W. F. Curti s
W. K. Dix
IV. C. Elliott
Linwood Farley
George R. Freedley
Kester S. Freeman
H. M. Herm an
N. B. Jeter
Allen H . Lane
Allen S. Lloyd
\V arren A .. McNeill
Edward H. Pruden
C.R. Purdy
Emmett Y. Robertson
William E. Smith
E. S. Snead, Jr .
H.F. Snead
\V. R. Southward, Jr.
W. N . Thompson
1926 (38.61 % )
C. P. Anderson
H. L. Art hur
James B. Bia nks
Raymond E. Brann
Evan R. Chesterman , Jr .
Reade W. Corr
S. L. Creat h
Lewyn C. Da,·is
,v. B. Denson
111.R. Doubles
Richard E. Dunkley
Alpha M. Finch
J . Taylor Frazier
,V. Roland GaJ.vin
J.C. Goddin
W. ]'. Cuthrie ll
G. A. Charter Heslep
Guy D. Hicks
Thomas N. Hunnicutt , Jr.
W. 111.Huntley
\V. :Marshall King
C. E. Kite
Mark Lutz
T . A. McNickle
J. Moyer Mahaney
George E. Pa nk ey
Clyd e N. Parker
Francis J. Pease
C. H. Sheppard
F. R. Swanson
J. Chester Swanson
W. A. 'rhornhill
T. B. Towill
D. G. Tyler, Jr.
Leon V/ahnnan
Theodore M. Whitfield
Alfred L. Wingo
A. Lovell Witcher, Jr.
Harry !if. Waldron
1927 (26.25 o/o)
B. Gary Blake
A lvah Bloxom
George G-.Burkhardt
L. R. Clem ents
N. r11.Cooke, Jr.
Samuel L. Cooke
Wilbert J. Crocker
Winston F. Dawson
George B . Ferguson
E. Elwood Ford
M. P. German
Virgil H. Goode
Walter H. Gray
L. James I-Iarmanson
John "\Y. Hash
William F. Hatcher
E.T. Hayn es
T. J. Headlee
Milton G. Hitt
C. W . Kent
Kenneth F. Lee
Martin J. Logan
C. Yates McDaniel
T. K. McRae
M. W. l\1oncure, Jr .
R. vY. Neathery, Jr.
Alex VV. Parker
M. P. Patteson
T. R. Sanford , Jr.
Francis Taylor
Lester E. Tharpe
J. Maurice Trimmer
Thomas Eugene West
Phillip Whitfi eld
J. D. Whitehurst , Jr.
J. C. Williams
J. J. Williams
:Mai-vin G. Williams
1928 ( 17.95 % )
Roper S. Bowers
Walter T. Burton
"-riJliam L. Carleton
W. E. Cullers
John Wyatt Davis, Jr.
Emanuel Emroch
Oscar W. Fary, Jr.
J. 'IV. Fussell
V,. Paul Hartz
Harry F. Hoke
John W. Kincheloe, Jr .
J. T. Knight
0 . A. Lundin, Jr.
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W. T. Muse
,Villiam S. Norman
S. A. Patterson
H . C. Peterson
Wilbur S. Sheriff
C. R. Skinner
W. Lee Smith
T . Brent \.Vayman
1929 (26. 78 % )
Thomas H. Austin
R. E. B. Blanton
H. C. Bolling
E. P. Buxton, Jr.
Lloyd H. Caster
Joseph H. Cosby
\Villiam F. Creath
L. G. Crenshaw, Jr.
C. J. Cridlin
H erman P. Dixon
H. E. Duggins
I. E. Enroughty
David E. Fortna
R.H. Fowlkes
\Y. K. Gaines
Charles W. Givens , Jr .
Arthur \V. Harrison
J. S. Hart
Frank VV. Hewlett
Ralph P. Johnson
W. C. Miller
C. B. Myers
H. M. Neale
0. I-I. Parrish
H. N. Phillips, Jr.
Clifton H. Robertson
J. Roland Rooke
Wallace B. Stockdon
Kenneth F. Weaver
Clinton Webb
1930 (27.21 % )
,vmiamA. Acree
John H. Allen
Robley D. Bates
John P. Batkins , Jr.
A. C. Berkeley
J. J. Booker, Jr.
Lou is S. Booth
Birney N. Denham
W. F. Drinkarcl
Arthur T. E llett
C. At tbr ey Ellett
C. P. Ely
Robert H. EYans
Cliff Finley
E. Douglas Gunter
Edward S. Harlow
M. D. Harris
J. L. Hart
Ernest L. Honts
Aubrey V. Kidd
Frank M. Lacy
Lucien Lofton
R. T. Mann
Emmett C. Mathew s
C.R . Minor
John Moseley
Joseph E. Nett les
Edmond Norman
Bernard C. O'Sullivan
Clarke vY. Pow ell
A. W. Schoenbaum
H. B. Showalter
Allred Steiner
C. R. Stevens
John Harris Welsh
James P. Wilbourn
E. W. ,villiam s
1931 (31.40 %)
George Abbitt, Jr.
Watkin s 1\f. Abbitt
Paul H. Ca le
N. V. Cavanaugh
C. C. Chewning, Jr .
Julian P. Clark
Ralph E. Covey
W . S. Cucllipp, Jr .
Thomas E. Duke
Garland Dyches
I. D. Forman
Paul J. Forsythe
T . Jack Gary, Jr.
G. A. Glass
St. George T . GTinn an, Jr.
David S. Hammock
Ray A. Harned
Wilbur F. Hoffecker
L. A. Irby , Jr.
M. W. Jones
·w.W. Marshall
Burnett Miller
Edward C. Nininger
Clyde G. O'Brien
E. F. Overton
Richard W. Payne , Jr.
P.A. Rice
E. Claiborn e Rob in s
L. S. Sachs
A. C. Seger
J. Sharove
E. Bowie Shepherd
J. Ernest Squire
B. E. Stallard
John A. St. Clair
Hack U. Stephenson
Charl es Stokes

J. W. Tredway,
W. C. Winn
1932 (22.03

Jr.

o/o)

D. Blanton Allen
Floyd T. Binns
R. G. Bremner
Leonard D. Carmack
L. E. Chitt um
E. M . Collier
H. H. Dervishian
S. L. Elfmon
Wat Fugate
Herman Gross
Samuel P. Kayne
H.B. Kincheloe
Max 0. Laster
L. E. McKenney
Sam Milchin
John J. Moschetta
Ed ward C. Peple
E . G. Pickels
J. K . Rader
Walter R. l{obin~ , Jr .
George W. Schools
J. W. Smithers
J. E. Snow , Jr.
H,obert '11• Stewart
Russell J. Urquhart
V. Goodwyn Welsh
Emmett A. ,Villiam s
1933 (25.00 o/o)
Bel ward L. Bennett
Edwin C. Bryce. II
Caey W. Bu,.-kholder
Edgar B. Cahoon
,v. Frankli tl Cale
R . Bailey Campbell
B. E. Chapman
John R. Cowley
James ,v. Dodd, J1·.
Claude Ewell
Howa1·d P. Fa lls
Ralph I-I. Ferrell , Jr.
J. S. Gilmore
C. J. Gray
A. N . Heflin
David S. Henkel
M. B. Hopkins , Jr.
Ashby E. Hunter
Robert Randolph Jones
vV. S. Kincheloe , Jr.
Edmund M. LaPrade
Gordon E. Marks
rr110masH. Neathery
J. A. Painter
Charles H. Phaup , Jr.
Sidney Quong
Charles R. Rice
Norman E. Sartorius, Jr .
E. Harold Thompson
L. R. Thompson
Homer S . Wilson, Jr.
E. L. Wright
1934 (27 .27%)
Robert ·w. All en
Hugh H. Baird, Jr.
S. T. Binns, Jr.
H . "\V. Bryant
J. Talbot Capps
Victor H. Chaltain
BeYerley Clary
David J. Connors
Stuart W. Cook
Cla1·ence E. Denoon, Jr.
John Doley
V. L. Duncan
Minetree Fo lkes, Jr.
Edward E. Haddock
,Y. Kenneth Haddock
David Kam skv
F . E. Keck
•
S. B. Kovac s
C. S. Lingamfe lter
Russell W. McDearmon
Waldo G. Miles
John A. Moore
Orison rr.Ne blett
G. D. Nuckolls
Car lyle H. Palmore
W. C. Parkinson
B. T. Peele, Jr .
Clyde Ratc liffe
Warren U. Richardson
Harry A. Roberts
0 . A. Rogers
Bill Seward
V. I-L Stevenson
Edwal'd G. Tiedemann
Harold Van Allen
1935 (24.37 % )
E. M. Baroody
R. F. Bates
William M. Blackwell
Gary Bousman
W. Roger Buck, III
D. T. Carr
vYoodrow E. Carter
R. L. Chadwick
James Fleet
James T. Ji"rancis
David M. Frazer
Frederic R . Freund
C. Glynwood Gibb s
A. H. Lane, Jr.

Roger W. Leve r ton
R. C. Longan, Jr.
R ichard 'li. .McCro ne
H . A. :Mau ri ce
\Y. S. Morris
John E. No rfleet
Jo seph F . Parker
C. \\T. Peterson
Will iam i\L Pope
\\T. G. Purce ll
Ve r non B. R ich ardson
S. K Ru dl in
Ar ch ie G. Rylanc l
l'. F. Straus
Freel J. Vau gha n
J'ohn li1. \\Tall
1936 (20.14 % )
Ge01·go E. All en , J r.
James G. Baldw in
I-Ii lairC' E. Beck, Jr.

M. L. l3ui-to n , Jr.
H. L. C11rdoza
D. Ralph Ch ild r ess
'oodrow \V . Clark
' ;\.
\\T. W. Clayton
]\[ott A. Cumby
Snmuel l\L Ear le

W. J. ~'a ll is
J. rr.Grig~by
Wil fr ed 13. Gr egory
W. L. Haden, Jr.
7
Jr.
} ra.nk A. Jett,
V. C. K ibl er
W. TI . K in g
M ilton J. L es nik
J. E . J\1nngus

Sidney T. l\fatt liews
Sam J. :Moore, J r.
H.B. Pann ill
l-Iarry 0. Patteson
Char les U. Ry land
G. r _•ray lor
111.B. Watts, J r.
Robert G. West
Claud ~1. W h it ley
193 7 (32.46 % )
J. Lewis A m es
A. Scott Anderson
\V. G. Bone !
E. Pa rker B rown
J. II . B u rnher
Mitc hell D. Ca tes
B. l\f.. Da bn ey, Jr.
Alfr ed J. D ickin son
A . F leet D illard
1·d
E. 1~. 1!10
L. JII. Ga lbrait h
B . A. G il man

A. B. Gravatt, Jr.
F. Overton Joues
Char les B. Kepp le r
R. C. L loyd
\V. L . Lu m rkin
R. B. "McNeil

,v. J\.Jartin

Lew is

Robert L. Mason
G. niercer, Jr.
J . L. Moss
Ch anning L. Pace
R. C. Pau lette
B ill Robertson
Do na ld S . Rtt ben ste in
Edwa r cl M. Sch aaf
David Gera ld Scott
A. W. Stap les
R. L. 'l'odd
W. G. T ,,r by fill
Charles \ V. T ur ner
Stuart E . Ullman
John 'l' . Walke
Pau l G. W iley
D . D . Williams
Harry A. Young
H . B. Yudk in
Eugene

1938 (21. 56 % )
R. E. Alley, Jr.
J . 'l'. Arenda ll
C. Ra lph Art hu 1·
I. Norris B lake
J. "\Y. Boykin

G. E. Cha lmers
W. B. Corr ell
Stuart C. Crawfo rd
E. }I. Derv ishi a n
W. P. Doo ley
Jack A. Eady
Willia m S. Gordon, Jr.
J. S. Graham , Jr.
W. R. Hudg ins
J. H. Ke llogg
F. T. Kingdon
Edwin L. Levy, J r.
E. \V. l\l cCatll
E. U . Mi ller

R. P.

l\l.00 1·e

M. \V. Sheppa r d
I-Ienry L . S n elli np:s, Jr.
J. :Marion St raughan
Dan 1'.L'rhor nton
Thomas R. 'l1ho rn to n
P. I-I. 'l 'i mbe rla ke
Dona ld E . 'l1r ump
E . D. V ica rs

Esther S. We in berg
J. R ich a r d Will is
1939 ( 17.27 % )
G. K. Brooks, Jr.
C. Be r nard Brown
Lee Copley
Fntnk S. Co~by
Oscar Eddleton
Clyde rr.Prancisco
Pleming Gill
W. P. Law less
:Mart in L. Leary
\ V. 1\L Lewis
R. R. Ma ,·tin
, V. H. Marlin
J. Dav is Mott ley, Jr.
Roy }\f.. ~ e wton
Eve r ett L . Nob le
F. B. Pinker
Ro la nd N. Rackett, Jr.
C. B . Renn ie, Jr.
U. LeRoy Sweeney, Jr.
F. 13. Wa lker
R. Edward , va lton
Co rb i n 13. \Vh itc
D. ~L W h ite, Jr.
McLean Wh ittet, J r .
Edw i n \Vort ham, IV
1940 ( 18. 18 % )
VValter l!l. Bass
A rth ur C. Beck . Jr.
He nr y W. B lack
\V . J. Cas h, Jr .
D . D. Dexte r
E nd ers D ick i nso n
Po rrest E . Eg·g leston
\ Villiam W. Fa rl ey
,v. V. Far ley
Ro bert 1-I. li'ennell, J r.
James Vil. F letc her
Walte r B. Gi llette
Ha r old J. Gor don, Jr.
Aust in E. Grigg
Ga rl and Haddock
James F. Hart
Edwin B. Johnston
John E. Jordan
Th omas D. Jo rdan
Robe r t C. K ru g
Edwi n J. :Merrick
J . R. Noffs inger
Do rsey C. Ra wlin gs
Ro bert F. R ipley
Ed wnrd S. S inar
S. D. St o neb u r ner
Car lson Thomas
E. V. Va nLee nwen
Arn old F. Watts
Russe l] K. Woo d , Jr.
C. T. \Vort ham
1941 (3 1.07 % )
E. R. Adams
Ralph W. Allen
L. \V. Bing ham, J 1·.
LeRoy J:;, Brown
James I-I . Dono hue, III
W infred I-I. Elder
Frank M . Conner, Jr.
Jo hn A. Do um!e le
Elmer P. E mbrey, Jr.
E. C. Garbe r , Jr .
J. \\T. Gor don, Jr.
M. David Gra n dis
\V. A. Gra n t
" Till ia m D. Gravatt
R. St u art Grizzard
N. B. Ha bel
James R. Ilarr is
l\L Clyde Hawkins
Emmett L. Hubbard
John Cli fford Hutt
Chast i ne \ V. Jones,.Jr.
, Yill ia m I-I. Jones, J r.
R. A. Ke il
Jo h n H. Locke
Char les W. l\foNutt
J\I. J\f a rkowitz
G. Ed rnond Massie, III
Dortc h Oldham
Ha rold G. Owe n s
W . :U'.P ar ke rson, J r.
J . vV. Pearsa ll
'r homas E. Pug h
,villia m N. Raney
H. S. Roc k off
William P. Schaffe r
George Shac kelf or d
James A. \Vagne r
J. T. \ Vassom, Jr.
Cha r les A. Watki n s
W. H. W idener
1942 (2 7.4 8 % )
,v rniam E. Bristow

) 'Lelvin D. Burgess
l\I. W. Bun,ett
R. C. Cotte n, Jr.
George E. Cox
Jo hn D ixo n, J r.
W illi am D. E lli s, J r.
A rchi e Giraf;-osia n
A. W . Goode, J r .
Jo hn N . Go rd on

T . \ V. Green
Owe n Gwathmey
R. B. Hill, Jr.
Ioneyrnan
Morton 1-Richard Humbert
H . P . Jeffreys, Jr.
L. L. Jones
.Ralph E. Kinsey
Edward l\L Klein
Sy d ney H. Knipe
Vi rg il 1\L L umsde n, Jr .
Phi lip B . Mason
1er hi ge, JT.
R . .R. Th
Ile r t VV. Mjlli ng
J. FI. Montgomery, J1·.
:Matthew Nat ha n
Ha rold W. Par ker
L. S . Pa r sons, Jr.
Ma lcolm U. Pitt, Jr .
Stanton C. Ric h a r ds
Ch arl es Robinson
Tho mas F. , varriner, Jr.
Scott H. \Verm uth, J r .
S. L. , villia.ms
'rh omas N. \Villiams
Lawrence I-I. " 7illi s
Ju li an 0 . ,vinn
1943 (25. 89 % )
, vi lli am E. Bristow
S. S. Brit t , J r .
M. F. Cole
IL Add ison Da lton
Robert J. F iler
Je rom e Gross
1·Valter W. J-faden
F rank B. l-Iart, Jr .
R. M. H at h a.way
L in wo od T . I Jorn e
More land R . Ir by
Alexande r S. Jacobs
Cec il F . Jones -·
J. B ru ce Kellison
W. S. Kirk
Wa lt erB . L ee
0. Ed wy n L uttre ll
\V. A. MacKenz ie, J r .
Wm. Pat r ick McGriff, II
George Kennet h Miller
R ichard C. Owen, Jr.
VVarre n l\f. Pace
V. E. Pregea nt, III
D. J. R omi no
George W illia m Sa dl er
John A. Sc hools
R ob ert L . Sto ne
E lm er S. West, J r .
A . Gor don W illi s, Jr.
1944 (20.29 % )
J .P. F ine
James T . Hatc h er, Jr.
B. A. Jones
P hilli p Keppler
Jack D. Lew is

Ric hard VV. L owe ry
B. J. McC lana han
Jo h n P. Oli ve r
Ry la nd 0 . Reamy
0. W. R ho den h iser, Jr.
'r. A. Saunders
W.R. Snead
, varren Stansb ur y
Presto n J. Tay lor
1945 (23.8 1 % )
Har r y W. Bal d win, Jr.
H. Ch esley Dec k er
A. '"r.E lhva nger
Ke n net h D . Howa rd
Charles ]1. Kingery
II . W. Mart in
Charl es G. Motley
VV.EmoTy Trai nh am, Jr.
J. J-I. Wiley, J r .
1946 (2 4. 32 % )
G. H. Anclr e"·s
James llamilto n Barnes
Herbert R. Boyd, Jr.
J.P. Chu r ch
E. G. Conklin
A lle n ,v. Flan nagan, Jr.
Guy R. F r idde ll, J r .
P. J. Il arges
Fre deri ck A. J en nin gs, Jr.
Leonard Ka n tor
D. O r ville La hy
I-I un te r :Mar tin
R. C. L . Mon cur e
C. E. O'Conne ll
Les lie H . Philli ps, J r .
St raug han Ri cha rd son
J. R. W alk er
P. D. Weave r
Geo r ge R. Wyatt
194 7 (22.48 % )
Dav id Are nstein
Charl es E. A ugust
Ba llar d Ba ker
rr110mas P. Bryan
M. Cal d we ll But ler
R. K. Coats
Stan ley N. Cohe n
Solon B. Cous in s, I II
Pa ul \V. Duke
W illi a1n K. Eas l ey
P. ,v i nfr ee P or e, J r.
J uniu s E. F oster, J r.
Do uglas GofOl't h
A lvin Gu ttag
L or en tz C. I-I amilto n
Lewis B. I-Iasty
Wa lter B . Hoover
Ja mes F. Hu l)bar d
Spencer :).L Ki ng
Russe ll L ang
Ch ar les B. L illy

(Continued on page 30)
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law firm of Ashworth and Sanders. In addition to his enjo yment in solving the problems of his clients, Lilly' s fees wer e lucrativ e
enough to enabl e him· to return to th e annual Law School ban quet and dan ce each
year, and it was whil e he was in Richmond
at th e banqu et last year that h e was notifi ed
of his appointm ent as Assistant United States
Attorn ey. Since th en h e h as been pur suin g
his pra ctice in Beckley thr ee days a week and
attending to his duti es in his Governm ent
office eighty mil es away in Charl eston the
other four days.
After finishin g hi s degree requirem ents in
January , 1948 , second in his class, Georg e
W. Stokes was appoint ed Assistant Prosecuting Attorn ey in W elch, W . Va., where h e
effectively perform ed the duties of his office
until he was made Assistant Attorney Gen eral
for th e State of W est Virginia in January of
1950. His search for th e most minute point
of law to support his case has been so diligent and his argum ents so convin cing that
the Supreme Court has felt compelled to uphold his side of the case in almost every instance.
[ 14 )

Lorentz C. Hamilton, Jr., return ed to his
hom e in Grants ville, W. Va., aft er graduating in 1948, to engage in pra ctice with his
fath er, who has also been Pro secuting Attorn ey for a numb er of years. It was not long
befor e "H am" was Assistant Pros ecuting Attorney, and now ther e is anoth er member of
the firm. His broth er, Victor , received his
LL.B. degr ee this Jun e.
Hom er W . Hanna , Jr. , is a young man
who has been quit e fortunat e in his meteoric
rise in publi c life in th e past year. H e h as
recentl y been designat ed by Governor Patteson of W est Vir ginia to a six-year term as
a member of the Publi c Service Commi ssion.
At th e age of twenty-five, he is one of the
youn gest members ever to serve on the Commission. The office is comparabl e to a posi tion on th e Virgini a State Corporation Commission . Aft er Hom er was award ed his LL.B.
degree from the Law School in 1949, h e
went to N ew York Uni versity to und ertak e
graduat e work and successfully compl eted
his requir ements for the Master of Laws degree in 1950. He was emplo yed in the land
dep artm ent of th e Unit ed States Fuel Gas
Compan y until Sept emb er, 1950, when h e
und ertook th e duti es of his first publi c position , that of Assistant Attorn ey General,
whi ch h e h eld until his recent appointm ent.
Th e male contingent does not have a corner on the law in W est Virgini a. Th ere have
been two hu sband and wif e teams in Law
School in recent years. This Jun e Mr. A. Carl
Carey, Jr. , and his wife , Mrs . Mary K . Carey,
received their LLB. degrees in th e same ceremony . Thi s is the first tim e that hu sband
and wif e have been award ed degrees at th e
same time in the history of th e Univ ersity.
Mr s. Carey is employ ed as Law Clerk in th e
Office of the Attorn ey General of W est Virginia , where she will occasionally be assigned
a case for argument befor e the Supr eme
Court. H er first argument is schedul ed on
the docket for August. Mr. Carey, a reserve
captain in the infantry, had to report for active duty thr ee days after Comm encement to
Fort M eade for classification and assignm ent.
Th e other husband and wif e team to obtain
their law degr ees wer e Mr. Edward B. Simms
and his wif e, Mrs. Vir ginia S. Simms, and
th ey are now engaged in pr actice in Charl eston . Mr s. Simms graduat ed in 1949, and Mr.
Simms in 1950.
In 1940 Miss Ara L. Long of Pin e Grov e,
W. Va ., graduated in law. She has since married and is now Mrs . Sumney. For thr ee years
she was in private pra ctice in W est Virginia.
Durin g the war she accepted a position with
the Office of th e Housin g Exp edit er for
Southern West Virginia in Charl eston ; within th e last two years she has been transf erred
and is with the same office in Wa shin gton ,
D.C.
Th ese and oth ers of W est Vir gini a's sons
and daughters , train ed in our Law School ,
are leaving their mark on th e legal records
of their State and nation . Th e Law School
will welcome others of their caliber from
our neighboring states beyond th e Allegh enies.

KEPPLEROPPOSESRED AND BLUEPROGRAM
1897Commander John B. Kaufman is making his
home in Coronado, Calif. since hi s retirement from
the Medica l Corps of the U. S. Navy where he
served forty-one years.

1899The Rev. R. W . Neathery of Falconer, N. Y .
writes that he and Alma Mater are building simultaneous ly. H e is in the process of erecting a $75,000
building at the First Baptist Church where he has
served as pastor for thirty-five years.

1900The Rev. Alan P. Wilson celebrated the fifty-first
an niver sary of his ordination into the ministry on
April 15. On the same day his wife was ordained
and will serve with him in Santa Rosa, Fla. She

has assisted him in the servi ces for some tim e since
cataracts of the eyes have made it difficult for him
to fulfill all of his pastoral duties . They both serve
as independent missionaries in the Community
Ch urch which has a membership made up of ten
different denomination s.
Prof. A . C. Harl owe of Preston sburg, Ky ., recent ly celebrated hi s eig hty-first birthday. Although
he bas retired from teaching , he is still active in
hi s church where he serves as chairman of the
board of deacons.

1901Since bis retirement from the ministry Dr. J. W.
Cammack ha s travelled extensively throughout the
U nit ed States. At the present tim e be is in Tucson,
Arizona. He continues to maintain a residence in
Richmond where he spend s the summer months.

1903D r. Willi am Thalhimer is assistant patho logist
at the Grass lands Ho spital , Valh alla, N. Y. H e has
written a number of ar ticles for leading scientific
journals.
Dr. Powhatan W. Jam es has retired as president
of Bethel Woman's College in Hopkinsville, Ky.
He and his wife will move to D allas, Texas, where
he will devote his time to literary purs uits .

Dr. J ay B. Hubbell, '05, professor of American
Literatur e at Duk e University, has been honored
with the degree of D octor of Letters by Southern
Methodist University in Dallas. Th e degree was a
tribute to hi s fame as a teacher and writer and
particularly his two-vo lume Am erican Life in Literature which has been p ublish ed by H arper &
Brothers.
Some criticisms:
Of Poe: "The first conspicuous black sheep in
the America n lit erary flock."

Editor, the ALUMNI BULLETIN:
Here is a pretty piece of wallpaper decoration for you-a colorful propaganda leaflet
from the Red and Blue Club . I am returning
it because it does not match my color scheme,
and my wastebasket is already full. On it
appears your name as Public Relations Director for the Athletic Staff. This does not disturb me nearly as much as the solicitous message signed by President Modlin, indicating
top-echelon endorsement of the Red and Blue
Club. This latter is enough to justify my
complaining as an alumnu s to you as the
Alumni Secretary. Here is one alumnus who
wishes that President Modlin would refrain
from applauding such programs.
I will refrain from saying that this folder
is a series of tri-colored non seq11iturs. (Let
the Red and Blue Club look ,that one up!)
Still, there are a numb er of statements in this
appea l for funds that will not hold water.
May I take them up in order:
1. " . .. the Club will work to develop
better football teams- to attract top-caliber
students-in short, to insure a well-ba lanced
athletic program that will be an asset to both
the University of Richmond and the City of
Richmond. " By what obscure reasoning does
the Red and Blue Club conclude that in building up the athletic program it will be attracting "top-caliber students "? Evident ly the idea
of attracting good students was a parentheti cal afterthought on the part of whoever composed the text, since it is inserte d between
dashes and not furt her explained. In my brief
exper ience very few "top-caliber students"
have ever made the varsity. A few have, and
this is rewarding. Many others have acquitted
themselves admirab ly in competitive sports
on a sub-varsity level. I am heartily in accord.
But your Red and Blue Club suggests that the
University of Richmond wants good athletes
first. If the athletes happen to be good
scholars-how fortunate! This is implicit in
the preceding paragraph wher _e it is said that
the money will go "EXCLUSIVELY to th e
building up of the athletic program of the
University." I would venture to say that the
number of good students you could attract
with an ath letic program would be small
indeed .
2. "A balan ced program of intercollegiate
ath letics is a basic part of a sound educational

Whitman : " He now occup ies a conspicuous
place in literary histories . . . and is generally
recognized as one of the two or three most importa nt American writers . .. But it cannot be said
even today that hi s place is definitely fixed. "
Dr. H ubbell was a member of the staff of Southern Methodi st from 1915 to 1927 and for the last
years of his stay there was E. A . Lilly Professor of
Eng lish and editor of the Sout hwest Review.
Dr. Hubb ell comes of a distinguished University
of Richmond family . Hi s brother, Paul E. Hubbe ll,
' 11, is now pro fessor of history at Michigan State
College at Ypsilanti. Hi s father, the late Rev.
Da vid S. Hubbell, was also an alumnu s.
Chief Justice Edward W. Hudgin s, '05, of the
Vir ginia Supreme Court of Appe als is within
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system." True , but when is the program balanced? You might say that college exists for
the undergraduate in two broad aspects: the
academic and the social. Certainly the academic should be more important. And yet,
within the past two months I have received
two pleas for contributions to the University
of Richniond . One strongly stressed the need
for a Student Activities Building; the other
bid for ' contributions, at "$100 or up ,"
towards a better football team . I have not yet
been officially impressed with the need for a
better library - a very crying need , as I remember , and tnust the Baptists do it all?for an increase in scholarships, for better
faculty salaries, for an improved grad uate
program, for better classroom facilities in the
humanities. Perhaps such necessities do not
touch the sentimental alumnus as deeply as a
victorious football game.
3. "Good football games draw good
crowds . . ." So do bear baiting contests,
Frank Sinatra, Congressional investigating
committees and free beer. What part should
a univ ersity play in drawing crowds? Decidedly a small one.
4. "Athleti cs and scholarship go hand in
hand ." This simply is not true. In my academi c life at Richmond, Columbia and
Princ eton I hav e known very few real scholars
who could make an off-tackle plunge, although many might pay to see someone else
do it. So far as I know , Einstein does not
attend football games. I do, when the price
is not prohibitive, but you won't lur e me into
contributing a fat sum from my meager earnings to purchase better football games when
so many other things need repairing first.
On e final complaint: Nowh ere in this redwhite-and-blue literary effort does the Club
indicate how it intends to spend the money
it gets. What will you do with my "$100 or
up "? Buy football players ? Increas e the
coaches' salaries? Install foam rubber seats in
the stad ium? Pay Red and Blue Club officers?
Some itemizing is in order. Presumably a
contribution would entitle me to the six
"privileges" listed on the back fold. Even
in these inflationary times such privileges are
expensive if I must pay "$100 or up" for
them . Or even $10.
Sincerely,
PHILIP K EPPLER, JR.
Pr inceton , N. J.

sixteen months of breaking a modern -day record
for service on the Old D omi nion 's high est tribunal.
In February 1952 he will have served on the bench
of the Court for twenty-two years, eight months
short of th e record establish ed by the chief justice
who retired in 1946. Ju stice Hudgin s was appointed in 1930 whe n th e tribunal was increased
from five to seven members.
The Chief Justic e and Mr s. Hudgins are currently
touring Europe where they are g uests of their son,
Commander William H. Hudgin s, aide and flag
lieutenant of Admir al Robert B. Carney, Commander in Chief of the U nit ed States Naval Forces,
Eastern Atl antic and Medit erranean . Later they
plan to visit friend s in Switzerland and The Netherlands .
Al so servin g with distinction on the Virginia

FREEMAN, GAINES H-S
SPEAKERS
Two of the University of Richmond's
most distinguished alumni, Dr. Douglas S.
Freeman, '04, and Dr. Francis Pendleton
Gaines, '12, had the principal roles in the
Hampden-Sydney College commencement on
June 11.
Dr. Freeman, noted historian and author,
delivered the commencement address, and Dr.
Gaines , president of Washington and Lee
University, spoke at the dedication of the new
Frank Stoddert Johns auditorium.
In his address Dr. Freeman said that if
"life is to be anything more than a race for
the mass production of weapons increasingly
destructive, the bewildered peoples of the
turbulent mid-century must accept the restraints of religion, must learn more of the
arts of self-government, and must have the
inspiring solace of the humanities."
The honorary degree of Doctor of Science
was conferred upon Dr. Freeman.

Supreme Court of Appeals is Associate Justice
Willis D . Miller, ' 14, who is the only Richmonder
in more than 100 years to be appointed to the
tribunal. Justice Miller received the honorary degree of doctor of Jaws from Alma Mater in June.

1906Jesse F. Wood has retired as vice-president of
the State Planters Bank and Trust Company in
Richmond. He is a former president and secretary
of the Richmond chapter , American Institute of
Banking, and has served as instructor in banking
and public relations courses. The first Christmas
Savings Club in Richmond was begun by him some
years ago. He was the first president of the R_ichmond First Club .

ever since his undergraduate days whe n he sold
stereoscopic views and operated a Summer boarding
house in order to pay his college expenses.
After covering the four-year course in three years
and winning both a B .A . and a B.S., he went to
Lehigh for graduate study in engineering. Recently,
Fie lds recounts, Mr. Sayre reread some of the letters
he sent to his mother while he was an engineering
student at Lehigh. In one of them he asked if she
cou ld dig up $12 for a blue serge suit because "I've
worn right through the pants of the only suit I've
got." In another he told her he was moving from
the dormitiory to a boarding house "because the
food is better and I can have all the mi lk I want .
But it's going to raise my board bi ll from $2.00 to
$2.50 a week, and I'm going to have to work much
harder."
"Work much harder" has been the motto of the
man Sayre who started as a boiler washer at $75
a month and worked his way to the position of
president of Corn Products Refining Company , now
a $133 ,000,000 business.
His business genius and his high ethical conduct
have won for him the universa l respect of American
business, which expressed confidence in his le~dership by choosing him as president of the Nat10nal
Association of Manufacturers.
The same hard work he gave to extracurricular
Sigma Rho literary
activities as a student-Mu
society, the Messenger, and the Collegian-:-he has
given to the University as a member of its board
of trustees. Active in alumni affairs , he has served
as president of the General Society of Alumni .

Senator A . Wi llis Robertson , '07 , a vigorous
critic of Senator McCarthy 's methods in attacking
the State Department, has been chosen for appointment to the Senate Appropriations Committee to
replace Senator McCarthy who is being "bumped "
from this committee .
Mr. Robertson knows knows how it feels to be
"bumped "-he was removed from the committee
in 1949 when Senator Dulles, a Republican, succeeded Senator Wagner, a Democrat.
Press approval of Senator Robertson 's elevation
has been general. One editorialist pointed out that
as a member for a decade of the House Ways and
Means Comm ittee-the most important committee
in the lower branch of the national legislature-he
became a recognized authority on taxation.

1909G. Edmond Massie , Jr., of Richmond, has announced his candidacy for one of Richmond's three
seats in the Virginia State Senate. He has served as
a member of the House of Delegates since 1944
and is a member of numerous committees including
the Committee of Appropriations. He has stated
that his major interests are education and pub lic
health, particularly in improving conditions for
tubercular patients and in the State's mental hospi ta ls.
An At lantic crossing is just a ho-hum experience
for Dr. George W . Sadler, ' 10, secretary of the
Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board.

1908Sidney Fields writes entertainingly of Morris
Sayre, '06, who has just retired as president of the
Corn Products Refining Company after a Jong and
distinguished career. He remains with the company
in an advisory capacity, however, as vice chairman
of the board .
Mr. Sayre, whom Fields thumbnails as a "tall
grey man of 65, constantly delighted with the idea
of being alive and working ," has been hard at work

of leading United Nations into a world development movement," he continued, "then we should
indeed be fulfilling our destiny as the most prosperous nation and as one truly dedicated to democ·
racy."
In recognition of his contributions to education,
Howard College conferred on Mr. Clark the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

Dr. E. P. \1('fightman of Rochester , N. Y. writes
that his son, Dr. Arthur S. Wightman , has been
appointed Assistant Professor of Physics at Princeton University. He has also been awarded a National Research Council Fellowship to undertake
a research problem at the University of Copenhagen, Denmark.

World Peace must begin in the minds of men,
K enley J. Clark , '09, superintendent of Mobile
County (Ala .) schools, told the graduating class
of Howard College at commencement last month .
He told the students that "there can be no
innocent bystanders, " that every right-minded person must add his voice to the clamor for brotherhood. He pointed out that "before the 19th century
there had been no pub lic discussions of world
peace, but before the end of the century more than
400 peace organizations had been formed."
He urged a "wor ld development movement, "
through the United Nations, "to help raise the
pitifully low standard of living of the three-fourths
of the world's population who are hungry and
chronically sick from malnutrition. "
The program, he conceded, would take "billions
of money spent over a Jong period of years," but
"it would make friends for democracy, something
that war, spending trillions, could never do."
" If the United States could have the great honor
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GARDNER, HICKERSONTO
TOUR JAPAN
Two University of Richmond alumni, Dr.
E. Norfleet Gardner, '14, pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Henderson, N. C., and
Dr. Clyde V. Hickerson, ' 20, pastor of the
Barton Heights Baptist Church, Richmond,
are among the seven distinguished ministers
who will go on a preaching mission to Japan
this fall.
Dr. Hickerson was invited by the foreign
mission board of the Southern Baptist Convention to head the tour.
Others who will make the tour in addition
to Dr. Hickerson and Dr. Gardner, are Dr.
Monroe F. Swilley of Atlanta; Dr. M. Ray
McKay of Little Rock, vice-president of the
foreign mission board; Dr. John L. Slaughter
of Birmingham and Dr . Roland Q. Leavell,
president of the New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, Fort Worth, Tex.

When he sailed from New York last month he
was embarking upon his 25th crossing of the
Atlantic Ocean . He planned to return July 18 after
transacting mission business in England, France ,
Italy , Switzerland , Spain, Lebanon, Jordan, and
Israel.
His packed program included laying a corner stone for a building at Spurgeon 's College in
London , an address before a pastors ' conference
at the Baptist Theological Seminary at Zurich,
Switzerland, and a visit to a missionary agricultural
settl ement near Tel Aviv.

1910On May 31, Col. Aubrey H. Camden, president
of Hargrave Military Academy, was given an automobile by the Academy alumni in recognition of
his thirty-eight years with the school, including
thirty-five years as president. Col. Camden had
previous ly announced his retirement as president
at the conclusion of the present term.

1911Dr. Archer B. Bass of Adams, N. Y . is recovering after undergoing two major operations. He
has retired from the ministry and is preparing a
manuscript for publication in the near future.
Dr. J. W. Decker is traveling in South America
and the Caribbean this summer in connection with
his work as secretary of the International Missionary Council. Mrs. Decker ('19) is with him.

Dr. Thomas E. Cochran, ·11, head of the department of psychology and education at Centre College
since 1930, has recently been certified by the Ken-

Front row, left to right: J. C. Wicker, Mrs. J. C. Wicker, and H. M. Waldron. Second row:
E. J. Snead, H. R. Kelly, J. A. Stanley, and B. G. Williams. Third row: W. R. Hudgins, Mrs.
J. H. (Kitty Rosenberger) Garber , J. H. Garber, Jr., and Mrs . Katie Petty Snead. Fourth row:
P. G. Wiley, and R. H. Crosier.

UNIVERSITY "ALUMNI CHAPTER" AT FORK UNION
Fourteen alumni and alumnae of the University of Richmond, including President J.C.
Wicker, '19, are members of the staff of Fork
Union Military Academy. Conspicuously absent from the picture is Dr. J. J. Wicker, '91,
president emeritus of the School. On the
front row are President Wicker (left), Mrs.
Wicker (Lula Puckett, '17), and H. M.
Waldron, headmaster of the Upper School.
Second Row : E. J. Snead, '15, head of the
department of mathematics; H. R. Kelly, '28,
instructor in history and Bible; J.A. Stanley,

1913Since his retirement as a college president, Dr.
John W. EJJiott has served as interim pastor of the
Central Baptist Church at Westerly , R. I. He has
purchased a place of retirement near West Winfield, N. Y. and has named it "The EJJ-Bow."

1915-

tucky State Board of Psychology as a clinical psychologist.
The author of a number of books dealing with
education and psychology, he also is weJJ known
for th e Cochran Group Test of Mental Ability, his
introversion-extroversion
test, dominance-submission test, and emot ional stability test.
In addition to his bachelor's degree from the
University of Richmond, Dr . Cochran has a master's
in education and a B.D . in practical sociology from
the University of Ch1cago, a Th.M. in religious
educa tion from Crozer Theological Seminary, and
a Ph.D. in psychology and education from the
Univers ity of Pennsylvania.

John A. Ryland of Walkerton won first prize
and sweepstakes for exhibiting the best ten ears of
hybrid white corn at the Atlantic Rural Exhibition
in 1950.

'22, instructor in science, and B. G. Williams ,
instrnctor in history, Bible, and public speaking. Third row: W. R. Hudgins, '38, instructor in physics and radio ; Mrs. J. H.
(Kitty Rosenberger) Garber , Jr., '50, secretary; J. H. Garber, Jr., '49, instructor in
seventh grade of grammar school, and Mrs.
Katie Petty Snead, '09, nurse. On the fourth
row are Paul G. Wiley , ' 37, chaplain of cadets
and director of religious activities, and R. H.
Crosier, '49, instructor in English.

That's how Richard K. O 'Ma!Jey, Associated
Press correspondent, begins a story dealing with the
activities of John L. McKee , ' 16, who has "a job
bigg er than the police chiefs of most metropolitan
American cities." This job includes "eve rythin g
from registering motor vehicles to catching criminals. "
H e was appointed provost marshal after he had
presided for six weeks over a series of spy trials.
in Munich .

1917-

1916The Rev. H. W . ConneJJy, Sr. bas resigned as
pastor of the Grandin Court Baptist Church in
Roanoke to accept the pastorate of the Fork Union
Baptist Church. He will take over his new duties
on August 15.

"A soft-spoken Virginian who rose from private
to major-general keeps Jaw and order for 170,000
Americans in Germany."
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Hubert W. Charlton of Fork Union is priqcipaf
of the Fluvanna County High School.
The Board of Regents of the State College of
Washington has appointed Dr. Claudius 0. J oh nson to the highest professorial position ever established at that institution. The appointment is primarily that of "Distinguished Professor " or "Re•
search Professor " which affords Dr. Johns on half
time for teaching and half time for research and
writing . During the past year the first edition of
"Government: National, State, and Local" was

Alumni who wish a picture of their reunion
class may obtain one by sending $1 .00 to
the photographer, Mr. Charles Rosson, 7109
Horsepen Road, Richmond, Virginia.

The Rev. Dr. Edward Edward B. Willingham of
Washington, D. C. is the current president of the
Washington Ministerial Union. He is in his sixth
year as pastor of the National Memorial Baptist
Church.
Dr. Ambrose McGee of Richmond has moved
to West Palm Beach, Fla.

published as were the third and fifth editions of
two of his other texts.

Frank Bentley, '21, a member of the staff of the
Veterans Administration in Washington , has been
elected president of the Federal Club of Washing-
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On April 18 Prof. Titus . W. Beasley, '18, head
of the department of History and Government at
Southwest Baptist College in Bolivar , Mo ., had
breakfast in Bolivar, lunch in Chicago, another
lunch while flying high over Cleveland, and then
ate dinner in a coffee shop in New York. In a
week's time, thanks to the speed of air travel, he

Baptist Church in Winchester. He assumed the
pastorate immediately after his graduation from
the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville, Ky.

1924The Rev. E. H. Puryear continues to serve as
pastor of the lee Street Baptist Church in Danville .
He hopes to begin construction of a new building
in the near future.

1925After twenty-five years m the active pastorate
the Rev. William Russell Pankey has resigned to
devote full time to interim pastoral work, revivals,
and Bible conferences. At the present time he is
serving as pastor of the Venable Street Baptist
Church in Richmond and during the past school
year taught in the Richmond Public Schools.
The Rev. Dr. Edward H. Pruden has been named
as one of three members on a religious advisory
panel to counsel the Assistant Secretary of State in
Washington. He recently made a tour of the west
coast in connection with his duties as president of
the American Baptist Convention. He is in his
fifteenth year as pastor of the First Baptist Church
in the nation's capital.

1926Dr. Clifford E. Hoshall is professor of education
at the Colorado State Teachers College in Gunnison, Colo.

1927-

went from Bolivar to New York to Washington to
Virginia and back to Bolivar .
The principal purpose of the trip was to attend
the rededication of the statue of Simon Bolivar in
New York City, a ceremony which Mr . Beasley
attended as honorary consul of Venezuela. He was
the guest of the General Venezuelan consul in New
York, Antonio Davila-Delgado , and of the Minister
of Foreign Relations of Venezuela , Dr. L. E.
Gomez Ruiz .
Prof. Beasley took advantage of his trip East to
visit a brother in Norfolk and another brother in
his native Appomattox County.

ton, an organization of government officials in the
various agencies. The purpose of the Club is to
foster the highest standards of public service, to
promote cooperat ion and efficiency in government
activities and to develop full cooperation and
understanding between the government .and the
pub lic it serves . Among those who were active in
the Federal Club 's organization when it was formed
in 1920 was Franklin D. Roosevelt, at that time
Assistant Secretary of the Navy .

1922Dr. 0. K. Burnette and associates have recently
built the Medical Arts Building in Culpeper. Dr.
Burnette established his practice there twenty-one
years ago.

1919Harold M. Ratcliffe , who is Commonwealth 's
Attorney for Henrico County, Va., has announced
hi s candidacy for re-election. He was leader in the
court fight against annexation by Richmond in 1941
and in 1949 was chairman of the Henrico Democratic Committee for the present Governor ·of Vir ginia.

1920A. B. Honts of Front Royal is serving a three
year term on the Baptist Board of Missions and
Education.
Sam T . Bowm an, commissioner of the revenue
for the city of Bristol, Va.-Tenn., has return ed from
a brief trip to Florida.

1921State Senator Garland Gray of Waverly , Va. ,
was the host at the annual barb ecue of the Ruritan
clubs of Greensville, Surry, Sussex, and Prince
George Counties. He has been the host of the
outing for a number -of years which is usually well
attended by members of the General Assembly and
State officials.

Captain Irving T. Duke , USN, '22, is authority
for the statement that the battleship Missouri which
he commanded "did her job all right" in the Korean war.

The job included blasting Communist troops,
installations and cities all up and down the coasts
of Korea. The Missouri's gunners became such
experts at the job that they "laid fire down within
400 yards of the Army spotter."
Aside from the climate , Korea is very much like
Florida. "Imagine the Yankees in Jacksonville and
the Confederates in Miami and you have the Korean war," he told reporters.
Captain Duke , who took command of the Missouri three months after she had gone aground off
Old Point Comfort, is now stationed at the Naval
Proving Ground at Dahlgren.

19230n May 13 Dr. Edward T. Clark commemorated
his twenty-fifth anniversary as pastor of the First
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Malcolm G. Hitt has returned to Richmond after
a stay in Charlottesville where he served as district
supervisor for the on-the-job-training program of
the Veterans Administration. His territory is now
in the southwestern areas of the state .
W. Moscoe Huntley of Richmond has been appointed substitut e police judge. A pract icing attorney , he was admitted to the bar in 1926 and
served in the United States Navy during World
War II.
Col. Samuel L. Cooke is in charge of the eye,
ear, nose and throat service, U. S. Army Hospital,
Fort Bragg , N . C. He has been in the Army Medical Corps for twenty-two years.
After servi ng for five years as pastor of the
Dudley Street Baptist Church in Boston, Mass .,
the Rev. Dr. T. Eugene West has resigned to
accept the pastorate of the First Baptist Church in
Marion , N. C. During his ministry at Boston he
served as president of the Baptist Ministers Conference and as Massachusetts State Chairman for
Church Music and Religious Drama.

1928The Memorial Baptist Church at Johnstown, Pa .
has burned its second mortgage which was satisfied
by gifts of bond holders in the amount of $80,000.
The Rev. Wilbur S. Sheriff, the pastor, writes that
the note-burning took place one year ahead of
schedule.

1929Dr. Thomas H. Hart is dean of the School of
Arts and Sciences at Roosevelt College, Chicago.
last year he was visi ting lecturer in Public Health ,
San Simon University at Cichabamba , Bolivia. In
addition to his duties as dean he also serves as
Professor of Biology .

1930The Rev. Charles S. Trammell has assumed the
pastorate of the Jahnke Road Baptist Church in
Richmond. He is the first full-time pastor of the
church, which was established as a chapel four years
ago. He came to Richmond after serving for eleven
year as a minister in Roanoke.
Edmond Norman is employed by the Virginia
Electric and Power Company in Norfolk.
Among recent promotions made in the Richmond
Public Schools was that of D r. Clarence P. Ely who
was named principal of the new Mary B. Munfo rd
School. He has served for three years as assistant

principal of th e W esthampt on Juni or High School.
Hi s new positi on wi ll be in the city's newest elementary school.

1931Th e Rev. Jos eph R. Robin son ha s been elected
Comptroller of the new Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary. Hi s duties wi ll be those of registrar and superintendent of grounds and buildin gs.
H e has been serving as pastor in K entucky whi le
wor king on hi s doctorat e at th e Southern Baptist
Theological Semin ary .
Ralph Covey continues in the emp loy of th e
Am erican Visc ose Corp. in Fredericksburg, Va. ,
w here he is traffic manager.

1932v . Goodwyn

Welsh is a partner in the Richmond
concern of Welsh-Anderson Pa int Corp.

Int erna l Revenu e, has been ann ounced by Stuart
1. Crenshaw, collector.
Mr . Stone has been with the collector's office
in Richmond since 1937, with the exception of tim e
spent in the Navy during World W ar II. H e has
served as stamp deputy, deputy collector , as assistant comptroll er, and for severa l months as acting
comptro ller.

1935-

c. Glynwood Gibbs is principal of Check (V a.)
Hi gh School. last year -he received a master's degree in Rur al Sociology from V.P.I.
On April 15, Dr . V ern on B. Ri chardson celebrated his fifth anni versary as pastor of the University Baptist Church in Baltimor e, Md. H e also
gave the commencement address at Crozer Theological Seminary, Chester, Pa . on May 8. H e and
Mr s. Richardson are the parents of Vern on, J r.,
born July 17, 1950 .
Owen 1. Neathery is executive secretary of the

J. W estwood Smithers, '32, represe nt ed Phi
Al pha D elta l aw Fraternity at th e nation al Inter fraternity Confere nce which was held in Wa shing ton in April to discuss th e military situation and
its effect on enrollments. The Conference, held at
the invitation of G eneral George C. Marshall ,
Secretary of D efense, was attended by one repr esentative of each nation al social frat ernity and each
nation al prof essional fraternity.
Mr. Smithers ' appointment as representative at
the nati onal meeting was made by D ouglas 1.
Edmonds of San Francisco , supreme ju stice of th e
fraternity.
A member of th e faculty of the University of
Ri chmond law School, Mr. Smith ers is a member
of the .suprem e executiv e board of Phi Alpha D elta .

TWO BIRTHDAYPARTIESFOR THESETWINS.
Just one party won 't do for Thomas Aulden
and John Shannon Burcher, twin sons of Mr.
and Mrs. Jock H. Burcher of• 3002 Matoaka
Rood, Hampton . John Shannon (right) was
born on the night of January 20. A few minutes ofter the stroke of midnight-on Jan uary 21-Thomos Aulden mode his arrival
upon a world troubled with the Korean crises
and the high price of beefsteak . Young
Thomas, now almost six months old , ponders
these and other weighty problems as he holds
his University of Richmond rattle in his pudgy
right hand . Popa Burcher is a member of the
class of 1937.

19381933Thomas H . Neathery continues as cashier of the
Falconer (N .Y. ) First National Bank. He was
elected cashier two years ago after having been
in the employ of the bank for more than twent y
years.
Grandin K. H ammell of Rum son, N. J. is in
charge of the Government Services D epartment at
the Red Bank Divi sion of th e Bendix Aviation
Corporation.

1934Aft er serving on the faculty of the Thomas
J efferson High School in Richm ond , Roy N. Puck ett
ha s been recalled int o the Navy. H e was a Navy
officer for four years during W orld W ar II , and
holds a reserve commission of lieut enant. Prior to
being recalled he served the school as assistant
principal and athletic director.
The promotion of J ames W. Stone to comp troller
of the Vir gini a Di str ict of the D epar tment of

laur el, Missi ssippi, Chamber of Commerce . Prior
to this positi on he was assistant to the pres ident of
Retai l Furniture Associatio n of Texas .

1936Benjamin 1. Campbell of Petersburg ha s announc ed his candidacy for the Virgini a State Senate. H e has been a member of the House of D elega tes for two years.
Dr. J. E. Mangu s has moved his medical practice
from Wytheville, Va., to Spray, N. C.
The Rev. Woodrow W . Clark of Royal Oak ,
Mich., writes that hi s congregation has just completed a $285,000 add ition for Sunday School
rooms. H e is pastor of th e First Baptist Church
there.
Aft er five years in the U. S. Army, Samuel M.
Earle has retu rn ed to Richm ond where he is in th e
emp loy of the Southern Biscuit Co. At the same
time he comma nds the First Bn., 318 P.I .R., 80th
Airb orn e Divi sion .

1937In addition to his many duties as librar ian at
Goddard College in Vermo nt, Leonard B. Arch er,
Jr ., is president of the Verm ont library Association, member of the planning committee of th e
New England libr ary Associat ion, Vermo nt director of publicity for the New England lib rary
Association , and Vermont State Coordinator for the
Am erican library Association.
The Rev. R . Carrington Paulette delivered the
annual address at the Alumni Banquet at Cro zer
Theological Seminary in Che ster, Pa. He is pastor
of the First Baptist Church, Mt. Air y, N. C.
Carroll M. Willi ams was the U niversity of Richmond's official representative at the inauguration
of Harold C. Case as the fifth president of Boston
University on Jun e 3.
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Commander G. E. Chalmers has received orders
to be "Air Officer" aboard the carrie r Midway .
Hi s tour of duty will consist of a two-year cruise.
J. T. Arendall of Mobile, Ala. continues to serve
as chief accountant of a paper manufactu rin g
company and writes that he and his brother Charles
B. Jr. ('35) are "bui lding houses side by side in
Countr y Club Estates. "
Dr . J. Marion Straughan has entered residency in
radiology at Rooseve lt Hospital, New York City.
The Rev. C. Ralph Arthur is serving the Virginia
Conference of th e Methodist Church as executive
secretary of the Commission on Town and Country
Work. It s headquarters are in Richmond.

1939Oscar B. Eddleton is one of six theological
stude nts participating in a program of clinical
pastora l training at Gallin ger Municipal Hospital
in Washington, D . C. He is a student at Virginia
Theological Seminary in Alexandria , Va. , which
is cooperat ing with the Council for Clini cal Training, Inc. , in New York City .
C. B. Renni e, Jr., of Richmond has been promoted from the rank of captain to major in the
army reserve . He holds the commission in the
Quartermaster Corps.
Aft er completing his internship at D e Paul Hospital in Norfo lk, Dr. Thomas M. Hall plans to
ent er practice at Alderson, W. Va. during the summer.
Married: Dr. Edwin Wortham, IV of San Francisco, Calif. and Miss Georgene Wise of West
Palm Beach, Fla. The weddi ng took place in San
Francisco on June 9. After a weddi ng trip to the
Sierra Nevada Mountains the couple will live in
San Francisco.

1940D r. Da vid D . D exter is to receive in October a
cert ificate as Dipl oma te of the American Board of
D ermato logy and Syphilology . He has an active
practice in dermato logy at H empstead, N. Y.
Harold J . Gordon has been appointed a military
int elligen ce research specia list in the office of the
Assistant Chief of Staff, Wa shingto n, D. C.

In addition to working for the Virginia State
Health Department in Chesterfield County, Thomas
D. Jordan is studying law in night school.
Dr. William W. Farley has begun his pediatric
practice in Raleigh, N . C.

1941The Rev. Dr. Carl A. Collins, Jr. of Colonial
Heights has been recalled to active duty in the
Chaplain Corps of the Air Force. He has been
stationed at Albuquerque , N. Mex. and holds the
rank of major. Prior to being recalled he was
pastor of the Colonia l Heights Baptist Church .
The First Baptist Church of Norfolk where the
Rev. R. Stuart Grizzard is pastor has adopted plans
for re-modernization at a cost of $35,000 and has
plans under way for a community mission project
near the church.
Born : to Mr. and Mr s. John H. Locke of Roanoke , Va. , a daughter, Anne Marie , on January 15.
Her father is en,gaged in the practice of law there.
James A. Wagner has moved to Pittsburgh, Pa.
where he is assistant manager of the Travelers
Insurance Company .
Lt. R. A. Keil , U . S. N ., is on the staff of the
Commander of the Naval Forces, Far East, and is
living in Tokyo . He and hi s wife have a home in
th e "Long Island " of the city.

1942Coach Richard (Dick) E. Humbert of the University of Arkansas writes that he is enjoying his
work there and hopes to visit the campus in the
near future.
Married : Mrs. Golden Dorset Welch and Melvin
W. Burnett, both of Chesterfield County , Va. Mrs.
Welch attended Longwood College .
The Rev. Harold W . Parker of Callao , Va., has
accepted the pastorate of the Ringgold (Va.) Baptist Church. He succeeds the Rev. M. A. Cumby,
' 36.
Dr. Owen Gwathmey is senior surgical resident
at the George Washington University Hospital in
Washington, D. C. and plans to specialize in
thoracic surgery. as of July.

VAUGHAN GETS THE WORD
Editor, the ALUMNI BULLETIN:
My wife and I who now live in OHIO
were visiting my mother last month in
FLORIDA. While there a mutual friend of
ours from our old home town in MICHIGAN came to see us. He brought a friend
of his from ILLINOIS who owned a furniture factory in INDIANA, and who had a
distributor in TEXAS. I was telling this
friend about my college days in VIRGINIA
and while talk!ing about our thrilling game
with Georgetown (WASHINGTON, D. C.) ,
I mentioned Smitty Morris, our captain. The
man from ILLINOIS said: "Could the Smitty
you mention be Smithson Morris, our dealer
in fort Worth, TEXAS?" He was. Thanks
to an eight-state round robin, Smitty and I
are corresponding again after 15 years. He
writes me that he ran into Roger Leverton,
'35 , and Owen Neathery, 35, in Dallas,
TEXAS the other day.
Incidentally, Smitty has one daughter and
no sons. I have three daughters and no
sons. How 's that for production of a former
University of Richmond football captain and
former University of Richmond boxing captain? Richmond will just have to get future
material from some other source.
Sincerely,
FRED J.VAUGHAN, ' 35.

Philip B. Mason is program co-ordinator and in
charge of teen-age activities at one of Chicago's
settlement hou ses.
Matthew Nathan of Brooklyn, N. Y . is a junior
executive in a chemical export, import, trading
firm.
Married: March 17, 1951, Dr. George E. Cox
and Dr. Mary Sue Clark in Knoxville, Tenn. The
couple are now living in Chattanooga.
William E. Langford of Richmond has been
appointed a representative of the Reliance Life Insurance Company with offices in the State-Planters
Bank Building.
The Rev. W . Paul Hepler is in his eighth year
as pastor of the Biltmore Baptist Church at Glen
Allen, Va .

1943-

Robert J. Filer has received his doctorate in psychology and is now assistant to the College Personnel Officer and a member of the faculty at the University of Pennsylvania.
Married : Daniel N . Brock and Miss Anne
Kathryn Bickerstaff of Lexington , Ky. After a
wedding trip to Daytona Beach, Fla., the couple
will live in Lexington where Mr. Brock is practicing law .
Benjamin H . Weston of Lake Worth, Fla. has
been in the Army for some time. He and his wife
are the parents of a boy, Robert Paul , age 9 months.
Born: To the Rev. and Mrs. 0. Edwyn Luttrell
of Baltimore , Md ., a son, Thomas Powell, May 12,
1951.
Frank B. Hart, Jr. is in the employ of the Reynolds Metals Co. and is located in their New York
offices.
The Rev. Linwood T. Horne is working on his
doctorate at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville , Ky. He hopes to be located in
Virginia by fall.
Richard C. Owen , Jr. continues to serve as assistant advertising manager of Boyle-Midway, Inc., of
New York City. He and his wife are the parents
of a girl, Betsy Gibson, who was born on July 18,
1950.
Ernest W. Mooney, Jr. continues to teach in
the Richmond public schools .
John L. Decker received his M.D. at Columbia
University last month. After travel in Europe he
took up his internship at Presbyterian Hospital in
New York City.

CASH HEADS RICHMOND
CHAMBER
Five alumni were recently elected as officers
of the Richmond Junior Chamber of Commerce and three of them are members of the
same class, '40. William J. Cash was elected
president and Arthur C. Beck and Walter B.
Gillette are two of the vice-presidents. The
other two alumni are James E. Hubbard, '46 ,
secretary, and William B. Graham, '43, a
director.

1944. In addition to his duties as a practicing lawyer
10 South Boston , Va., Richard W. Lowery is trial
justice for the town.
Dr. B. J. McC!anahan has been recalled to active
duty and is attending the Navy School of Aviation
Medicine. Prior to his recall he was on the staff
of the Queen 's Hospital in Honolulu.
Captain William F. Scheerer has finished Marine
Supply School at Camp Lejeune, N . C. and has been
assigned to the Second Marine Division.
Chester Lee Roy Wagstaff received the degree of
medical doctor from the University of Pennsylvania
and will begin his internship at the Philadelphia
General Hospital.
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. Philip Keppler, Jr. of
Princeton, N . J., a daughter , Catherine Briel , on
February 14.

1945The Rev. Philip R. Hart has returned to Richmond after a two weeks stay in Florida and Cuba .
He is assistant pastor of the Tabernacle Baptist
Church.
Born : To Mr. and Mrs . J . Hundley Wiley , Jr.
a son, Mack Adams, on May 10, in Lafayette, Ind.
The Rev. Harry W. Baldwin is rector of three
Episcopal churches in Northumberland County, Va.
Among those recalled into the service of their
country is Dr. Paul J. Harges who has been stationed at Bethesda Naval Hospital , Bethesda, Md .
At the present time he is taking a four months
course in anesthesiology .

1946The Rev. Scott C. Hutton, Jr. has moved to
Ivor , Va. to serve as pastor of the Baptist churches
in that field. He was a former associate in the
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Virginia Baptist Training Union Department.
Dr. Herbert R. Boyd, Jr. is a member of the
faculty in the School of Dentistry at the Medical
College of Virginia.
Married : Louis D . Rubin, Jr . and Miss Eva
Maryette Redfield of Cincinnati , Ohio, in Baltimore on June 2. The couple are living in Baltimore where Mr . Rubin is an instructor in English
at Johns Hopkins University .
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. Guy Friddell, Jr., a son,
Guy, III, on April 27 at the Medical College of
Virginia Hospital.

1947The Rev. James F. Hubbard received the bachelor of divinity degree from Union Theological
Seminary in Richmond on May 22. He was or dained into the Presbyterian ministry on June 2
and has moved to Kannapolis, N. C. to serve as
pastor of the Kirkwood Presbyterian Church.
Engaged: Dr. Lawrence 0. Snead, Jr. of Richmond and Miss Madeline Hutchinson of Washington, D . C. Miss Hutchinson attended Duke University and Dr . Snead is a graduate of the Medical
College of Virginia . The wedding will take place
on July 21.
Frederick B. Uzzle is an announcer for Station
WJAX in Jacksonville, Fla.
The Union Central Life Insurance Company has
announced the appointment of F. Du Val Shepherd,
Jr. , as manager of the Richmond agency. The
office is located in the Central National Bank
Building.
Among those who received degrees from the
University of Virginia in June were William D.
Garvey who received a Ph.D. in Psychology, and

Spencer M. White who received a Ph.D. in Chemistry.
Engaged: Douglas H. Goforth of Altavista and
Miss Alice Joyce Roberson of Lynchburg, Va. The
wedding will take place in August.
Robert L. McDanel is associated with J. Henley
Walker , Jr., Architect , in Richmond. He received
a bachelor of science degree in architecture from
V .P .I. last year.
Engaged: Brooke Miller Moffett of Washington ,
Va. and Miss Ann Neville Major of Richmond .
The wedding will take place during the summer.
Born: To the Rev . and Mrs . Junius E. Foster , Jr.,
of Norfolk, a son, Richard Edward on March 31.
C. 0. Alley, Jr. is continuing his studies at the
Graduate School of Princeton University.

1948Engaged: W. L. Stigall, Jr. of Scottsburg, Va.
and Miss Allie Elizabeth Grace of Suffolk, Va.
The wedding will take place in October.
Engaged: Thomas W. Herrmann and Miss DeLorys Lou Sanderson both of Richmond. The
wedding will take place during the summer.
Engaged: Benjamin W. Brockenbrough, Jr . of
Richmond and Miss Harriet Downes Scott of
Bridgetown, Va . The wedding will take place dur ing the summer on the Eastern Shore of Virginia.
Engaged: Harry L. Munson and Miss Allen e
Elizabeth Hoefer both of Richmond. Mr. Munson
is a student of Medicine at the Medical College of
Virginia. The wedding will take place during the
summer.
Engaged: William Broaddu s Massey and Miss
Beverly May Tankers ley both of Richmond. The
wedding will take place in July.
Lt. James B. Dalton of the U. S. Army Medical
Corps is stationed at th e Tokyo (Japan) Army
Hospital.
Lt. , j.g., William B. Pond has been called back
into the Navy and served on the staff of the Commander of the Pacific Fleet. At the present time he
is in Boston, Mass. awaiting further orders.
Dwight H. Anderson has completed a year as an
intern in the ministry in Charlotte, N. C. He will
return to Boston, Mass. in the fall to complete his
seminary training at Andover-Newton Theological
Seminary.
Born: To Mr . and Mrs. Martin L. Shotberger of

SEVEN ALUMNI GRADUATE
AT SBTS
Twenty-four University alumni attended
the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville, Ky., during the past term and
seven of them received degrees.
Bachelor of divinity degrees were conferred upon Russell T. Cherry, Jr., '49, and
now a fellow in graduate work; Clarence
Irvin Dawson, '48; R. Baine Harris, '48;
Louis L. McGee, '47; W. Melvin Maxey, '48;
and Paul w·. Strickland, '46. John H. Dalton received a certificate.
In addition to Russell Cherry, Jr., four
other alumni are working towards graduate
degrees. J. Powhatan Cox, '45; Julian H.
Pentecost, '45; Joseph R. Robinson, '31; and
Roy B. Wyatt, Jr., are completing requirements towards the doctor of theology degree.
Other Alumni attending this past term were
William L. Alford, '49; Rolen C. Bailey, '50;
Morris E. Campbell, '48; Morris E. Cather,
'49; Samuel W. Crews, '50; RobertW. Hays,
'50; Linwood T. Horne, '43; Burrel F. Lucas,
'48; Roy J. Rakes, '49; William T . Smith, Jr.,
'49; David F. White, Jr., '50; William E.
Winn, '49; and Thomas M. Woo, '50.

Lynchburg, Va., a son, Gary Robert, November
28, 1950 .
Herbert Liebman has been initiated into the Phi
Delta Phi Law Fraternity at the University of Kentucky College of Law .
Harry C. Walker, Jr. received the degree of
doctor of medicine from the Medical College of
Virginia in June. He will serve as intern at the
University of Minnesota Hospital at Minneapolis.
Married: John P. Harwood of Richmond and
Miss Edna Mattie Henry of Glen Echo, Va. The
wedding took place on April 28.
Among those who received law degrees from the
University of Virginia in June were Clinton Elmo
Tuck and Charles A. Somma, Jr. both of Richmond .
F. Lawson Pankey was ordained into the Baptist
ministry in May at Pamplin, Va. He is a graduate
of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary and
is pastor of the Chesterfield and Skinquarter Baptist
Churches at Moseley, Va.
Donald L. Ball of Salisbury, Md. was among
the largest class of graduate students to receive
degrees from the University of Delaware. He received the master of arts degree in English.
Lonie! B. Bagby of Richmond is a member of an
archaeological field party in North Dakota.
Paul R . Stanley is a m,edical service representative of the E. L. Patch Co. of Flushing, N. Y .

1949Walter Gans of Richmond is expecting to be
called back into the Marine Corps at the conclusion of classes at the Harvard Business School.
W. R . Gross has moved to Elkins Park, Pa. just
outside of Philadelphia.
W. Gordon Cousins of Richmond is in charge
of the Statistical Department at the Southern Biscuit
Company .
Among those staff members promoted by the
Richmond Juvenile Court and Detention Home s
was Charles W. Slaughter who was elevated to
assistant superintendent of the homes.
Arthur J . Haines , Jr. is with the Phillips Petroleum Co. of Riverdale, Ill.
Charles A. Harvey is a special agent of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Morton Marks , Jr. of Richmond has been promoted to assistant director of public relations for
the Markel Service of the American Fidelity and
Casualty Co. He is also editor of the employees
publication .
Married: William F. Baylor, Jr. and Miss Ruth
Margaret Beverage on June 9, 1950, at Martinsburg , W . Va.
Bernard J. Hulcher , Jr. has been appointed special agent for the Royal Liverpool Insurance Group
with headquarters in Richmond.
Born: To Mr. and Mrs . George T . King , III, of
Richmond, a daughter , Carroll Lee, July 1950.
Robert G. Gibson is a special agent for the
Aetna Insurance Co. in Jackson, Miss.
C. T. Chandler, Jr. has moved from Richmond
to Roanoke where he is in charge of the office of
the New York Life Insurance Co .
Harvey R. Cooley is associated with Ellison P.
Gaulding in the general insurance business with
offices in Richmond.
Married: William Thomas Smith, Jr. and Miss
June Reid Williamson both of Richmond. The
wedding took place at the Ginter Park Baptist
Church on June 2.
Married: Huestis P. Cooke, Jr. and Miss Laura
Hill Bowles, both of Richmond. The wedding
took place at the Ginter Park Presbyterian Church
on June 9.
David Daniels and Don B. Fendler are both
living in Mamaroneck , N. Y. and work in the same
building.
Engaged: Harry L. Mears, Jr. and Barbara Lee
James both of Richmond . The wedding will take
place in August.
Nelson E. Weber has moved to Danville, Va.,
where he will be assistant plant psychologist for
the Dan River Mills.
Charles E. Niedermayer is engaged in sales promotion work for McCormick Inc., of Richmond .
Douglas Wiley will be a Du Pont Fellow at
Columbia University during 1951-52.
Dan Ramer was in Bennettsville, S. C. during
spring training and is playing with Wilmington ,
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Del. of the Class B Interstate League .
After serving in the office of Congressman Watkins Abbitt, '31, John B. Howerton has been called
into the Army and ,is attached to the 321st Signal
Battalion at Fort Meade , Md.
Engaged: Lloyd A. Jordan of Richmond and
Miss Patricia Kerfoot Kelley, of Warrenton , Va.
No date has been set for the wedding.
Robert R. Shotzberger has completed his first
year of teaching at the high school in Buckingham,
Va.
Born: To Mr. and Mrs . William G. Jackson of
Richlands, Va., a son, William G. , Jr., on Feb. 20.
Henry S. Moody is now in the employ of the
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey .

1950Among those recently promoted on the staff of
the Richmond Detention Home was Kenneth G.
Tutwiler who has been appointed assistant superin tendent and night supervisor.
Married: Peter M. Axson of Portsmouth, Va.
and Miss Phyllis Page Cook of LaCrosse , Va. The
wedding took plac e on April 14 in the LaCrosse
Methodist Church. The couple will make their
home in Portsmouth where Mr. Axson is a practicing attorney .
Robert G. DuVal of Richmond has passed the
C.P.A. examination and is in the Graduate School
of Busine ss at the University of Chicago.
·
Lynwood A. Cosby has been appointed to the
faculty of Virginia Military In sti tute at Lexington and is serving as an instructor in the physics
department.
Engaged: Alan Lloyd Creedle and Miss Dori s
Ann Boykin both of Richm ond . The wedding will
take place in the Fall.
Married : Anthony Longo and Miss Mary Adams
both of Richmond. The ceremony took place at
the Sacred Heart Cathedral on April 14.
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. Gerald P . Kynett , Jr. of
Pali~ades Park, N . J., a daughter, Linda Smith,
Apnl 13.
H . Manning Woodward, Jr . has been appointed
a special representative of the Union Centr>!l Life
Insurance Company with offices in Richmond.
Hubert W. Charlton, Jr . is a school teacher in
Goochland County, Va.
Married : The Rev . Aubrey J. Rosser of Hampton
and Miss Anne Burche Plunkett of Richmond. The
wedding took pla ce on June 5 at the Ginter Park
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Baptist Church. They will make their home in
Richmond until fall when Mr. Rosser goes to the
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary m
North Carolina.
Married: Glenn 0. Grimme! of Vienna, Va . and
Miss Barbara Burgess of Richmond. The ceremony
took place on March 23 at the Westhampton
Methodist Church in Richmond.
Since receiving his bachelor's degree last June,
Pio H. Daile Mura has been working on his
master's degree in electrical engineeri ng at Princeton. He expects to receive the degree next year.
Walter McGraw is attending the Jaw school of
Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Va.
Charles S. Taylor, Jr. is acting city editor of the
Morning News in flor ence, S. C.
Since being stationed at the Richmond Induction
Center where he served as a sergeant, Herbert R.
Blackwell has been promoted to second lieutenant.
He has been ordered to duty with Headquarters,
5th Army, Chicago, Ill.
Darrell K. Gilliam and Thomas L. Bondurant
have been inducted into the Army, and are serving
at Camp Pickett and Camp Breckinridge, Ky. respective ly.
Engaged: William Preston Harp er, Jr. of Rich -

mond and Miss Jewell Carmen Winstead of
Petersburg. The wedding wi ll take place in July .
Married: Robert Paul Jett and Miss Elisabeth
Theresa Brauer both of Richmond on June 9. After
a western wedding trip the coup le will Jive in
Richmond.
Robert S. Harrell of Richmond will enter the
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in September. The new Baptist seminary is located on
the campus of Wake forest College in North
Carolina. He has been serving as pastor of the
Maymont Chapel of the Tabernacle Baptist Church.
Engaged: William Angus Brown and Miss Elizabeth Ann Bethune both of Richmond. No date
has been set for the wedding. Mr. Brown is serving with the Marine Corps.
Engaged: Charles H. Blount, Jr. and Miss Betsy
Ann Hamlett both of Richmond. The wedding will
take place in the Fall.
Charles E. Moffat is an accountant with the
American Yarn and Processing Co. in Mt. Holly ,
North Carolina.

1951Walter W. Anderson, Jr. of Jetersville, Va. ha s
enrolled in the College of the Bible at Lexington ,
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Helen Ellett Horne
Polyan rya. Shepherd
Jane Carroll Slusser
Margaret Isbell
Louise rrhompson Chewning
Grace Elliott Olsen
l\1argaret i'\fitchell Meador
Jane Lawder Johnston
Ethel Eubank Gold
Elisabeth Ang le
Louise Carroll Gano Vlilkinson
Jean I-Iudson Miller
1\1:artha Ann Freeman Eck
Constance Fleming VVarwick
Nancy Chappell Pettigrew
Alice '\Vrenn VVa.tts
Alice Torbeck Brya11t
Virginia Lee Priddy
Florence 'l'routner I-Iarris
Rhoda Cornish Sparrow
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Nancy Orthey Rowan
Martha E lli s Ross
Anne Payne Stjtes
Allie Martin Holbleib
Augusta Straus Goodman
Cathedne Leake
Josephine Mallory Cosby
Julia McClure Dunwell
Barham DeJarnette Bagwell
Edith Crostic Grigg
Elizabeth Darracott Wheeler
Jo Ann Kent Bouchard
Douglas Gee Baldwin
Elizabeth Shaw Burchill
:?\iargaret Lockwood Nolting
Mildred Harrell Clinkscales
Anne P. VValker
Barbara DeJarnettc Bag·well
Ade le Maxie R iu<lick
Mollie Fleet
Class of 1939
$74.00 -

34.5

%

Ann Scott Campbell Jacobs
Evelyn I-Iazarcl Angus
Garland Wilson Brookes
I-Iermine I-:IoenPhilips
Bess Patterson Walford
Charlotte Anne Beale
Lois Lyl e l\Iercer
1\.{arletta :McGehee Bower
( by father )
Evelyn Holdcroft Pritchett
l\larian Wiley Ellett
Juli et Florance
Mary Ea rp
Elizabeth Mitche ll Driscoll
l!ary Catherine Curley Rowse
Anne Eppes Regester
R ebecca Branch
Elsie Bradshaw Kintner
Elizabet h Spencer Gunn

Class of 1940
$116.00 - 30.9 %

Madge Aycock
Doris Hargrove Kibler
Lucy Baird
I-Iarriet Yeamans Mercer
Dimple Latham G1·avatt
Elsie l\1attingly Dickinson
Maude Smith Jurgens
Jean Th'IillerYeiser
Mildred James Talton
Katherine L. Lyle
Pauline Cortopassi
Marion Sibley Parham
Marie Keyser Jordan
Jane Aler Van Leeuwen
Mary Anne 'l'ucker Gray
Char lott e Dickinson Moore
Mildred Gustafson Donohue
Class of 1941
$146.50 - 30.4 %

Helen Martin Laughon
Louise Morrissey
Antoinette Wirth Whittet
Mary Alice Smith Tillotson
Virginia Omohundro Purcell
Kathleen Crawford Lindsay
Jean Neasmit h Dickinson
Jeanne Huffman V\taite
Helen Dodd Driscoll
Anne Boehling
Barbara Eckles Grizzard
J\.ilildred Howerton Jones
Ann Phillips Bonifant
J\iartha Beam de Vos
Kathryn Leviston Krug
Cec ile Gadd is Smith
Eleanor Kindell Miller
Sarajane Payne Arkedis
Eve lyn V. Cosby
Naomi Lewis Policoff
Dorothy B. Harshbarger
Class of 1942
$94.00 - 22.2 %

Dorothy Hall
Ada Moss Harlow
Rosalie Olary
Lillian Jung
Jean Grant
l-Iarriet Howe Byrider
Emmy Fountain
Esther Wendling Cline
Ruth Farley Linthicum
Ninita Gonzalez Seavers
La Verne Priddy Muse
Marylou Du Val Sawyer
Et hne Flanagan Higginbotham
Jayne :M~aire :Massie
Class of 1943
$125.00 - 35.4 %

Marjorie Clements Kidd
Ilse E. Schott
Barbara Lewis Talbott
Elizabeth Webb

Barbara Krug Evans
Audrey Foster Ashburn
Louise Wiley Wiliis
Rose Ware Koltukian Wallace
Ann Byrd Tucker ]\ioore
Jean B°'vers McCammon
Anne Lilly Fisher
Lelia Gardner IIathaway
Priscilla Poteat Humbert
Kath leen Weber McLellan
Georgie Simpson
Shirley Huxter Corson
Pamela Brown Carpenter
Class of 1944
$121.00 - 51 %

Lois Hoster
Lois Kirkwood North
Dorothy Ihnken
Helen Barnes 1-Ienshaw
Edith Boehling Berkebile
Betsy Rice
Evermond Hardee Daniel
Anne Green Sheaffer
Meta Hill Rylantl
Nancy Lubasch Markson
Bett.y Muller Goldsmith
Dorothy Monroe Hill
Mary D,iryee Howe Kirk
Ellen io1ercer Clark ]\faxwell
Evelyn Josephson
Lucy Garnett Lacy
Katherine Hanley
Juanita Ti ller
Peggylee Pttrcell Stephens
Mildred Cox Goode
An n Burcher Stansbury
Bill Jane Crosby Baker
J\1ary :Moore ,va.rner
Rita Muldowney Cop ley
Class of 1945
$76.50 - 33.3 %

Ruth Latimer
Conway Bibb Van Slyke
Nata lie Heller Moore
Alma Rosenbaum
Lillian Belk Youell
Kathryn L. Mumma
Ann Clark Howe
Lydia Crabt r ee
Jane ,vray Bristow :McDorman
Mary Carter Campbell Paulson
Jen Lea. Gui,hrie Yancey
Betty Clement Adair
Nancy Lazenby Stables
Ann Seay Jackson
Betty Lawson Dillard
l\fary Ellen Tucker
Class of 1946
$101.00 - 35 %
Jeanne Yeamans
Elizabeth Thomp son Schmidt
Helen Dunnavant
Alta Ayers Howard
J·oyce Eubank
Irene ]ijstelle White
Elaine Weil VVeinberg
Jacqueline Barnes VVolf
Cornelia Reid Rowlett
Amy I-Iickerson Dalton
Ellen Hodges Sa wall
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Ky. He majored in history at the University and
received the S. C. Mitchell Award . He is also a
member of Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Alpha Theta,
national history fraternity. At the College of the
Bib le he will be working towards the bachelor of
divinity degree.
Engaged: James Martin Willis of Norfolk and
Miss Sarah Elizabeth White of Statesville, N. C.
The wedding is planned for late summer.
James Johnson of Richmond is taking the sales
training program of the Fruehauf Trailer Co.
Engaged: Charles Henderson Wilson of Dan ville, Va. and Miss Myrtle Louise Langhorne of
Richmond . The wedding will take place in the
Fa ll.
Engaged: Asa Watkins Miller of Richmond and
Miss Carol Paul Clement of Virginia Beach. No
date has been set for the wedding.

1952Robert K. Graber is in the Air Force and is stationed at Keesler Air Force Base, Miss . where he is
training as a radar mechanic.
Engaged: Fulton Allen Lee, Jr. and Miss Jean
Marie Smith both of Richmond. The wedding
will take place during the Fall.

Patricia Husbands Berton
Barbara Richie Branch
Lucy Ilarvie
Frances Anne Beale
Alta Ayers Howard
Dorothy Davis Whittenberger
Ann Beverly Ryland
Cora Lynn Chaffee
Jeanne Pebworth Gammon
Jean White Robeson
Class of 194 7
$101.80 - 39 .6 %
Marie Walthall
Virginia Ellett
Beth Decker
Patricia Guild
Mildred Daffron
Marylou Massie Cumby
LaVinia Watson Reilly
Elizabeth Slate Riley
Ruth Schimmel
Alice Landi Reed
Jean Waldrop
Lena Thornton Small
l£lizabeth McLaughlin
'I1oni Reid Zuercher
Frances Coles
Betty Anne Gustafson
Dorothy James Foster
Alice Mason Oralle
Susie Guard Woody
Sara Francis Young Derieux
Carolyn Marsh
:Mary Elizabeth Brown Parsons
].1arian Hester l\1:oomaw
Class of 1948
$125. 70 - 30 %
Pamela Burnside Gray
Virginia :Herndon
Betty Hjckerson Butterworth
Arline :M. i\ioore
Seth Darrow Shannahan
Sally 'l'aylor
Virginia Kreyer
Judith Barnett
Helen Condyles
Patricia Fuller Gatlin
Doris ]\{oore
E leanor Pitts
Jackie Jeter
Frances Robison King
Alice C. Goodman
Lois Dorsey Garwood
Mary Jane Spivey Snead
Imogen e Harris
Jeanne Decker Swank
Emily IIolland Lineberry
IIannah Barlow
Barbara Freed Roberts
Jeanne Carlton Bowman
Sara Bishop \'Vilborne
Class of 1949
$1,139.00 - 37.3 %

Peggy Hassel
Florence Gray Tullidge
Dorothy Richwine Korb
Gilda Mann Ellis
Jean Meyer !(luger
Kathryn T. Carter
Char lotte VVheeler
E li zabeth Yates Dick

Genevieve Nager O'Donnell
Elizabeth Hsu
Rosamond Calhoun
Brooke Triplett
Cat h eri n e Wyatt
MayLeeYook
Mary EU,rnbeth Wilburn
Cornelia Ayre
Jacqueline Cunningham
J·ane Sanford
Jane Dens McManigal
Hathaway Pollard
E lizabeth Pahnelas
E leanor lPeldherr Th-fichae
lson
Ann ,vilson Bryant
Mary Ann Peddicord 1'lilliams
Mary Knapp Howe
I sa belle Taylor
Carolyn Bonham Thompson
Martha Hall
Sylvia Vander Schalie
F lorence Crute
Elizabeth Lee l\fcN ea!
Barbara Todd Clark
Peggy Harris Barnett
Joyce Parrish Wills
Class of 1950
$223.00 - 52.2 %

Ellen Largent
Audrey Lynn Moncure
Judith Lending
Maud Tyler
Julia Wann
Sue Huff
Susan IvI. Peck
Agnes Feild
Louise rrripl ett
Joanne VVaring
Leonora Davis
:Marianne Beck
Louise Hickerson Wiley
Elizabeth Rowse
Peggy .Wells
Louise Covington
:Marjorie Canada
Claire Noren
Jean Bishop
l{arianna Rounds
Martha J. I-Iarris
Virginia Brinson
Barbara Beattie
Ba1·bara Covington
Helen Haskins
Lorane Graves
Rosa Lou Soles
Emma T'ilman Kay
B ett ie Lan e Barnhill
Frances Chandler
Doris Lee Reeves
Joyce Betts Pierce
Barbara Coleman
Patricia Kelly
Ruth :Morr issey
Carol Siega l
Fr ances Sutton
Hilda Moore Hankins
Barbara Tag gart
"Th-1aryanne
Bugg
Roberta Beattie
Catherine Krause
Jean Tinsley
·Margaret Alexander Anderson
Helen Lampathakis Kostyal
~1:argaret Buck
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1918You have received the Alumnae Letter enclosing
the booklet on the state of the Alumnae Fund.
Weren 't you pleased with yourselves? 58.3% is
not bad as compared with other classes is it? However we can do better and better. Your response
to pleas for the Fund was handsome but what of
news and letters ?
There were two replies to the letters Elizabeth
and I wrote. The first was the return of my letter
to Mary Weaver Collin s (Mrs. Roger Winslow)
knows her correct admarked "unknown"-who
dress?
The other response was a real one, a nice letter
from Dot Gary Markey, who is living in Yonkers,
N . Y. Dot's daughter, May, just turned sixteen, is
doing well in school and in art. Of course none
of her talents can be traced to Dot, they must stem
from "Dad" John, who divides his time between
teaching at Pace College and doing statistical research. There is also a son Ross who aspires to be
his
either a musician or a wi ld Indian-perhaps
Social Studies teacher should have him study
"Careers. "
Dot's third book "With Sun In Our Blood "
recent ly pub lished, was the February Selection of
the Liberty Book Club. The copy which she sent
to the College Library is being passed around
among a few of us before being relinquished to
the Library.
Dot says her next novel based in Tidewater Virginia has some chapters dea ling with our college
days and to quote- " Friendly, I hasten to add.
They were good years ." Who would gai nsay that?
While Dot is modest about her accomp lishments
there is no reason for me to hide her light under
a bushel or keep it out of the BULLETIN. She was
elected to honorary life membership in the Mark
Twain Society.
The fact that Jennie Phillips Le Sueur has a
daughter at Westhampton should mean an occasiona l visit from Jennie but I have heard nothing
from her. How about it Jennie?
Don 't you think that when schoo l or spring
planting, or whatever it is that detains you, is over
you should take half an hour to write your group
leader a letter' Dot and I think a ro und robin
would be wonderful.
D EBORAHA. McCARTHY
1618 Park Ave., Richmond, Va.

1921Theresa Pollak has taken a leave of absence this
year to do more painting , herself. The stude nts of
Mary Baldwin College selected her to be the first
Virginia artist to have a one-man show at their
college. They purchased for their permanent collection one of her paintings . Congratulations,
Theresa! But that's not all! She had three paintings selected by the jury, from nearly 1,000 submitted for the 150 for the Virginia Artists Exhibition at the Virginia Museum. Her "CityScape" was chosen as one of fourteen to be sent
out as a traveling show throughout the state. She
is giving much of her time and energy as Chairman of Promotion Committee of Linden Gallery.
"The Linden Gallery is an organization of about
fifty artists of Richmond and other areas of the
state who are cooperating in the venture of establishing and operating a gallery in Richmond. They
are giving both time and money as well as making
their work availabl e to make the gallery a possibility."
Ruth Hend erson was one of the two speakers at
Commencement! Again '2 1 shines! Artist! Speaker
and International Executive! Here's hoping we all
heard Ruth and then got a chance to see Theresa's
paintings!
(Note to the lesser members! What are your
lines of interest this year? I know they must be

worth telling! Come on, don't be so modestUncle Sam sti ll carries mail for one or three cents!
Do take the hint!)
As ever,
"S IS LITTLE"
(C. L. D UPUY)

1922Classes all arou nd us but never '22 in the top
te n. We possibly can't be top in amo unt of conthere's our
tributions but in percentage--well
goal- let's get busy!
I'm willing to be shocked by a letter or even a
a sentence of news.
card from you-just
Cissy writes that her daughter, Narcissa Daniel
Hargroves, has been elected president of the Sophomore Class at Mount Holyoke College. That's
wonderfu l. Congratulations, Narcissa !
Saw Zola and her husband at May Day. We had
how grand that was.
a few seconds together-and
She looked fine and tho Mr. Leek had been sick
some time a.go, he 's the picture of health now.
It was a pretty May Day though another wet one
Jane was a mighty lovely Court Lady.
-Margaret's
My address is sti ll 58 Gillis Road , Portsmouth ,
Va., so let me hear from you.
Love,
ELIZABETH.

1924Did you know that Eva Sanders is in America
again? In ez Hite had a long letter from her recent ly, stating that she left Ire late in February to
accompany a sick missionary home . Knowing Eva
we feel sure that on ly such an urgent need would
have taken her away from her work in Nigeria .
From the time she boarded the plane in Lagos she
has been amazed at the speed of this country.
She laughingly says that even in church she can't
keep up with the singing! Well, I'm glad she
picked up enough "speed" to get to Commencement in June, for she certainly found many of her
friends eager to see and talk to her. Meanwhile ,
her address while in this country is 3101 Woodlawn Ave., S, W., Roanoke, Virginia.
For all of the class of 1924 I want to extend
sympathy to Frances Baldy in the loss of her father,
the Rev. R. T. Waterfield, a retired Methodist
minister, who died in April. Frances is still in
Germany which must make this grief doubly hard
to bear.
Carlene Broach Wagner writes that her daughter
Patsy, who graduates from George Washington
University in June, has set July 7 as the date of her
wedding. Carlene fails to mention the name of her
future son-in-law but writes that on the maternal
side he is a descendant of the Masons of Virginia ,
so that makes it all right with me!
Did you notice in the Alumnae Fund statistics
that our class rated seventh place in the top ten
classes as to percentage of contributions? Thank
you '24 for your fine response.
Do write me during the summer about vacations, trips, and everythi ng ,
NORMA BROADDUS.

1925You will all be interested in the note from Pat
Atwill (Billie Gordon's daughter) about the baby
cup we gave her when she graduated from Westhampton this June. The original cup was destroyed
by fire some years ago. Pat says: "Please convey
to the class of '25 my heartfelt thanks for their
thoughtful and imaginative graduation gift. I don't
know when I have been so pleased . You cou ld not
have chosen anything that would have been more
appropriate or more wanted. You must have realized how heartbroken both of us were about the
now I have something
loss of the origina l-and
tangible to prove that I am the class baby. Thank
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Reunion Pictures
Alumnae who wish a picture of their reunion class may obtain one by sending $ 1.00
Mr. Charles Rosson,
to the photographer,
7109 Horsepen Road, Richmond, Virg inia .

you all from the bottom of my heart. "
We were distressed to hear that Billie's father
died suddenly the week before Commencement .
Our deep sympathy is ex-tended to both Billie and
Pat. They were in Richmond on ly long enough for
Pat to get her degree.
Evelyn Boatwright Lynch writes that Gladys
Wright Cocke, Emeline Stearns and Cathryn Henna
were at the Alumnae luncheon at Westhampton
during Commencement. As far as I know those
four were our only representatives at that tim e.
Eve lyn expects to go to Maine for the summer as
usual.
Billy Spangler Rogers and her husband sold their
paper and had planned a trip east, but before their
plans materialized her husband was taken ill with
a coronary condition. They have now moved back
to Weaverville and Billy expects to take her old
job back as librarian.
Martha Lipscomb Walsh has been working on
the Ryland chemistry prize-she was asked to represent Westhampton among the chemistry majors.
She and Bob are back in Newark and Martha keeps
busy with various activities. She is a member of
the board of several charities, is vice-chairman of
Volunteer Services in the Red Cross and active in
the D .A.R.
Connie Chris<topoulos (now Mrs. Nicholas
Georges) lives in Norfolk, and is active in civic
and social work there . She has no children. Last
summer she and her husband went to Europe and
for the first time Connie saw her family home and
relatives in Greece.
We heard of the death of Virginia Holladay
shortly after the last BULLETINwas published. She
died of a heart attack in Chattanooga, Tennessee ,
while on her way to Nashville for a physical checkup beforn returning to her missionary work in
Africa.

GERTRUDEHARPERBEGGS
Miss Gertrude Harper Beggs died of a heart
attack in Boulder, Colorado on April the eleventh.
She was professor of Latin at Westhampton 19191920 and again from 1921 to 1933 after a year's
leave of absence to teach in the University of
Shanghai in China. After going to China a second
time she spent her last years in Colorado.
Miss Beggs received her B.A. from the University of Denver. She was a Fellow of Yale University in 1903-1904 and received her Ph.D. the same
year. She was a student in the American School
of Classical Studies at Athens in 1912. She was
granted the LL.D. degree from the University of
Denver in 1914. From 1905 to 1914 she was professor of Greek and Latin at the University of
Denver and from 1917 to 1919 she was dean of
women and professor of Greek at the University of
Minnesota.
Miss Beggs was a member of Phi Beta Kappa ,
Mortar Board , and Pi Beta Phi. One of Westhampton 's most scholarly teachers, she was an inspiration to clearer thinking and finer living and
wi ll be remembered by her students with affection
and gratitude.

Miss Grace Landrum died in April, after a long
illness, out in Ohio where her sister lives. We
were speaking of her affectionately last year at the
reunion and I know that you will be saddened to
learn of her death.
Have a nice summer and Jet me have some news
of you and your family in the fall.
MICKEY

MCVEIGH

RATCLIFFE

(Mrs. Davis T. Ratcliffe)
715 N. Charles Street
Baltimore 1, Maryland.

VIOLET.

P. S. As you can tell from that last paragraph
I have a teen-age son who simply loves baseballbut I didn't realize it had such a hold on me, too!

19291 wish all of you could see Tom Rudd's new
home-it
is a dream. The setting is very rustic
with a stream running thru the grounds, frisky
squirrels , lovely trees, gorgeous birds and the loveliest view from a huge picture window. Her new
address is 15 Towana Road. She extends a cordial
welcome to you alJ to drop in for a coke and a chat
whenever you can.
Roma 's daughter, Jackie, is Secretary and Treasurer of the Alumnae Daughters Club of Westhampton. She looks exactly like Roma and I picked
her out of a group without any difficulty. I know
you are proud of her, Roma , and so are we all.
Miriam , whose husband had to come East on
business, has been in Richmond visiting Jimmy.
I haven't seen her yet but I hear they 're having a
grand time.
Our deepest sympathy to Helen Moon in the
recent death of her mother.
I have had quite a few letters this time and am
always so glad to hear from you. I wish that I
could boast of a Jetter from each of you during my
Secretaryship-I'll
bet that would set a real record!
Mildred Pope Andersen, my old Bridge crony
while we were in Norfolk, wrote me such a grand
letter and says everything down her way is under
control. Her daughter, Jane , who has been quite
ill, is now on the road to complete recovery. Good
work, Jane, keep it up.
Edmonia Burkholder Wilbourn also sent me a
most interesting letter bringing me up to date on
her activities since college days. Jim has a church
in Clarksburg , W . Va. and you can reach them at
326 Rosemont Avenue. They have a daughter ,
Mary Libby, who is 14 and a freshman in High
School. They have Jived in Jive states and find that
there are "wonderful , friendly, interesting folk
everywhere."
Monie is President of Woman's
Work for her District and Vice-President of the
Clarksburg Council of Church Women-add
to this
"slumber parties and get-,togethers for Mary Libby's
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gang and it all adds up to a busy, interesting life."
It all does sound interesting and very, very, happy
and I look forward to hearing from you again
soon.
Didn't you love the booklet the Alumnae Fund
Committee sent out' It shows ·29 is right in there
pitching. Now how about a little more steam on
the ball so that we can score a home run?
Love,

1931The 20th reunion was a tremendous success.
Twenty-eight of us came back: Miss Harris, Page
Cauthorne Spellman, Virginia Beck Hargrove,
Frances Givens, Lucie Francis Samuel, Anne JonesBerkholtz, Louise Sanford, Amelia Ullman, Carolina Beattie, Elizabeth Gill Minor, Lauretta Taylor
Sullivan, Allene Pace Lecky, Phyllis Johnson Pope,
Nancy Moseley, Alice Bristow Moessinger, Selma
Rothschild Mann, Johnnie Adams Irby, Josephine
Nunally, Elizabeth Curd Sheppard, Maud Mahaney,
Tinia High Begore, Frances Kerr Barnett, Hattie
Hable Moeschler, Laura Thornhill, Frances Farmer,
Ge~trude Murrell Du Pont, Virginia Tabb Moore,
Catherine Seay Spencer, Margaret Leake-and our
class baby, Barbara Sullivan. We missed each one
of you and talked about and discussed your letters.
But some of you were entirely missing in news
about yourself. It isn't too late to send in an
account of yourself to date to go into our booklet
begun at the 10th reunion . Send this to Carolina.
We started off with a bang with supper at Page
Cauthorne Spellman's home with the Richmond
group entertaining. Elizabeth Thomas who helped
us through many trying ordeals with our references
in the library was back with us for the occas10n.
There were 20 of us present. The weather was
perfect, the spaghetti superb-so Miss Harris says
-and we were very flattered to have the photographer come by to snap a picture of us all in action.
Although no one would admit that they couldn't
see a word of your letters in the fading twilight,
some brave soul suggested that we might go inside
to stronger light and memories exchanging.
The next day was spent at the college. Frances
Farmer Jived up to her reputation by making a
delightful address in which she gave us some idea
of the stupendous job she is doing in the University of Virginia Law Library . Luncheon followed and then the dinner that night.

YOU

For young men and women who are preparing themselves for
business and professional careers, The Life Insurance Company of Virginia has designed a special plan which offers maximum protection at
minimum cost.
If you cannot, just now, afford to own-on a regular plan-all the
life insurance you need, but can look forward with reasonable assurance
to a good future income, this special plan will ideally suit your needs.
Ask a Life of Virginia Representative to tell you about the many
advantages of our Modified Life Plan.

1935Estelle Veazey Jones , Betsy Marston Sadler, Lola
Williams Pierce, Harriet Walton, Sue Whittet Wilson, and I still hope to hear from you who have not
yet responded to our letters that were written in
March.
Margaret Walker Knowlton 's whereabouts has
been unknown for several years . Betsy's Jetter addressed to Margaret at 12 Dexter Street, Holyoke,
Massachusetts, has not been returned , so we judge
that is now her address.
I had a nice note from Katherine Grace; she lives
in Port Washington, N. Y.
Helen Caulfield Ballard attended the A.A.U.W.
Convention in Richmond , and an attrnctive picture
of her was in one of the local papers.
Sue Whittet Wilson was chairman of her church's
garden tour , which was both a financial and social
success. Her son, Buddy, who was the first baby
born to a member of our class, was awarded a
medal by the Thomas Jefferson Cadet Corps as the
best recruit in 1951 in his company.
Betsy Marston Sadler , no doubt, learned whether
she has kept her youth or is getting older when
she spent a weekend with her daughter's scout
troop at Camp Pocahontas.
Harriet Walton had a combination job and vacation when she taught hockey for three weeks in
June to Sargent College students at Peterborough,
New Hampshire.
Estelle Veazey Jones thinks that Uncle Sam is
not going to recall Don to the Navy , as they
expected until recently. Their daughter -, Stella Sue,
has recovered from scarlet fever with no ill effects.
Estelle is being promoted next year; she is leaving
elementary work and will teach math and science
at Hermitage School, Henrico County 's new high
school.
Mary Pat Love works at McGuire Hospital during the week and spends weekends in Kenbridge,
where Arthur is raising tobacco between tobacco
markets.
Majorie Puryear Carwile was in Richmond in
April when she and her son visited her parents .
Marjorie has been employed for a number of years
by Sinclair Oil Company and lives at 4809 Hamilton Street, Edmonston, Maryland.
Vida Elsea, who left us at Westhampton to
marry Thomas G. Norvell, Jives in Richmond at
4314 Forest Hill Avenue.
GLADYS S. TATUM .

1937Alice (Bunte) Pownell and Jo Ann Kent Bouchard ( class of '38) made a quick trip through Richmond this spring on their way to Williamsburg.
Next . time, Bunte, do plan to stop over-we'd
all love to see you. Bunte is now living at 307
Second Street, Elkins, West Virginia and is a district administrator for the State Department of
Welfare. She received her M.A . in psychiatric
social work at R.P.I. in 1948.
Arnold and Rhoda Cornish Sparrow also made
a surprise visit to Richmond on their way back to
Brookhaven from meetings at the Oak Ridge Lab.
It was truly delightful to see them again and hear
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The following day dawned-hot but with a nice
breeze blowing. Miss Harris invited the girls staying at the college to come over to her apartment for
breakfast. We all journeyed up to Elizabeth Gill
Minor's for a lunch. Her home, about 25 miles
west of Richmond, is situated in the rolling country
and the ride up was a treat. Fifteen of us gathered
for box lunches and we stayed and stayed and
talked and talked. Elizabeth's daughter, Betsy, and
Lauretta's daughter, Barbara, were with us. The
weather was just right for all of our outdoor affairs
-a trifle hot, but if you are interested in seeing
evidence of all the gatherings, Carolina will have
some snapshots, taken by various people. We plan
to have prints made so if you weren't present and
would like some, Jet her know.
And now we are all getting our breath and
making plans for the 25th reunion when we will
ALL be present. Am sure Carolina would be interested in having a volunteer for the planning job.
She did a bang-up job of this one . Will give you
some detailed news in the next issue.

Richmond, Virginia
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about the boys (David, almost four, and Alan, a
year old) and their new home. Rhoda is working
part time with Arnold at the Brookhaven Lab.
Hope to see or hear from all of you soon.
Sincerely,
ELIZABETHANGLE.

1938As you will notice, our class is doing its part
in keeping the birthrate on the increase.
Way back on September 19 David Hamilton
Goodman put in his appearance. He is the third
child of Augusta Straus Goodman (ex '38) and
her husband Bob. They also have an eight-year-old
son and a daughter of six. At that time they were
planning to move into a new home at Virginia
Beach in November-address-106-88th
Street.
Julia Gunter Davidson and Jim now boast a
third son, Douglas McNeill, born January 5.
On January 9 the Charles H. Wheelers (Liz
Darracott) welcomed a new arrival, William Darracott. They have two other children-Chuck,
who is nearly eight and Anne who will be five
about the same time .
Olive Messer Lewis and Gordon have a new son,
William Latane, born in April. I enjoyed a brief
visit with Olive while she was here in the Medical
College Hospital , and she looked wonderful I This
makes four children for the Lewises-one daughter
and three sons.
Elizabeth Shaw Burchill and her husband Bert
are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, Jean Truby , born April 12. They also
have an older child, a son.
Incidentally, those of you who desire University
of Richmond baby rattles may obtain them by
contacting Leslie Booker, Westhampton College
Alumnae Office. Please designate your choice, pink
or blue.
Hilda Kirby is doing secretarial work for the
E.C.A. She left last November for Ankara, Turkey, and if the Marshall Plan continues , she will
be there for two years. Sounds quite exciting to
us "homemakers" back here in the U.S.A .
The Noltings have really been celebrating these
last few weeks. March 21 not on ly ushered in
spring for us, but a series of viruses as well . Since
then we've had 3 cases of chicken pox, 3 cases of
German measles and 1 each of reel measles and
mumps. At present we're having the second cases
of those last mentioned . Some fun! However, our
boys have come thru remarkably well. I know
some of the rest of you have been having similar
exper iences.
A nice long letter from Adele Maxie Riddick
brings the following news : "Being 10,000 miles
away from home myself, it is rather hard for me
to keep up with the goings-on of the class, but I
can give a report on myself, Nancy _Orthey Row_an
and Virginia Russell. I am now livmg m a quamt
little 5 room quonset hut in Okinawa with my
husband who is the assistant mess sergeant at the
officers' 'club here , and my daughter who is a 4
year old terror. Ginny Russell, who was formerly
emp loyed by the Public Information Office of the
Army here where she wrote features and women 's
news for the tri-weekly newspaper and gave a
weekly broadcast about women on our local radio
station, is now working for Barclay Co., a large
export and import concern. She returned from a
visit to the princess of Thailand-that's
old Siama few weeks ago and is now living with me until
she gets her own quarters with her emp loyers. The
building of her home has been d_elayed several
times because of the torrents of ram we have m
April and recently by the holiday for "mamazan's
bones," which is a queer Okinawan religious cu_stom consisting of having the youngest daughter m
the family scrape what meat remains on the bones
of a body after it has been cut up and left to decay
in the tomb for about a year so they <:an be kept
on the family altar in a vase. At present Ginny
handles most of her business over the cables and
through the mail , but as soon as her passport
comes through she w ill be ab le to travel through
India, Japan, Hong Kong and other Far East countries to contact her customers personally. She has
friends among the native royalty in all these countries and should find her posit ion most interesting.
In contrast to Ginny's life of travel and excitement,

Nancy is leading a calm, happy life with her husband, 6 year old daughter and 3 year old son in
her lovely little home in Arlington, Va .
"I said Nancy was leading a calm life, but I
really should not have made such a bold statement
about anyone with two children. One daughter is
enough to see that my life is anything but calm.
Ginny and I gave a birthday party for Sharon-my
daughter-last
Thursday and bedlam prevailed.
There were 17 children between the ages of 2 and
9 who all had to stay inside the house because of
the usual rain, plus 3 maids who ac<0mpaniecl
some of the smaller children, my own maid, Ginny,
another friend and myself-just
24 of us in those
5 rooms. Besides , Ginny managed to obtain horns ,
ticklers, stuffed anima ls, confetti and other such
party favors from Barclay Co. These simp le favors
which are the usual party fare in the States are most
unusual on Okinawa , and the kids were deliriou s
with joy and wanted to stay on indefinitely after
the party was over. They are still talking about the
party as the biggest event in their lives on Okinawa.
"In case you ever help the Richmond College
classes out with their news, Capt. Donald Trump ,
also in the class of '38, is now an Army chaplain
in Korea. He bought a home in Ettrick , Va. while
stationed at Camp Lee, and his wife, Bertie, and
his daughter Diane , who is almost one, are living
there now waiting for him and expecting another
baby in August. Bertie is not a Westhamptonite
herself, but she has given us another prospective
future Westhamptonite anyhow.
"So far we have no idea when my husband 's
tour of duty in Okinawa will be finished, but I am
sincere ly hoping it will be sometime when we can
be in Virginia to attend a class reunion since we
are naturally going to take a trip ba<:k to visit
families and friends on our return from the Pacific,
no matter where we may be stationed. Perhaps in
the near future at one of the reunions one of the
alumnae living in Richmond can have a littl e party
for all the class young fry where they can meet
their prospective collegemates and we can all admire our exclassmates' children while secretly thinking our own is the smartest and cutest of all.
"I am enclosing a small money order to try to
help our class percentage of contributing alumnae .
Please let us have some news of our class in the
next BULLETIN. That's the on ly way I have of
keeping up with most of the gir ls."
Remember your alumnae fund! It's not yet too
late to send in your contribution for this year.

If it 1s made by FOSTER

Help Wanted
An. assistant in the Alumnae office who
can type and take dictation is needed. If
you have attended Westhampton, and would
like to work for the alumnae four hours a
day, please contact Mrs. R. E. Booker at 4530
East Seminary Avenue, phone 4-8551,
at
once .

So-long until next fall, and let one of us hear
from you during the summer, either Doug Bald win, Jo Cosby, Khaki Leake or me.
PEGGYNOLTING
Rt. 8, Box 658
Richmond, Va.

1940It hardly seems possible that a whole year has
passed since our reunion last spring, and I only
wish as many of us could have the fun of gettmg
together this year. I am sorry that I will not be
able to attend any of the Alumnae Day functions
on June 2, but am to have the pleasure that _day of
being a bridesmaid in Dot Duke 's weclclmg to
Frank Madden. The wedding will take place at
three o'clock at St. Paul's Catholic Church, and
after the reception the bride and groom will leave
for a northern wedding trip which will take them
through New England and up into Canada. Our
best wishes to the newlyweds!
It is always a pleasure, but never a surprise, to
hear that Dell Williams Smith is filling a place of
leadership. Dell is the new president of the T?omas
Jefferson Junior Woman 's Club. Also servmg as
an officer is Connie Atkisson Holloway , newly
elected second vice-president. Dell and Connie
recently attended a meeting of the Federation of
Women 's Clubs at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington.
.
.
I was interested to learn that Ann Ellis Harmon
has been made president of the Nostrae Filiae
Alumnae Chapter. There was a recent meeting
of the Chapter at a tea, at which time Miss Keller
reviewed Frances Parkinson Keyes' Joy Street .
I am just catching up with the news about Mary
Sue Carter. She was married last August to Gene
Patterson, of New York City, where they are now
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living. Gene is night desk editor for U. P. Our
best wishes to both of you, Mary Sue.
There are two new baby girls to tell you about.
Fontaine Davenport Reid was born April 27 at
the Medical College of Virginia Hospital to Jane
Davenport Reid and Emmett. Fontaine is their
second child, the first being a boy who is now
around five years old, I believe. The other new
baby is the daughter of Libby Johnson Alvis and
Frank. She was born March 26 and is named
Nancy Ryals Alvis. I saw Libby in town a few
weeks ago. She's looking fine in spite of having
her hands full with three children. They had not
yet moved into their new home at that time, but
hoped to get in within a few weeks. Their new
address will be 1305 Alger Road.
I understand that Frances Bailey Gill and her
family are moving into her family's house. It
seems that Dr. Bailey has been in New Mexico for
a while and Mrs. Bailey is joining him there. I
don't know how Jong Frances will be there , but
for the present her address is 27 Willway Road.
I saw Patsy Joblin on the bus the other day and
enjoyed chatting with her . I also talked with Lucy
Baird, who was getting ready to leave for the
Preakness in Maryland.
D ell and I had a good time (at times a rather
"hectic" time) working on the card party in April.
It was quite a successful party and will probably
be an annual occurrence. I hope those of you who
missed it this year certainly won't miss it next year.
Among the Forties there were Pauline Cortopassi,
Lucy Baird, Dot Duke, Anne Ellis Harrison, Elsie
Mattingly Dickinson , and of course Dell and I.
Hope all of you have a grand summer, and don't
forget that I'm interested in hearing from each of
you.
Sincerely,
KITTY LYLE
2920 Noble Avenue

1941Here we are sailing along with plans for a gala
reunion and by the time you read this all will be
over but the friendships we hold fast. Wish I
could foresee the weekend and tell you who "came"
but that will be th e pleasant task of your new
Class Secretary.
The class benefit in the home of Mayme 's family was quite a success from every standpoint but
financially. However we did raise a little money
for a gift to College and those present had a fine
evening . Representing '4 1 were Miss Rivenburg,
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We congratulate Jayne Maire Massie as she beJean Dickinson, Mary Bass, Louise Morrissey, Hengins her duties as junior vice-president of the
rietta Ellwanger , Margaret Wrenn , Mayme and I.
Fifth District, Virginia Federation of Women 's
Also present were Dr. and Mrs. Smart. Commander
Clubs. She was also chosen outstanding junior in
Kessler was entertaining and the musical part of
the Brook Run Junior Club. Sally Seavers is histhe evening was delightful. Our thanks to the
torian of the same club and also president of the
artists, Lillian Baker and Harry Fore, for their
attractive musical arrangements. Sorry others of Richmond Chapter Mortar Board Alumnae.
Harriet Howe Byrider was here to be in Jean
you in Richmond vicinity couldn't be there.
Beck's wedding. I also saw Ann Frank Patterson
I promised a list of more babies and proud
in town.
parents so here they are. Strangely enough all are
Joanne Barlow Williams has moved into her
girls.
new home in Windsor Farms. Sally Seavers' new
To go back a litt le over a year I'd like to anaddress is 2908 Maplewood Road in Lakeside .
nounce Betty Anne Harris who arrived April 3,
Sally had a card from Lillian Jung who was vaca1951. Frances and Jim live in Dover, New Jersey
tioning in Florida.
and through Frances I learned of another baby,
May Thayer Holt and Douglas were proud
Moira Ann Hegarty, daughter of Bernice Stephenparents recently at the christening of Morris. Mary
son Hegarty and Richard. Her address is 475 MaidOwen Bass was godmother.
stone Road, Gillingham, Kent, England. Bernice's
I won't take all the blame for the Jack of news .
husband is in the British Navy.
Let me bear from all of you soon .
Smitty and Rex Tillotson have a daughter , Mary
Sincerely ,
Susan, born on May 9 and weighing seven and one
ANN PAVEYGARRETT
half pounds.
1708 Grandview Drive
Phyllis Coghill Brown and Roy have a second
Richmond 25, Virginia .
daughter born in April. Her name is Maria .
Teeny Evans Hardin and Bristow have a second
daughter , too . I don 't know her name or birthday,
1944but I understand Teeny and Bristow are living at
a wee bit of news this time. There just
Just
Virginia Beach.
doesn't seem to be much happening now, or rather
Sorry to have regrets from some of you who
it never gets to me.
can't come back in June. Frances Willey Harris
Ann Stansbury and her little ones have come
wrote that she couldn't come since she has had a
back to Richmond to Jive, since Warren is again in
spring visit in Richmond . Betty Acker Gillespie
the service. The last I heard he was at Oakland,
wrote she'd be unable to attend. H er new address
California, hoping to get to Norfolk in July .
is 2 Princeton Road, Cynwyd, Pa. (Mrs. Chandler
Millie, Skee and Courtney spent a weekend in
Gillespie). Margaret Brittingham Curtice is coming
February with Evermond. In spite of the ice and
all the way from Salt Lake City .
the difficulty they had getting there , Millie said
Holden Slipek and Ed plan to be back. Ed
the trouble.
is the Trial Justice in King George County. I it was well worth
Dot Hill called while she was in Richmond with
haven't heard from Eleanor Kindel l Miller, but
Stony, who was delegating with the dentists. Molly
hope she has returned to the States . Did I mention
had visited her in February. Kirky is keeping house
her new daughter in a previous BULLETIN? Leslie
and hopes to be in Chapel Hill this summer while
Ann was born on October 10. Paul Watson is
Walt continues his studying . Gene Shepard Keever
back in the Service, but hope to see Jeanne at all
is teaching math and science at Churchland.
of our get-togethers.
Arriving just a bit past the last deadline was
Every day brings a few more letters. Now if
news of Buttsie Muller 's wedding to John GoldI can just find time to collect a few girls to help
smith, December 23. One Westhamptonite, Dolly
me, I' II get your questionnaires pasted in our scrapLederer Maass, was a bridesmaid. Buttsie continues
book.
to work for the Book-of-the Month Club and keep
My best wishes always for each one of you. If
an apartment on Central Park Avenue . John is with
each of you takes a turn at being Class Secretary,
the advertising department of Sonotone CorporaI'll be an ancient old lady before my time rolls
tion. He served with the Army infantry for four
around again and you have to read my letters.
years and is now on inactive duty as a captain.
Always,
Helen and Tom Patrick have moved to Bridge ANTOINETTE.
port, W. Va. Tom was transferred from the Richmond to the Charles Town plant of Southern States
1942Corporation. Life is different out there, to say the
News is a scare commodity this time. We would
least , says Helen.
love to hear from more of you.
This will be my last Jetter as class secretary. Ann
Recent visitors to Richmond from Dayton, Ohio
Burcher Stansbury, who is back in Richmond now,
were Ethne Flanagan Higginbotham and Lee. Evehas agreed to serve as your secretary for a while, so
lyn McAuley Winston was here from Danville,
send all the news you know to her. Her address is
Virginia , with York , now four, and daughter Sharon
Mrs . Warren A. Stansbury, 5814 Guthrie Ave.,
who is fifteen months old. Norma Palmer Cogbill
Richmond, Virginia .
NITA.
saw Evelyn and found out that they had moved
into their new house and she had revived her interest in puppets. She often entertains children in the
1945nursery during church services. How about your
We were all liappy to hear of Bitsy Rosenbaum 's
new address, Evelyn?
marriage to Dr. Henry Hurwitz, Jr. on April 15.
Mary Grace Scherer Taylor, Ann Robey GauldTheir address is DeWinter Building , Apartment 8,
ing, Sally Gonzalez Seavers, Jane Maire Massie and
Dorwaldt Boulevard, Schenectady, New York. The
I were at the Alumnae meeting at Varina. We
best of everything to you, Bitsy.
wish more of you local girls would be active in
Betty and Eddie Adair are the parents of a
the Richmond chapter.
daughter , born April 5. Her name is Marion
Frances Calisch Rothenberg's son Paul was in
Templeton Adair, and you should have seen the
May Day at Collegiate with Eth el Levin e Bass's
child. Our children are growing up. Just think , birth announcements, in case you didn 't. They
were in the form of a miniature life insurance
the class baby, Teddy , is eight. I scanned through
policy. Very appropriate, since the baby's pop is
the records this morning as the breakfast club was
an insurance man!
on the air and found records of forty-two boys and
Doris Mills sent a wonderful letter just chock
forty girls. I wish we had eighty-two pictures for
full of news about her. She is working in Atlanta
the scrapbook .
as secretary to a man who has an export firm and is
Mary Virginia Mangum Arrington and daughter
also president of a large cotton waste organization.
Sherrill Bruce visited Mrs. Mangum in Cleveland
Doris is intrigued with Atlanta-says the symphony
recently. They now have a cabin cruiser which
orchestra is excellent. Her address is 2214 PeachBruce keeps at Gloucester.
tree Road, N. E., Apt. 2. She says to send her Jove
Karl and I went over to Petersburg to see Rosalie
to all the girls in our class.
Want Jacobs and Boy. Rosalie had just finished a
Gin and Guy Friddell are also parents now.
beautiful job of redecorating the house. She had
Their son, Guy, Jr ., was born April 27, and all
~een Jean Hood Redford who is planning to leave
three are doing quite well. Congratulations! The
soon to join Chan in Germany.
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baby weighed 8 pounds, 4 ounces at birth, by the
way.
Had a Jetter from Conway, saying that their
daughter, Linda Lee, is getting to be a great big
girl now. She and Van are planning to move into
a house sometime soon. They may already be in.
Let me know your new address, Conway. She also
says that Van is crazy about his work up there.
According to Conway, Alice Gray is up to her
neck in Junior Woman's Club work these days.
Also had a Jong letter from Libby Kibler Keihn.
She is taking courses at Syracuse University, trying
to get her M.A. so she can teach there. Fred is still
in school up there, working toward his Ph.D. Her
address is 803 Comstock Ave., Syracuse.
Please let me hear from you soon. My address
is still 4418 Walmsley Blvd., Richmond 24, and
I'm always glad to get any news from anyone. If
you're not doing anything yourself that you consider important, tell me about someone else who is.
And don't forget, we're still planning that picnic
for sometime this summer.
Love,
NANCY
(MRS. L. D. STABLES,JR.)

1946The news for this issue is quite sparse but after
our June Reunion there should be lots to tel I you.
Pat Williams wrote me a short note recently
telling of her approaching marriage to Robert W .
Burnett of Runde! Park. He is a member of this
year's graduating class at the University of Rochester. He served four years in the Air Force
and was discharged with the rank of captain. Pat's
the director of occupational therapy at Grasslands
Hospital, Valhalla. She says they'll be married on
August 4 in Rochester and will be Jiving there at
least for a while. Our very best wishes go to them
both.
Jeanne (Pebworth) and Charlie Gammon announced the birth of their baby daughter recently,
Allison Ray, born April 17, weighing 6 pounds
12.5 ounfeS. Though it's a trifle early for predictions- Jeanne says her hair shows reddish tendencies, her eyes probably will be brown since they
are very dark and she's a fair-skinned Westhampton
prospect.
Ruth Smith Tschau (Mrs. Donald N.) and Don
are Jiving in Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania-646
Childs Avenue. Don's practice is there now and
they're quite happy to be together again. I thought
perhaps you'd like to correct the addresses on the
lists which Connie sent out-giving
names and addresses of a11 our classmates. If perchance, any of
you failed to receive your copy, please advise
Connie or me and we wi11 try to see that you get
one. We'd also appreciate any corrections you
might have.
Bev Ryland bumped into Nancy Todd Lewis
in Richmond and discovered Nancy's address is
Hobbsville, N . C. I had heard she and Bibby were
in Carolina felling timber but didn't know exactly
where.
.
Mary Lou (Willis) and "T" Bareford are Jiving
in Petersburg. "T," back in the Army, is an instructor at Fort Lee.
Bev and her mother are planning a tour to Central America this summer. She's one gal who never
lets the grass grow under her feet in summer. Will
be anxious to hear all about it--first hand.
Jean White Robeson had a brief siege of thyroiditis, "a rare and easily curable inflammation
that does not affect the gland's functions"-this
spring and Grandmother White had a great time
keeping Martha. As of April, Martha had stood
alone for 1/s seconds but still seemed to prefer
crawling to any other type of navigation.
Connie Reid Rowlett, Marian Lawton Kinzey
and Amy Hickerson Dalton have been most diligent
about planning our Reunion for this spring and I'm
sure we all wish to thank them and any others
who've been instrumental in preparing for the
weekend. Our thanks especiaJly go to Connie for
the list of class members, and if at a11 possible
let's attempt to keep it 100% up to date.

That's all for this time. Do hope each of you
has a pleasant summer and that lots of you were
able to go to Richmond, June first.
love,
ALTA.

P. S.
Dear ·46ers,
We certainly missed all of you who were not
present at our reunion. You were with us in
thought for a part of the class could not meet without recaJling each member. There were twenty-five
at the dinner Friday night. Gale Abbot and Ellen
Hodges Sawall traveled the greatest distance to be
with us. Gale had some pictures of her little girl,
and what a darling she is! She said that Jeanne
Sasser wanted to come but the distance from
Georgia was too great. Sue, too, has a little girl.
Ellen 's two daughters are five and two. They live
in Wisconsin where Warren is busily engaged in
politics for the Democratic party. Nancy Todd
Lewis and Connie Reid Rowlett travc:led from
North Carolina. Nancy is a busy housewife and
Connie, in addition to her housekeeping duties,
works for the telephone company in Charlotte. She
had pictures of little Mark, Pat Husbands Berton's
small son.
Jean White Robeson came down from Copley
Hill at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville
where she keeps house for her husband and baby
girl. She told us Jackie Hodges is now the mother
of three youngsters. Nooky Richardson was there
and said she had taught school the past season.
Mary Lou Willis Bareford came from Petersburg
where she is living since her husband has been
stationed at Camp Lee. Bev Ryland arrived from
Lexington and her school teaching duties there in
time for the dinner.
Jeanne Pebworth Gammon traveled from Norfolk with her six-week-old daughter. She visited
Lola Carter Goode11 and her little girl. The Goodells are proud owners of not only two automobiles
but an airplane as well! Mary Frances Bethel
Wood came from Portsmouth where she is active
in club work and this past winter substituted in
high school. Zu Anderson drove down from Arlington, Va., where she is employed in the county
health department. Ann Ware Frye and Joyce Eubank were unable to come from Washington in
time to be present at the dinner Friday night but
were at the luncheon Saturday. Anne has an apartment right near the school in which she teaches
which is very convenient. She and Joyce kept us
confused with their time as they have daylight
saving time at their home.
Then there were the Richmond girls there who
were fortunate not to have to travel in the heat
to be present. Cora Lynn Chaffee has completed
her studies at R.P.I. and after a month's vacation
at Virginia Beach will return to Richmond to work.
Virginia Gibson Stewart has found time to redecorate her new apartment, in addition to her job at
the Research Department of the American Tobacco
Company. Lucy Harvie and Caroline Goode are
two career girls at the Medical College. Jeanne
Yeamans and Lelia Phillips are career girls, too,
for Miller and Rhoads. They have been harmoniz-

ing their voices and entertained us with some of
their songs at the dinner. Frances Anne Beale is a
librarian in the public library where she helps boys
and girls select their books. Marjorie Webb is a
school teacher. Barbara Richie Branch and Amy
Hickerson Dalton have careers plus being housewives. Barbara teaches school at Midlothian while
Arny is employed at a bank here in Richmond.
Amy invited the class to her home for a lovely
tea on Sunday afternoon. There we got acquainted
with Anne Harris Wood's small son who visited
us awhile.
Libby Thompson Schmidt has a little girl five
months old. She stays busy taking care of her and
making plans for her new home which should be
completed this fall .
In addition to catching up with what we had
been doing for the past few years there were a few
business items to be discussed. We agreed to send
some of the money in the treasury to Mrs. Booker
to be used for the Maud Woodfin Memorial. And,
of course , we decided to have another reunion in
'56, our tenth. Let's a11 plan to be there then!
Sincerely,
MARION KrNZEY.

1947There is little news this time. The letters from
you a11 get fewer and farther between-please,
please write one of us and let us know what you
are doing , etc.
We got a grand letter from Beth just after the
last letter went to press. By the time this BULLETIN
comes out she will be back south of the MasonDixon-she
is taking a medical internship at Duke
University Hospital which wi11 last one year. As
reported in our last letter Julia Dickinson also
graduated from med school this June so '47 now
has two M.D.'s. Congratulations to both of you!
Beth reported some news about Twyla Jo Newhouse. She is living in Columbus, Ohio, and is engaged and hoping to be married "in the very near
future." She is teaching two classes of freshmen in
speech at Ohio State University and getting her
M.A. at the same time. So good to hear news of
her.
We also got a letter from Dottie James Foster
teJling us about the arrival of their second son ,
Richard Edward, on March 31st. Dottie says that
her two sons, Darrell and Dickie, really keep her
busy. She and Junie Jove their church and seem
to really be enjoying Norfolk.
She went to a
W.C. alumnae club meeting in Norfolk but didn ' t
see anyone from '47 there-where
were you girls?
All of you will be glad to know that Ollie is
back in the States . She and her two children,
Alston and Hal, came up from Panama on a naval
transport and are staying in Philadelphia with
Hank's family until he gets his orders and joins
them here. Ollie, we just hope they will station
you near Richmond so we can see you once in a
while at least.
Mimi is really sparkling these days! A diamond
on that third finger, left hand has really put the
sparkle in her eyes. The lucky man is Jack Horigan who works for the Federal Reserve Bank here
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in Richm ond . T hey are planning to be married in
September. Pat Guild is also spor ting a diam ond .
She and Robby are planning a fall wedding also.
Robby works for the same airline s that Pat does.
They have found a small house near Norfolk and
wi ll settle there--for a few years at least. As you
know, Betty Brown became Mr s. "Buddy" Par sons
on April 14, in a beautiful wedding here in Richmond. Betty was a beaut iful bride as we knew
she wou ld be . She is continuing to work at MCV
where she is a psychologist.
M artha Jeter is now working in the Outpatient
Clinic of MCV doing some stati stical work. She
plans to take the State exam for Employment Int erviewers and hopes to get a job with them. I'm
sure we all wish her the best of luck in anything
,..
she does.
Carolyn Marsh has left her alma mater and is
now in the Personnel D epartme nt of Mill er and
Rhoads . Sounds interes ting, Carolyn. Keeling
Coles is sporting a new car these days-a green
gra nd, Keeling. Now you have
Plymouth-that's
no excuse for not visiti ng some of your classmates!
Lena and Holmes also have a new car-a Chevro let
-and , alth ough we have had no definite word,
they were to have left Fort Belvoir and go ne back
to Missouri. Let's hear from you, "Dick ," and send
us your new address.
Several of our classmates sho uld be in their new
homes by now . Sam and S. F. were to move in
in June--at long last, eh S. F.? H elen and Jack
Shea are also building and are probably in by now.
Martha an d Bob Allen are also new hom e ow ner s.
Martha had an emerge ncy appe nd ectomy in the
spring but is fine now. So glad to hear it, Marth a.
All of you write and tell us abou t your new houses
and send your new add resses.
Alice M ason Cralle is going to summ er scho ol
at the University of Virginia to finish work on her
M.A. Congrat ulatio ns, Ali ce. In the fall she wi ll
be teaching in Richmond.
We got a grand letter from Ann Wil ey which
said she was still at Langley Field and sti ll likin g
it a lot. She said she was living in the same apartment "but no visits from the girls at school came
from last year's letter to th e B ULLETIN, so I
won 't coun t on any this year. I hope I am in for
a pleasant sur prise though."
As you all proba bly have noticed , in reading
other class letters , a lot of classes have been keepi ng
a class scrapbook. We decided that alth ough we
didn't start one when we graduated it wo uld be a
grand thing to keep and look at when we all get
together at reunions , etc. PLEASE send pictures of
yourself , fami ly, babies , new houses, engageme nt ,
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wedding and baby ann ouncement s, anything about
yourselv es and your families to your group leader.
Send any p ictur es, clippings, announcements, etc.,
that you have had since Jun e 1947- not just from
now on. But please send some and keep sending
them. We want to have a big scrap book by next
Jun e, our 5th reunion! Hard to believe, isn't it?
Be thinking of plans for that reunion because we
wi ll be wri ting you for sugges tions in the fall.
So long until the fall and have a grand summer.
PLEASE WRITE US THE NEWS.
MIMI, BETTY, NANCY, BETSEY, AND IZZY.

1948H ave you ever heard of a June brid e in M ay?
Well, that is just exactly what J ean Brums ey was 1
J ean, who was to marry John Biscoe on Jun e 16,
had her plans abruptl y changed by Uncle Sam, who
is Johnny's boss, and the wedding took place at
the First Baptist Church in Richmond on M a.y 12.
Judging from several reports, however, everything
went along smoot hly despite th e unfore seen rush .
Fli p (Or re ll) Dunn wrote th at Jean looked " like
a magazine cover." Faye Kil patric k was one of the
four brid esmaids, with Jean 's sister as matron of
honor.
Faye, herself, has been busy keeping up with Bob
now that he is in th e Navy. She resig ned her teaching jo b in Richmond and went to Woodbury, New
J ersey, while Bob's ship was in repair dock and was
there for about two months . Now that hi s ship is
back in Norfolk, they have an apar tment at Virg inia Beach for the summer , which should be wonderfu l. Her addr ess there is Ocean Lake Ap ar tments , 213 Sixth Street.
I think that Flip h ad an abund ance of news
about brid es this time. She told me of a tea that
she gave for Jean in the latt er part of M ay. She
said Brumsey took all of her pictures for th em to
see. She also brought news of Suzanne Lovern's
imp endin g wedding which is set for July 14. She
and Sam Peeler will be married in Richm ond, but
will be living in Staunton . Eleanor Pitt s is anoth er
Bill Rowan . They are
one of our brides-Mrs.
now living in Washington, but I don't have a
definit e add ress as yet. Let us hear from you,
Eleanor! Pat Adams and Barbara Wood Mill er
were tw o of her attendants.
Betty (Hardin) Elmore wrote that she had had a
nice long letter from Maria n (H all) McT yre in
Sout h Hill , Virginia. We have quite a bit of news
to catch up on fr om her for she wrote about her
daughter , Kate, who is already 16 months old.
Marian and Burnley are now planning to build a
home this year and are up to their ears in blueprints, bu sy working with th e archi tect, and all.
J eann e D ecker was married to Kenneth Swank
on February 10 and Sally Taylor was in the wedding. Jeanne and Ken honeymooned in Florida and
are now settled in their apartm ent in Baltimore. H e
is teach ing at Johns H op kin s and is taking some
courses, too. Jeanne's cooking end eavors must be
fruitful, because she wrote th at th ey had just given
a dinner par ty for eight , which is qui te an accomp lishm ent , I would say! Speaking of Sally, she
must be an Eng lish teacher par excellence! One of
her sen ior stude nt s won an essay contest sponsored
by Thalhimers and received a traveling wardrobe
and a 10-day trip to Paris by plane . I am sur e it
was large ly due to the fact that she was under
Sally's tute lage.
Betty also relayed the news that Peggy and Jerry
Cunningha m are bu sy with their new home in
Richm ond and Peggy is becoming a gar den er. Jerry
has re-enlisted in the Nat iona l Guard wh ich calls
for two weeks training in July , so Peggy plans to
visit her home in Washington whil e he is away.
From Peggy came a word about M arian Ku ehl, who
you wi ll remember was in our class for two years
and is now living in Germany. They have just completed a three-week tour of England, Holland ,
France, Luxem burg, and Sweden . W on't she have
lots of interes ting experiences to share with us
when she returns to this country next year?
Seth and Bill Shannahan are now proud parents
of William III who arrived in March. Seth must
be determined to turn him into as good a sailor as
she is, for the birth annou ncement showed a baby
in a sailboat! D oris (Vi ckers) and Charles Hall
ilew to Bermuda to honeymoon after their March
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wedding and Dori s can do nothing but praise
beautiful Bermuda. She says th e culinary aspects
of marriage are still a littl e above her even th ough
she does use three cookbooks! Betty Elmore says
she and Jim have been busy keeping th eir spacious
yard . She says that her better half planted a pa tch
of vegetables, but the fish have been biting too well
for him to stay home and garden!
Frances Stewart has a full calend ar for this summer, attending camp, Ridg ecrest, a meeting in Louisville for Student Secretaries, and many other gatherings. W e have another new address for Elsie
(Keyser) Robin ette for she moved thi s spring to
a new littl e bungal ow in Franklin, Louisiana.
Ali ce Goodman wrote that she expec ts to see Elsie
sometime in Jul y or Augu st when she comes to
Richm ond for a visit. Arleen Schaefer has been
taking some Red Cross classes at the University
of Virginia and says it seems wonderful to be going
to classes agai n. Alic e was praisi ng Arleen 's
abi lity as a seamstress, too.
Rosemary (Lawson) Strickman wrote recentlyonce more from New York. It seems that she and
Artie loved the East more than California after all
and retur ned to their beloved New York where
her hubby is in the sportswear bu siness. I wish all
of you would keep me informed of new addr esses
as well as Rosie does! I am trying to once more
compi le a correct list of names and addresses for
everyone, so if anyone has been receiving her BULLETIN hit or miss or after much delay, I wish you
would drop me a card with the correct information
on it.
Annab elle Kid d is sti ll living in New J ersey and
studying voice in New York. How about some
more news, Annab ell e ? Monty's regu lar epistle
arrive d with news of several of our class. Congratulations go to Pat (Fuller) and Tom Gatlin
upon th e arrival of their son, Jam es Fuller Gatlin.
I can imagine how elated Betty (Hengeveld)
Bradshaw is now with Brad home from Jap an.
They are living in Spokane , Wa shingto n, as Brad
is stationed at Fairfield Air Force Base, and have
a six-room house on the base. Pat (Parl ow )
Dani els and D ave and th eir littl e girl are moving
to Kansas City, Mi ssouri , as D ave has been transferred. M onty and Ralph have been playing host
and hostes s to much company since the summer
weat her ha s hit at Wright svill e Beach. They were
fortunate to have a five bedroom house there at the
beach and have been enj oying basking in th e sun .
She is quit e elat ed over the "dream house" th ey
new with
are moving into in Wilmington-brand
all th e deluxe trimming s of dishwa sher, etc. Isn't
she the lucky one, though?
No one knows how much I hate to lose a good
group lead er, and I want to thank Hannah Barlow
for faithfully doing her part for the BULLETIN for
the past thr ee years. Hannah is quite happ y that
she has been chosen by the Baptist Foreign Mi ssion
Board to go to J apa n to carry on her work and she
wi ll be sailin g on August 10. We wi ll think of
you very often, Hann ah, and will be wishing you
much luck and happin ess. W e will look forward
to hearing from you as fr eque ntl y as poss ible.
Summer is here and I am planning my vacation
as the rest of you are. I am anxiously marking the
days until Jun e 17 when Ginna Herndon , her
cousin, and I will start ou t on our trip west. Our
tentative goal is Colorado and we can't wai t to get
started. Will tell you more about it next letter.
H ope you wi ll all have enjoyable vacation days
and please wri te us about them!
Love ,

JACKIE.

1949Our much-anti cipated first class reunion finally
came-a weekend filled with joyfu l greetings, fast
and furious conversation, news galore, and a real
invigoration of that old '49 spirit. Oh, and a new
secretary-me, Hathaway Pollard, who would lik e
first to includ e Id a's letter to you and then to add
news from the reunion. Quoth Id a:
Dear '49ers:
By the time this BULLETIN is in your hands a
great many of you will probably have heard all
then some--from the re•
the news I have-and
union get-together. But for the benefit of those

who could not be there I shall relate the news I
Alda and Bob have been livin g in Wilmingt on,
hav e--so me week s before the reunion .
D elaware, since M arch, where Bob is working with
Lots of changes have taken place in the lif e of
th e D esign Division of Engineerng for Du Pont .
each of the '49ers-and
I wish you would write
Jackie Smith Hagan writes she went to New
and tell me the details . It 's been grand hearing
York Easter, and Rennie (Pe ggy Reynolds Nolan)
from so many of you. W on't mor e of you writ e?
came over Saturday fr om We stfield , N. J. and they
Each of us is inter ested in all '49ers whether they _ shopp ed and had lunch togeth er. Jackie also said
were with us all four years or not.
that Joyce Roberson and Fro sty Goforth are to
Jan et Richard s Stanton writes that if th ere wer e
be married in th e lat e summ er.
any way possible for her to have don e so she would
An announcement came recently from Raymond
have been at the reunion "with bells on." How ever,
and Bobbie Todd Clark about their son, Peter
her doctor put "thumbs down" on traveling at this
Raymond , who was born Febru ary 3rd . Gevi e
tim e, as she is expecting a baby in July . From other
(Nager) and D on O'Donnell are the godparents
reports the same reason kept many of the ·49ers
for Peter. Gevie and Don are now livin g in
at hom e this weekend.
Bronxville, N. Y. , where Don has go ne into bu siFrom Bobby Rodewa ld Forrest comes the followness.
ing news: Peggy Harri s Barnett and Bill are still
Jules and J ean M eyer Klug er visited Jul es'
in Ral eigh, where they will remain for another
pare nts in Lakeland, California in April. J ean
year, when Bill will receive his doctora te. Peggy
talked to Flo Zenke in Chicago on her way out.
stopp ed teaching the first of the year to take a
Jules and Jean are living in Enfield, N . C.
secretari al job. Bill and Peggy are thrill ed about
Beth Wilburn 's engageme nt to Raymond H ooker,
the pro spects of becoming pa rent s in August.
Jr. has been ann oun ced by her parents. Ray is in
Jan e D ens M cManigal and Micky will be in
Medical school at MCV and was grad uated from
Newark, Ohio until Jun e-a nd then Mick y will
Duk e University. Th e wedding wi ll take place
be given a definit e terr itory ; so they don't know
July 7th in Union, S. C.
where they wi ll be living next. Bobby writes they
Ann Moran o, Alb erta McCull ough, and Dian e
have an addition to th eir (Jane 's ) family-a littl e
Brown are still teaching school. Alda writes that
puppy. Izzy Taylor and Bobby see each other
Di ane is sporti ng a new blu e Buick.
ofte n- Bobby says Izzy is "s till having a beautiful
Jean Mood y, Sallie V an D yck, Ha thawa y Pol time working for her father. Her pride and joy
lard, and Libby McNea l were among those at the
is her white German Shepherd dog, who really is a
Westhampton M ay Day dance.
beauty. " Iz went on a fishing convention to Boston
Jane (F erri s) and her husband, Elliot H atcher
and bad a grand time. She, too, wants to come to
Barden, are to move in their home in the vicinity
the reunion , but says she has been away right much
of W esthampton in th e near future . They are now
and doesn't think she will be able to make it .
living on Parham Road in Richm ond .
News of the Forrests is that they're to become
Vir ginia Grabeel is now Mr s. J ohn Gordon
par ents in July . David is to be released from the
Co le, Jr. and is living in Blackstone, Va. Let us
Navy in July , but he is goi ng to exte nd his duty
hear from you, Ginny .
until Bobby is able to travel; so they will p robably
Elizabeth H su is continuing her work at the
be in Florida until sometim e in Augu st. In the
U niversity of Mi chiga n, but plans to be in Hamp meantime David is in the process of looking for
ton for the summer .
a resid ency in obstetrics and gynecology; so they
Anoth er Jun e w edding will be that of Charlotte
don 't know wher e th ey will be living next. HowWheeler and H enry Green Mullin s, III , in Newever, Bobby says they love their vacatio n spot for
port News.
the time being.
It has been lot s of fun being secretary for the
Izzy wrote that Susie Dickin son Hurt was in
class of 1949. Thank you for the wonderful coPensacola whil e she was in Boston. Susie, tell us
opera tion.
more about your trip .
Here 's to a successful second reunion, and may
Cary Walker sent regrets that she could not be at
all return to the fifth in 1954 .
the reunion, but she says California is ju st a littl e
Love,
too far away! She is still teachin g nur sery school
IDA.
in Pasadena , but is to be married this summer to
Dr. Sheldon C. Crane. She writes that they have
The reunion: Dinn er at Franklin Terrace 6:00
bought a thr ee bedroom house 1,800 feet in the
Friday, June 2-'49e rs-abo ut 30 stro ng convened
mountains.
and attempted to cram two full years of news into
Ju lie Moller finishes her sop homore year at
one all-too-short eveni ng- I shall recall for you as
MCV in June and plans to spend the summ er with
much as I can remem ber . Fir st, tho se pr esent:
her family in Caracas. Mart el Dailey , Oliv e May Lee Yook , Peggy Ha ssell, Elizabeth Pahnelas,
(Trad er) 's hu sband, will graduate from MCV in
Joyce Parrish Will s, Libbie McN eal, Ann e Carter
medicine in Jun e and will intern at Norfolk
K raft, Kitt y Carter, Betty Jeann e Evans Hopkin s,
G enera l Hospit al. Oliv e pl ans to be "a lady of
Ann Rice White, Rosi e Calhoun, Mar tha H all,
leisure" during the summer.
Audrey Bradford, Mimi And erson Gill , Cynthia
Nelson W eber will receive his M aster's degree
Patrick Lawson, Lou W inn McCutcheon, Pt=ggy
in psycholog y in June from the University of Rich- H arris Barnett, J ean Moody, Harri et Smith, Mag
mond . He and Ruby (Patt erson ) will be living
Knapp How e, Jean Harner , J ean M eyer Klug er,
in Richmond until th en. Another Richmond couple
Susan Dickinson Hurt , Frances Hix , Ruby Pat are Ann (Carter) and Bill Kraft. Ann is still
terson W eber , Brooke Triplett , Gloria Reid, Kaki e
wor king for the H ealth D epar tment.
Smith Spratley, Mary Anne Peddicord Williams,
Ann Bing wrote a real newsy letter-S he says
and me. And I must not omit Flo Grey Tullidge,
Randy Mann Ellis writes that Marsha, a year old
who, though physically in Germany, was present
in April , really keeps her busy. Randy says she
by letter. Flo sent greeti ng s to all '49ers, comment doesn't have tim e to do anything but look after the
ing that the three things she missed most were her
baby, and watch television. She has had to give
family, the class of '49, and Mill er and Rhoad s.
up her art classes.
Vi a "Aunt Cyn" came gre eting s from Id a Eanes
Mag Knapp H owe is still in Charlottesville. She Patrick; she was quite occupied at home with her
and Joe are now living in a trailer, and Mag is
brand new son, A. Woodfin Patrick , III. May Lee
doi ng some teaching.
informed us that she had resigned from her lib rary
From Ann comes the news of two weddi ngsjob for the summer to tak e some courses in the
J ane Sanford is to be marri ed Jun e 23rd to Bill
University of Richmond graduate school. Marth a
J ennin gs from Park ersburg , We st Virginia. And
Hall is now located in Charlottesville, w here she
Ann 's marriage to J ohn Abbitt will take place Jun e is teaching. Rub y Patterson Weber p lans to teach
in D anville, where Ne lson has accepted a positi on
13th . Gussi e and Joyce Roberson will be among
the attendant s.
as personne l consulta nt with the D an River Cotton
Al so from Ann came the news that Al ec and
Mills. Ruby wi ll remain in Richmond for the
Mary B. Hask ell Finlayson have a new daughter.
summer, however , contin uing with the State AgriAn addition to the family of Thomas and Caroculture D epartment.
lin e Lynn Doyl e came April 4th-Thomas
Gloria Reid will be married in the late summer
Mart in
Doyl e, Jr. -E igbt po und s and six ounces.
to Larry J enson. From Kitty Carter came news that
From Alda Marlin Noftsinger comes the news Pat Eagan has completed her medical technology
that Mitzi Verra is working in W ashingt on, but
course at MCV and is emp loyed by two doctors
I don't know any details.
in Richmond.
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To J ean Mo ody I propose a merit badge (plated
with '49ers' gold ) for mimeographed lists of
names, changes of names, and current addr esses of
the class. Copi es were given to all present at the
dinner, with the remainder to be mailed to those
not present; so I hope that by now most of you
have your list. If not, just conta ct me, and I shall
gladly send same . Another highlight of the evening was the scrapbook of the class since graduation
-a grand job by Ida-but notably lacking in material. Pleas e do send clippings of all engageme nt s,
marriages, and other achievements, and any annou ncements, letters, or other material abou t yourself or classmates to me or to your group leader
so that our scrap book will be comp lete.
On Saturday I chatted briefly with Flo Crute ,
J ane Sanford, and Kitt y Wyatt , who were in Richmond for the day. They had spent the morning
at Westhampton and joined severa l other '49ers
for lunch downtown.
Sunday 's tea in Keller H all broug ht three additions-Helen
McDonough K elly, Betty Ann Allen D oub , and Mitzi Verra. H elen is working in
a department store in Charlottesville and plans to
teach in the fa ll, whi le her husband continu es
gradua te work in chemis try at the University of
Virginia. Mit zi is doi ng personnel work with the
government in Washington and is living in Arlington. Sally Van Dy ck is working in Miller and
Rhoads for th e summer and living with Ruby
Weber. And more news from Sally: her engagement
to Arthur W ood, po liti cal cartoo nist for the Rich mond News L eader.
Omissions please forgive-but
do not hesitat e
to remind me of them. All news of classmates is
important-which
reminds me, a few classmates
were not inclu ded on the mimeographed list. Those
called to my attenti on so far are: Janet Roge rs,
Na ncy Ki zzia, Lee Winter, Helen Blood, Flo
Zenke, Mary Chase Woodward, Enid Friedman ,
Bella Mitzm an. Any inform ation leading to their
ad dresses will be gratefully appreciated, as well as
any other nam es and addresses that managed to
escape listing , and any changes of address since
listin g.
To all '49e rs who made this such a newsy letter
- many thanks. H ere's hoping for more of th e
same and for a rea l resurgence of that o ld '49 spirit.
Love,
HATHA WAY.

1950As Jun e rolls arou nd again and another graduating class becomes Westhampton alumn ae, it suddenly makes us realize that we have been out of
college for one year. There have been so many
interesting and excit ing events since last year and
even since th e last issue of the BULLETIN.
First of all, I want to say h ow wonderful it was
to see about thirty girls from our class at the luncheon on May D ay. We wish that it had been possible
for more of you to have been there. We enjoyed
having Miss Rudd , our class sponsor, with us and
heari ng her words of greeting from the college.

'

Karen Marie Kostyal, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Kostyal (Helen Lampathakis '50), who received the Baby Cup in May for being the first
daughter born to a member of the Class of '50.

Among the engaged girls in our class are Rosa
Piggy , in her cute, crazy manner, gave a little
Lou Soles and Mary Howard. Rosa Lou and
speech and presented the Baby Cup to H elen LamMandley will be married when he returns from
pathakis Kostyal for littl e Karen Mari e who was
born March 31. After a discussion of some class Korea. Mary Howard 's fiance was a state policeman, but I haven 't heard his name. We 'll be
busine ss we left Wakefi eld Grill to attend May
anxious to hear more about your plans, Mary.
Da y activities at school.
In addition to all the engagements and weddings
Th e Class of '5 1 were unlucky to have a rainy
many other interesting things have happened to
afternoon for th e Coronation, but the wet weather
g irls in our class. Congratulations go to Bettie
did not dampen th e spirits of the lovely qu een and
lane Barnhill who was tapp ed into Pi lambda
her court. Aft er these activities Mis s Rudd served
Theta, honorary educational fraternity, at the Unitea to girls in our class at her new home near the
campus. This is th e hom e that was bui lt for Dr . versity of Tennessee. She received her M.A. in
education in May.
Kathl een Bruc e and presented to the college after
Congratulations also go to Barbara Beattie who
her death. We did appreciate Mi ss Rudd 's interest
is really going places in her work. She left Rich in our class in giving the tea and in helping us with
mond in May to become assistant to the executive
th e lun cheon.
secretary of the American Collector 's Association ,
So much news and chatter was exchanged at the
an international trade organization. Barbara will
lunch eon that my pencil was kept busy trying to
be traveling , but her headquarters will be in Minjot down all of it to tell you. Wedding s which are
neapoli s.
,going to occur thi s summer were big items of the
Among girls in our class who are traveling is
conversations.
Libby Row se who is going to California this sumStarting with our June brid es, Barbara White
mer. The Schanen s are planning to spend part of
was married to l ester Bald erson, Doris's cousin, in
the summer in Canada. Joanne Waring, Barbara
a small afternoon ceremony on June 2. Doris was
Taggart, and Tish Earle are going to the University
maid of honor. I saw Wilda and Helen at the
of Mexico for summer study. Louise Covington
wedding . lester and Barbara have bought a lovely
and Miriam Weddle will be at Virginia Beach in
home on · Patterson Avenue and have much of it
June.
furni shed.
Margie Canada plans to come back to Virginia
Next in our list of weddings was the marriage of
at
place
for a vacation after completing her exams in occutook
Betty Sims to Robert loving which
pational therapy in Boston. She'll return to Boston
Rapidan on June 16. I was maid of honor for
in Ju ly to work for four months at the Boston State
Betty. Ludie, Pat, and Ida were among the girls
Hospital.
in our class at the wedding. Betty and Robert will
Jack and Sue Peck House are living in Covingbe livin g in North Carolina where Robert is an
ton where Sue has been tutoring a fifteen-year-old
e ngin eer with his uncle 's construction firm.
child this year. Sue may be moving if Jack's job
Wilda Whitman 's marriage to Bud Oakley will
transfers him. Also in Covington this past winter
take p lace June 30 in Portsmouth . Westhampton
were Fran Sutton and Terry Noble who were
,girls in her wedding will be Helen lampathakis
rooming together and teaching there.
Kostyal, Barbara White Bald erson, and Joyce Bell.
Ellen Largent, Julie Wann, and Claire Noren
So far my calendar shows thre e July weddings
met in New York late in April where they saw
in our class. Lorraine Feinberg is to be married
some plays, went to Radio City, shopped on Fifth
,on July 3 at Union Templ e in Brooklyn. Pat
Avenue , and of course they did lots of talking
Kelly 's marriage to Alex Jordan will occur on July
about W esthampton.
28 in Warrenton . Pat and Alex plan to get an
One girl who is continually traveling in our class
apa rtm ent and Pat will be teaching in Richmond
marriage
e
th
for
is lee Davis. I had lunch with her when she was
next fall. July 28 is also the date
in town this spring to present a puppet show. The
,of Barbara lee Jones and Harry Jones of Berryville.
puppet company with which she is traveling has
It w as a big surprise when we heard about your
toured from Maine to Florida this year and lee
e ngag ement , Barbara lee. You must like th e name
seems to like her work quite well.
J ones.
Mary le e Rankin plans to enter the Training
Augu st seems to be the most popular month with
School at the Southern Baptist Seminary in Louisseve n girls in our class planning weddings then.
ville this fa ll. It was grand to see Joanna Maiden
On Au g ust 11 Bea Covington will be married to
in town during graduation weekend. She has comBilly O'Flaherty in Wad esboro, North Carolina.
pleted her first year at the Training School.
Ag gie Feild, Bett ie lane Barnhill, Mary Elinor
Congratulations go to Dot Warner Gardner who
Covington, and Mayme O'Fl aherty Stone will be
has a littl e boy, William Rush Gardner, III , born
.the We sthampton delegation in the " big event."
on April 10.
Aft er their marria ge Barbara and Billy will be
Many of the girls who have been making classJiving in Miami. Bea look ed very excited and
tea
lovely
the
at
plans
rooms hum as teacher s will have busy summers.
h appy about her wedding
given by Mrs. O 'Flaherty soon after Bea's engageJ ean Tinsley plans to take some courses in ed ucament was announced in May.
tion at R.P.I. and Doris Balderson will work at
Nancy Chapin was in town for May Day and
the Virginia Electric and Power Company. Christine
looked stunning in a whit e suit and a black picture
Coates, a former memb er of our class, also works
]mt. She and Charlie are planning to say " I do"
there.
on Au gus t 18 in Pittsburgh. Chapin is busy workWeddings were among the news about the nonnow.
airlines
TWA
ing as a ticket agent for
grads in our class. Charlotte Westervelt and
Carol Siegel writes that she is so excited over
Nancy Blanton were June brides. Charlotte will
plans for her wedding on August 19. The bride - Jive in Seaford, Delaware where her husband works
.groom is a lawyer in Passaic, N6w J ersey, but I
for Du Pont.
haven't heard his nam e.
Patti Black is working as a priv ate secretary to
Gene Hart is planning her marriage to Talmage
the presid ent of a furniture company near Chicago.
Joyn er of Richmond for Au gust 18 in Dendron.
It was grand to see Peggy King Nelson and
Ro sa Lou Soles, Fran Sutton , and Loui se Triplett
Tucky Bellows Moris ett at the May Day luncheon.
will be in her bridal party. She and T ai will be
We do hop e that more of the non-grads will particliving in Richm ond after their wedding.
ipat e in alumnae activities for all of you really
Au gust 25 will be a red-Jetter day for thr ee girls
" belong" to the Class of '50.
in our class. Mok ey Rounds and Dick Holloway
Best wishes for a wonderful summer to each of
Maryland.
Salisbury,
in
marriage
in
will be united
you.
Krause
Cathy
esmaid.
brid
a
be
will
Buck
Margaret
lov e,
will be married to Lindy K eeney, a young minister
LIBBY.
Seminary
Southwestern
at
was
who
from Baltimore
for
person
third
the
am
I
there.
was
while Cathy
whom thi s date is import ant since I am planning
Monument-To Alumni Giving
my weddi ng to Bucky Pierce, an engin eer with
an
be
will
It
day.
that
for
here,
Inc.,
Hun gerford,
(Continued from page 14)
afternoon ceremo ny here in th e chapel of First
A. L. Philpott
H. George Longaker, J r.
get
to
plan
we
wedding
our
After
Church.
ptist
Ba
Geor ge E. Raynold s
Robert L. McDanel
a n apa rtm ent and I'll continue working at the State
Harry L. Snead, Jr.
D. vV. Mallory, Jr .
Ro y B. Wyatt, Jr .
John F. Mm·phy, Jr.
Library.
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1948 (23.08 % )

0. 0. Alley, Jr.
Dwi ght H. Anderson
How ard P. An derson
Loniel B. Ba gby , J·r.
Donalcl L. Ball
Chester A. Bishof
Melvin R . Blacker
Jam es W. Bo ehlin g
John H. Chamberlayne
,v. R. Cread ick, Jr.
,v. 'l'. Daniel, Jr.
J. Ea1·le Dunford 1 Jr.
Harold I. Farle y
Wal te r 0. Figg, Jr.
II erma n V. ] 1 leming, Jr.
L ee 111.Gahegan
So l Goo dman
Cleve land E. Hall
William 0. Hester, Jr.
Jo seph H. Holl eman , Jr .
T . W. Herrmann
1V. M. Hinnan t
Virginia D. I vey
L. C. Jensen, Jr.
Bertran1 Jone s
H erb Liebman
vVilliam B. Luck
Donald V. Murray
Lawrence L. Nac hman
R.H. N a sh
J. W. Payn e, Jr.
William Byrd Pond
M. L. Shotzb ergcr
Rob er t J. Skahan
Reid M. Spencer
W. L. St.igall, Jr.
D. Nelson Sutton, Jr.
L. H. Trigg , Jr.
II. G. 'rurner
A. H. Ware , Jr.
Wil son 0. ·ware
W . H. Vl arren
G. W . Whit e, Jr.
I-Ioward ~i. William s
Jam es M. Wil ts hir e, Jr .
1949 (33.86

%)

Sattler B. Anderson
William T . Ba1·eford
Wil liam E. Barn ett
William F. Baylor , Jr .
John J. Bayton
Cary L. Branch
D. W. Calder
Elliott W. Calisch
Robert Cantor
:Morris E. Cather
Thoma s H. Caulkins
David S. Clay
Neil R. Oline
Harvey R. Cooley
VY. Gordon Cousins , Jr.
Jesse L. Oralle
llin , Jr.
I. B . .l!--,a
D. B. Fendler
vValter B. Fidl er
E. Carlton Gammon
W. J. Gans, Jr.
J. H. Garber, Jr.
W. N. Gee, Jr .
C. E. Geohegan, III
Rob ert G. Gibson
Ernest John Goetz
Robert C. Grady
W .R. Gross
Arthur J. Hain es, Jr.
William N. Hallm an , Jr .
Homer Vi/. Hanna , Jr.
Ra lph N. Har g rov e
C. P. I-farwood
James E. H es lep, Jr.
Edwa1·cl T. Hoo pe r , Jr.
F. W. Howard
John B. How erton
Bernard J . Hulch er 1 J·r.
W. H. Hur t, Jr.
\'Virnam G. J ac kso n
G . J. Ja coh s
Joseph John so n , Jr.
D. G. Joyce
Peter Kam
George 'l'. Kin g, III
Dani el H. Kruger
Saul 111.Luria
B. B. Lin eberr y, Jr.
George 0. McOlary
H. Coleman McGehee , Jr.
John E . Mallory , Jr .
J . A. Mapp
Harry M. Markhoff
:Morton :Marks, Jr .
I-I. Stuart Massie
vVilliam S. Michaux
W. R. Miller, III
J. M. Minor, Jr.
D . B. Morri sse tt , Jr.
C. J~.N iederma ye r, Jr.
Char les A. P eac he e, Jr.
Franklin B. Phillips
John S. Pierce, Jr .
Dan E . Ramer
J ohu B . Richard so n
Jam es B . Robin so n
Philip A. Ro se nfeld

George A. T err y
Ben G. Tripl ett
Lou is A. Tu cker
Julian E. Savage
A Iton R. Sharpe, Jr .
Robert R. Shot zbe1·ger
S herman F'. Sosnow
Claude G. 'rhoma s
Bernard L . W ebb
Richard C. Whitehead
Rob ert E. Wip:p:ins, Jr.
Douglas W. Wiley
VV. Bail ey Wilkin so n
N orman B. ¥ roo d, Jr .
Bill N. Wood y
John R. Zizak
1950 (19 .24 % )
Gordon B. Ambler, Jr .
Joseph A. Ar(•aro, Jr .
Donald L. Baxter
T,ew is 1.i. Book er
H . R. Bla ck we ll
I-I. H . Bradley , Jr.
F.ric II. Br ent
James D . Burnette
L. P. Byrne
Shelton Clarke
Nicholas C. Oond yle s
P. H. Dalle Mura
Chase S . D eck er
Stan ley E. Deutsch
Jo se ph Do y le
Edward L. Dunford
Robert G. Du Val
\Villia.m C. Farm er
Lucian 1\1. Ferguson
Phi lip Frederick, Jr .
E.G. Garrett, Jr.
JDdgar 0. Goldston
Glenn 0. GTimmel
F. W. Hard y
Robert S. Harre ll
Ernest L. liarris, II
Russel B. I-Iarris
Thoma s L . ltowarcl, Jr .
\Villiam E. Long
Walter J. McGraw
Donald H. McNe ill, Jr .
\.Valton Mahon
F. 0. Martin
Marvin Menkcs
G. C. Moor e
Walter H. Ne lson
A. E. Owen
S. A. Robin son
E. N. Roge1·s
Aubrey J. Rosser
James R. Se ase
W . G. Sewell
J. Alvernon Smith
,v. Haddon Snead, Ji- .
Joseph F. Sp inella
N. A. Spinella
Virgil R. Strader, Jr .
Richard C. rrutwil er, Jr.
0. E. Tyl er
Edward M. Vn.ssar
Stuart D. ,villiam s
Harris E. Willb1gham , Jr.
Wirt I-I. Wills
Paul B. Woodfin
l". A. S. Wri gh t
Zack Zamb et is

1951Hal J . Bonn ey. Jr .
F. Elmore Rot ler
Marvin L. Hi ll
Oti s ,v. Nuckols
Robert T. R y land , Jr.
P.R. Stone
1952K en neth CoYin gt.on
S. Franklin ~,oster, Jr.
L. W . Given
William M. Harri s
G. E. Heath
Robert L. Ricks, Jr.
)[eredith Hon se
)~rank J. R ejm· ich
W. J. Rob ert s
1953D. T. H all
G. E. Heath
D. W . DeVilbiss
Ca lvin F. Majo1·
1954A. M. Hi tt

Honorary
Theodor e F. Adams
J. G. Holtzc law
John Irb y
J. Houston I vey
R yland Kni gh t
Ralph P. Ma yo
F. Byers Miller
George :YI.Modlin
Ra ymon<l B. Pinchbeck
Charle s H. vl' h eeler, III
0. D. K . Frat ern ity
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Atlanta Club
Presi dent: Mrs. Jean Grant, 991 Wadsworth
D rive, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia .
The At lanta Club met during the last week in
March. Two Westhampton students, Jane Moseley
and Joan Dalve, met with the club and brought last
minute news from Westhampton. Miss Turnbu ll
had sent down her colored views of the campus
and the members of the club thoroughly enjoyed
the slides.
Jean Grant was elected the new president of the
club .

Eastern Shore Club
President: Mrs. W. T. Roberts, Jr. (Jeanice
Johnson), Parks ley, Va.
The annua l spring luncheon and business meeting of the Westhampton Club in Accomack and
Washington counties was held May 26 at 1: 30
o'clock at the Eastville Inn.
Miss Florence Spady gave the invocation.
Due to the absence of the president , Mrs. W .
T. Roberts , Jr., Mrs. Charles Little , vice-president,
welcomed the members and conducted the business
meeting.
It was decided to send $50.00 to the Westhampton Club Fund.
Twenty-five members were present , and each one
was requested to stand and tell her name and
address.
Mrs. Patrick Foley invited the Club to meet
with her in the fall.
JESSIE NELSON

JARVIS

Recording Secretary .

Hampt on-Newport News Club
President: Miss Millicent Claire Hutcherson,
15 Westover Avenue, Hilton Village, Va.
The Peninsula Branch of the Westhampton College Alumnae Association met this spring at the
home of Mrs. Harold Sniffen on Chesapeake Avenue , Hampton, Virginia . Our guests were Miss
Fanny Graves Crenshaw, Professor of Physical
Education at Westhampton, and Mrs. R. E. Booker ,
Secretary and Treasurer of the A lumnae Association. Miss Crens haw brought us up to date on
college activities and new opportunities which our
college offers, and Mrs . Booker out lined the work
which the Alumnae Association has accomplished
this year.
Possibilities of a fall fashion show were discussed and the membership list was revised. We
would like to take this opportunity to ask any
alumna of Westhampton, living in or near Newport News or Hampton, who was not contacted
for this spring meeting , to get in touch with one
of the officers listed below or Mrs. Blake W.
Corson, Jr., 33-C Elizabeth Road, Hampton , Va.
Officers for the coming year are:
Pres. , Miss Millicent Hutcherson .
Vice-pres., Mrs. Richard Shepherd.
Sec. & Treas ., Miss Helen Porter.

Halifax County Club
President: Mrs. Dorothy Bagwell McDannald ,
Halifax, Va.
The Halifax County Club held a dinner meeting
on May the 16th. Betty Lawson Dillard was our
hostess, and it was a joy to meet in her beautiful
new home. Our attendance was almost one hundred
per cent ahd we had several visitors. Miss Lough ,
Mrs. Leslie Booker and Mrs. Ruth Tyree were
with us from Richmond, and they added much to
our meeting. After Miss Lough had reviewed the
school"s activities she talked with us informally
about current events. Mrs. Booker gave us a report
on alumnae activities and offered several helpful
suggestions regarding our productivity. We are

anxious to make our high school students more
Westhampton conscious, and hope to have a meeting in the near future that will include prospective
college studen ts.

New York Club
President: Mrs. Jules F. De Dan (Frances Gottlieb), 137 Walker Court, West Orange , N. J.
Our administration officially began a year ago
in New York City at the Women's National
Republican Club. '.Those elected at that time were:
Frances G. De Dan , President; Dorothy Brumbaugh, Vice-President; Lillian Jung , Secretary;
Dorothy Ihnken, Treasurer; Mary Duane Hoffman ,
Historian.
During the summer, we held an officers' picnic
meeting aboard our cabin cruiser, "Restless." Plans
were formu lated for our next gathering October
21, 1950, at the Clubhouse in John Wanamaker 's
store, New York. Due to the serious eye operation
on my husband, his hospitalization, and long convalescence at home, it was impossible for me to
carry out our plans. I expected to turn the meeting
over to our Vice-President, but the Board felt the
entire project should be postponed rather than
deny me the privilege of presiding at our first
function.
On Saturday, January 27, 1951, therefore, we
held a luncheon meeting at The Harvard Club
of New York. This was made possible by Dorothy
Brumbaugh, our Vice-President, who holds membership there . Ironically enough the worst snow
storm of the winter occurred on that date, but it did
not prevent us from having an enthusiastic gathering.
It has long been the tradition for The New
York Club to contact the Richmond College Alumni
and plan for a combined dinner and meeting. This
year the girls felt that since we had been handicapped in starting our activities, we should dispense with the combined meeting and concentrate
on our own group. However , lee me say in passing
that, should conditions next winter prove more
favorable for such a project , Richmond College
Alumni will find us ready and willing to revive the
custom.
Our last function was held on Saturday, April
28, 1951, at the Clubhouse of John Wanamaker's
in New York. Following luncheon (at which we
had the delightful experience of being forced to
request more place settings) we had our meeting.
Our guest of honor was Miss Roberts, the Dean.
( May I add also it was the delight and thrill of
the De Dan household to have her as our weekend
house guest?) Miss Roberts brought us up to date
on campus improvements, changes in personnel
and curriculum , and gave us an insight into the
hopes and aspirations for the Westhampton of the
future . As she spoke, some of us thought we had
better reexamine our diplomas to make sure we
really did attend the same Westhampton College.
It was wonderful to note that Richmond as a City
and Richmond as a University are becoming mutua lly conscious of their blessings and advantages.
That will enrich the collegiate lives of both boys
and girls and send them throughout the nation
ready to proclaim the advantages of Richmond, or
Westhampton if you will, as an Alma Mater.
Before our meeting adjourned, Emily Carlson
offered us the use of their inn , The Kittle House
at Mt. Kisco , New York, for our next luncheon
meeting. What is even more astounding, she and
her husband will provide transportation from New
York for those who need it. We wer e all overjoyed at this suggestion because reasonable meeting
facilities are at a premium in New York. Here
Jet me explain that due to crowded conditions ,
John Wanamaker's will no longer provide the
Clubhouse.
We have set a date to be with Emily on Saturday,
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October 6, 1951. We shall make every effort to
match her gesture of hospita lity and good will with
an enthusiastic turnout.
New York has been referred to as "the black
sheep of the Alumnae Association. " Naturally , as
its President , I regret this appellation. In all fairness to us, however, I wonder how many appreciate
our problems in gathering a group. We are The
New York Chapter, it is true; but when you consider we come from New York State, N ew Jersey,
and Connecticut , you will realize that the term ,
"New York, " is used rather loosely. Consider also
that our officers come from New Jersey, Long
Is land, and Westchester County, New York; and
you can understand that an officers' meeting is a
major project. The average traveling time per
member to New York for a meeting is two hours.
Remember also the amusements and other attractions offered by New York City , and you will
admit the pull in the Alumnae direction must
be strong.
Our membership is a flexible and puzzling thing.
Girls come from Virginia and elsewher e for advanced study in New York. Whil e in our section
of the country, we claim them as our own. Many ,
however, return to their native states. It is true
we have alumnae Jiving permanently in and around
New York; and on them we depend to maintain
our identity. This is not intended as a pessimistic
attitude but as a realistic one .
Our greatest aim and ambition for the future is
to establish our Chapter on a firm membership and
financial basis, with adequate meeting facilities,
and greater attendance. In short , we hope to prove
a blessing not only to ourselves but our Alma
Mater.

Richmond Club
President: Mrs . G . Edmond Massie III (Jayne
Mair e ), 7705 Woodman Road, R.F.D. 4, Richmond, Virginia.
The Card Party in April was most successful
under the leadership of Mary Babcock. More than
$400.00 profit was made for the Swimming Pool
Fund.
On April 24 the spring meeting was held at
Irene Stoneman's home "Varina on the James." It
was a beautiful day and more than seventy alumnae
attended.
Anne Seay Jackson was elected Vice-Pre sident
and Amy Hickerson Dalton was elected Treasurer .
Twenty-five dollars was voted for the A.A .U.W .
house in Richm ond.
This year of 1950-51 was a most successful year .

Wash ington Club
President: Mrs. Lester E. Tharp e (Kay Moore)
6214 43rd Street , Hyattsville, Maryland.
The Washington Chapter of Westhampton College Alumnae enjoyed a joint picnic with the local
alumni of the University of Richmond in Rock
Creek Park, Monday evening May 14.
Leslie Sessoms Booker and Dr. Rivenburg ( of
the Latin Department at Westhampton College)
brought us up to date on the "goings-on" at
Westhampton and the men contributed footb all
pictures in color and a talk by Leslie 's hu sband ,
R. E. Book er. The Jong awaited Westhampt on
Wedgwood plates were shown and will be pur •
chasabl e at homecomings or by order to Leslie .
The president of the chapter, Kay Moore Th arp e,
'28 ( Mrs. Lester E.), graciously accepted a second
term following unanimous urging. The following
slate, suggested by the committee , was elected :
Mary Watkins Brock Clevinger, '36 (Mr s. F. M .),
Vice-President; Gary Turner, '25, Tr easur er; H elen
Anderson Hendricks , '24 (Mrs. W. A.) , Secretary .
HELEN A. HENDRICKS
Secretary.

ALUMNI CHAPTERS
Baltimore
Friendliness and simplicity were the brick s and
mortar of our spring dinn er meeting, whi<:h once
again was held at the Stafford Hotel, between
Madison Street and Mount Vernon Place ( names
that mean much more to us than to most Marylanders) . There were no speakers or music or dancing girls; all that we wanted to do was get to
know each other a little better . The features were
a few off-the-cuff remarks by Dr. M. L. Breitstein ,
' 15, about " the old Richmond College where professors and students knew each other intimately ,"
and a brief, impromptu report by William F. Rowe ,
Jr. , '48, on "the Richmond College of 1942 and
1948 ."
On the first Thursday of each month , except
during the summer, a few of us-sometimes
just
two, sometimes as many as ten-meet for lunch at
the Engineers ' Club , at 6 W. Fayette St. All
alumni are welcome, including Washingtonians ,
Pennsylvanians, and even Virginians. Just phone
Davis Ratcliffe, at Lexington 4830 during office
hours , a day or two befor e the first Thursday in
the month , say that you are corning , bring 90 cents
with you to pay for lunch , show up at noon at
the club, and that will make you a Life Member
of the First Thursday Club .
Amon g those who have attended recent meetings
are: Reverend W. Clyde Atkins , "25, Pastor, Eutaw
Pla ce Baptist Church; William Hugh Bagby, ' 17,
President of the Bagby Furnitur e Co.; Dr. Dudley
P . Bowe , ' 15, obstetrician ; Dr. M. L. Breitstein ,
' 15, ear, nose and throat specialist; Charles C.
Broaddu s, Jr. , '3 1, Terminal Manager, Cochrane
Transportation Co. ; Paul A. Cohen, '24 , Building
Inspection Engineer for the City of Baltimore (Paul
is the head man; you can see his name signed on
p ermits in building and elevators all over town) ;
E. F. S. Dickin son, ' 34, who runs things at Sherwood Feed Mills , Inc.; Lawrence J. Edberg , '38 ,
who is teaching chemistr y at the University of
Maryland.
Martin J. Logan , '27 , Gen eral Motor s (in charge
of Chevrolet sales in Maryland, Delaware, Virginia , and D . C.) ; Reverend Herbert 0. Mayhew ,
'28, Pastor , Loch Raven Boulevard Baptist Church;
Bernard C. O 'Sullivan, ' 30, attorney , who soon will
leave for extended active duty as a major in the
U .S.A.F. Reserve; Davis T . Ratcliffe , ' 24, Assistant
Secretary, New Amsterdam Casualty Co.
Willi am F. Rowe, Jr. , '48 , Group Insuranc e
repr esentati ve of the Travel ers; F. Ralph Swanson ,
'26, a past presid ent of the Baltimore Alumni
Chapt er, and Supe rvisor at Western Electric; Benjamin H . W est, ' 27, who w orks both as past-andpresent tr easurer of the Baltimore Alumni Chapter
and at We stern Electri c; Dr. Channing Ward Wilson, '25 , Senior Research Chemist of the Ga s and
Electric Company of Baltimor e.
Officers for th e corning year are: Martin J .
Logan, '2 7, Pr esident; Dr. Channin g Ward Wilson ,
'2 5, Vice-Pr es.; Lawrenc e J. Edb erg, ' 38, Secretary;
Benj amin H. We st, '2 7, Tr easurer.
DA VIS T . R ATCLIFFE, '24, President.

Philadelphia
It was Ritt enhou se Square on the outsid e but it
was the Univ ersity of Richmond campus inside the
Chateau Crillon while Dean May L. Keller was
spe aking befor e th e Philad elphia Chapter of the
Alumni Association on Mar ch 30. Between the
wo rdage of Mi ss Keller and the color slides mad e
and shown by Mi ss Paulin e Turnbull, the A lumni
h ad a memory rewarding trip to yesteryear.
Du ring th e cour se of Miss Keller 's informal and
sprightl y chat the nam es of Chancellor Boatwright ,
Pr esident Modlin , Dr. Gaines , Miss Lut z, Dr.
Lou gh, Mi ss Brown , Dr. Loving, Dr. Ryland, Dr.
Harri s, Mis s Crenshaw, and " Coach" Dobson rang
bells of recollections. Whil e Miss Keller 's anecdotes and rernini scenses evoked thoughts of the
past, the speaker did not neg lect the present and

the future of the growing University . The up to
the minute color slides by Miss Turnbull also
served to bring the University-picture as a whole
into true focus.
Presiding at the meeting was Dr. Clarence Denoon , retiring president. Narcissa Daniel Hargroves
"introduced " the speaker of the evening and expressed the general happiness of those present again
"to sit at the feet of Miss Keller."
Officers selected for 1951-52 are Leonora Johnson, president; Robert W. Neathery, Jr., vice-presi dent; Betty Acker Gillespie, secretary; Albert C.
Barnett, treasurer ; Dorothy Hewes McGlincy, Nar cissa Daniel Hargraves, Luther B. Jenkins, Edward
G . Tiedemann, executive committee.
MARK LUTZ , ' 26.

Washington
A joint picnic dinner with the W estharnpton
alumnae and election of new officers wound up a
busy year for the Washington Alumni Chapter on
May 14.
R. E. Booker , ' 24, journeyed up from Richmond
to tell the "old grads " about plans for Alumni
Day and to describe just enough of the new Student
Activities Building to make mouths water.
Technicolor movies of the Spider gridders '
final practice game were shown and numerous comments on hopes for an improved season in ' 51 were
heard. Alumni expressed extreme disappointment
that Coach Ed Merrick , '40, was prevented from
making the trip and giving a play-by-play description.
Dr. Sidney T. Mathews , ' 36, was chosen
unanimously as new president of the graduat e
group, succeeding Charter Heslep, '26, who received
plaudits for guiding the chapter during the past
year. Vice-President is Dr. Edward B. Willingham ,
' 21, and secretary-treasure is J. Earle Dunford ,
Jr ., '48.
James Ceranton, ' 31, was named to head a prospective placement committee, which will be charged
with trying to locate jobs in the nation 's capital
for graduating Spiders.
A week before the final dinner, the Richmond
College Glee Club gave a concert for alumni and
their friends at National Baptist Memorial Church .
Those who attended confessed that the aggregation
surpassed anything on the campus in " their days."
The glee club also set some type of record for
Richmond student organizations by appearing on a
half-hour television show in the morning.
J. E. DUNFORD , JR., '48.

I

Necrology

1916-

1926Mahaney died at his home in Clarke
County, Virginia on Sunday , June 24 . He had been
in the teaching profession for twenty-five years
and only last year returned to Virginia to serve as
headmaster of the Blue Ridge Country Day School
at Millwood .
After his graduation he joined the faculty of
Christ Church School in Middlesex County, Va .,
wher e he served for three years while winning his
master 's degree from the University of Virginia.
In 1929 he went to Columbia University. Later
he joined the staff of the Haverford School outside
of Phi ladelphia where he remained for eight years
as a teacher of English and Lat in and as ath letic
coach. There followed a stint as a trainee instru<:-
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1934Henry Satterwhite Johnson of Hylas, Va . died
in a Richmond hospital on May 23. At the time of
his death he was executive secretary-treasurer and
public relations director of the Medical Societ~ e:f
Virginia. He had formerly served in the V1rg1ma
House of Delegates and was prominent for some
years in the Young Democratic Club s of Virginia.
After graduating from the University he attended
the University of Virginia where he received his
master's degree . He also took further graduate
courses at the College of William and Mary and
New York University. While an undergraduat e
he starred in athletics and is remembered primarily
as a baseball pitcher . He is survived by his wife ,
five sisters , and three brothers .

LENA FRAZER LOVING
Mrs. Lena Frazer Loving, wife of Dr. R. E.
Loving, '96, professor emer itus of physics at the
University, died in Charlottesville on May 1 L
She suffered a stroke in her home at the University
in 1943 and for the past eight years had been an
invalid in the home of her niece . She was born
near Fredericksburg , Va . on September 10, 1870 ,
and her preparatory education was received in
private schools . She attended Hollins College and
in her senior year won the music medal.
She married Dr. Loving on July 1, 1903 and
continued her study of the piano at the Peabody
Conservatory in Baltimore while her husband completed his doctorate at Johns Hopkins University .
When they came to Richmond from the Midwest ,
where Dr. Loving had taught at the University
of Missouri, she became an active member of the
Grove Avenue Baptist Church and served as
organist for its missionary society . She also served
on the board of the Baptist Horne for Ladies, the
Musicians Club of Richmond, and the Every Monday Club.
She was buried in the Loving fami ly section of
the cemetery at Wilmington in Fluvanna County on
May 14. Among her survivors , in addition to her
husband, is a brother, the Rev. Goodwin Frazer ,
'02 , of G len Allen , Va.

I

Lewis G. Pitts of Bowling Gre en, Va. died in
a Richmond hospital on May 19. Burial was at
Sparta , Va . He is survived by his wife and two
daughter s.

'J. Moyer

tor in a large shipyard but in 1944 Mac returned
to the teach ing profession as a teacher , coach and
member of the executive committee of the Montgomery Country Day School near Philadelphia.
His next post was that of headmaster of the Fairfield Country Day School at Fairfield, Conn . Last
July he returned to Virginia to the Blue Ridge
Country Da y School , not far from Winchester ,
which had opened the year before with eleven
students. Under his direction the school grew to
48 students and he was confident of 70 students
next year and 100 the following year.

EUGENE B. JACKSON

Dr. Eugene B. Jackson died in a Harrisonburg ,
Va. hospital on May 19 at the age of 83. He attended George Washington University and Crozer
Theo logical Seminary. In 1915 the University of
Richmond conferred upon him the honorary degree
of doctor of divinity and at the time of his death
he had served for many years on the University' s
board of ·trustees . He was a native of Front Royal,
Va . and had lived in Harrisonburg for the past
twenty-three years. He retired from the Baptist
ministry in 1938.

MARY HALL PROVENCE
Mrs. Mary Hall Provence, wife of Dr. Herbert
W . Provence, '94 , died on March 19 iri Greenville ,
S. C. after an illness of severa l years. The couple
had served as Southern Baptist missionaries to
China for many years where Dr. Provence was the
first treasurer for the Shanghai College and Seminary. They celebrated their fifty-second wedding
anniversary on November 16. Besides her husband
she is survived by two children, and three brothers.

Drink More Milk for that
rrPicture of Good Health!"
She's growing up with lots of valuable, nourishing
milk. Each brimming glassful means more energy , better
health , better looks. For your good health drink plenty
of Richmond Dairy MILK, nature 's most nearly perfect
food, EVERY DAY.
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OvER 1500 PROMINENT
TOBACCO GROWERS SAY:

"When I apply the Standard
Tobacco Growers' Test to
d$arettes, I find Chesterfield
is the one that smells Milder
and smokes Milder."

A WELL-KNOWN

INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
REPORTS: "Of all brands

tested, Chesterfield is the only
cigarette in which members
of our taste panel found
~ unpleasant after-taste."
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